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The Book
THE white horses sacrificed yearly at the Festival

of Earth Purity in Jaiye Kingdom are no longer
sufficient.
And the prosperous Jaiye people will do anything to
keep and protect their entire stables. Even if they
have to make a strange verdict costing the lives of
their outpost township at Koje.
But the verdict is eventually made even without the
helpless Koje community knowing a thing.
And then there ensues the entire heroic saga of some
daring love with a dire price.
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†
To Him who left it all to chase us. Gave it
all to love us. Risked it all to save us.
To the lover of our humble souls, our one
priceless jewel.
Jesus Christ, the Sun of Righteousness.
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Chapter 1
_____

RAGUN stormed out of the majestic imperial

palace; his militant feet thudding heavy steps
through the ornate stone floor.
Here was the great and prosperous city-state,
Jaiye.
And the vast palace of the sovereign ruler sat as
grand and imposing as nothing else around, over
mountains and rivers far away.
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Ragun had had enough of the gibberish
spluttered out all day at the palace assembly.
And he certainly wouldn’t hear anymore of all
the foolish talk. Not when he was still the war
chief of the Jaiye kingdom.
‘I will not sit still and take this, never!’ he
fumed; throwing the assembly hall gates open on
his way out of the palace complex.
The gates slammed closed behind him with a
metallic clang.
‘I always say it… greed runs in that household!’
he scoffed.
‘Now what? Our white horses aren’t enough for
that senile chief priest anymore? That is something
I will never permit…
‘Unless I am no longer Ragun Slayer of the
Dead!’
Ragun’s pace hopped to the rhythm of his
agitated spirit, as he walked through the long, wide
hallways.
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His retainer had been waiting around for him at
the third gate. And Chief Ragun soon met up with
him on the way.
But then, Ragun’s steps were so fast that the
young lad could barely catch up with him as the
two men headed out in a haste.
The royal chiefs of Jaiye were being briefed at
the central palace assembly that evening at sunset,
on a new decree. Prior to when the announcement
would be made public at the arena by sunrise the
next day.
But Ragun wasn’t the only chief in the assembly
to be baffled by the weird sounding
announcement.
Yet the old man’s shock had the loudest voice.
For the war chief was a man of flammable temper.
If the choicest wines were kept in the choicest
wineskins, then the affluent Jaiye kingdom would
be the wineskins and the Jaiye people would be the
crimson.
Of the many other nations round about them,
the people of Jaiye were thought to be the most
excellent.
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An award given to the Jaiye people by their
own selves.
When men still made homes of earth and hay,
the entirety of Jaiye dwelt in great houses made of
stonework.
Except only its outpost township at Koje.
When men still battled with clubs and stones,
the men of Jaiye swung two edged blades and shot
poisoned arrows.
Except only its Koje outpost.
And when men still stuttered with fables and
tales, the people of Jaiye were already scribbling
down their own histories.
And with ink of battlefield blood!
What more could earn a kingdom some
dreadful greatness, when even its hearsays oozed
with grace and grandeur?
Yet… of all the best kind of urbane people in
the entire Jaiye kingdom, Chief Ragun – along
with the many other nobles, were the best of the
best.
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Ragun exited the seventh gate which led
outside, while his retainer still found catching up
with the war chief much of a hassle.
Ragun kept talking to himself as he dashed
along.
He scoffed. ‘If Jaiye has been sacrificing a white
horse per clan every year, and that old priest is now
suggesting that can’t be enough… then, what on
earth can ever be, huh?’
‘I guess what this sick dispensation now wants
is all of Jaiye’s stables!’ Ragun burst out in a
raucous laughter.
In a moment, his demeanour went a little more
serious.
‘I will not permit that on this soil. Not when
I’m still alive!’ he blurted out and spat on the
ground.
And with that, the brazen old man flung his
woolen ọja muffler around his neck with a deft
sweep of a hand; and hopped towards his horse
carriage waiting obediently at the palace cart park.
Yet Ragun’s steps were still rather too fast for
his humble servant to catch up with. And it was
12
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only then the older man took notice that the
youngster hadn’t been able to keep up pace with
him.
The elderly chief halted in a jiffy. He glanced
back at the lad, who was already panting in his
jugging steps.
He squinted his eyes at him.
‘Do I have to cut off one of your legs for you
to know why you have two?’
The old man’s voice was a cold, bitter snarl.
The young servant needn’t hear anything more.
And he couldn’t tell where a surge of energy came
from all of a sudden.
For the lad rushed up to his master with the
flight of a frightened arrow.
Those words, those little words. They’d
sounded in that slave boy’s ears like the growl of a
hunter’s hound.
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Chapter 2
_____

THE Arena was filled to the brim at sunrise the

next day. In the olden Jaiye city-state.
Every clan and every community of the entire
Jaiye nation was present at the all-important
assembly of people.
Except only the outpost community at Koje.
The Koje people were never to be invited to
that kind of meeting. Nor were they even aware of
14
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the assembly; even though it was dubbed a general
assembly.
The great ruler and warlord of the affluent
Jaiye kingdom was present at the grand assembly.
King Obade was seated at the exalted stage on
one of his seven Imperial Stoneseats. The royal
seat was hewn out of a single mass of rock.
And every time imperial events were not
holding at the Arena, the arena’s Stoneseat was
always secured with a huge box made out of
teakwood.
The governing chiefs of the kingdom sat on
royal caneseats behind King Obade, and in long
rows and columns.
Ragun the war chief was also present among
the chiefs.
The evening before that day, Ragun had
stormed out of the palace assembly amid the
firsthand briefing about the new sacred order to be
announced to the public today.
But now, the elderly warrior had accepted that
he shouldn’t have gotten so furious about what he
15
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never even waited long enough to hear of its
conclusion.
Ragun only knew so far that the rare white
horses which every clan always spent a fortune to
donate for the yearly sacrifice would no longer be
sufficient.
And the old man had thrown tantrums and
stormed out of the royal assembly just the day
before.
But now, he promised himself to stay as quiet
as a lamb at the people’s assembly here. And to
listen to the announcement from the chief priest
all the way through.
‘Let horses and stallions be for play and for
battles…’
Jakan’s voice boomed from the stage via the
voice amplifying device, made out of the horn of a
male buffalo.
The old priest announced a new sacred order
regarding the all-important sacrifice made during
Jaiye’s annual festival. The Festival of Earth Purity.
The announcement was a religious decree that
was already endorsed by the crown. It was
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stipulated to be instituted in the kingdom from the
moment the verdict would be passed.
Jakan the Chief Priest announced to the
dignified people of the wealthy nation, that the
white horses sacrificed every year could no longer
be sufficient to cleanse the land.
He further explained, ‘And so, we as a people
are required to do something much more than
what we have been doing.
‘Yes, we are required to offer a sacrifice bigger
than what we’ve been offering.’
Jakan’s words suddenly sparked a flame of fear
and fury among his several many listeners.
A swelling air of murmurs rose and drifted
across the rows of audience seated under the fading
morning stars, in that grand arena.
Jaiye was a peculiar kingdom in which existed
no paupers nor minions among its citizenry. If one
would only choose to exclude Koje Outpost.
Jaiye was a prosperous realm, yes. One where
the people were almost no less glorious and
gracious than how the nobles themselves were.
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It was a fortified territory, too. Where every
son of the soil bore within his skull the mindset of
a lord and a commander-in-chief.
So, Jaiye wouldn’t take the nonsense the chief
priest was spewing out.
The angry murmurs of the assembly of people
continued in a rumbling noise.
Amid the prolonged murmurs, pebbles of
questions appeared to be hurled at the elderly
priest.
An adult voice yelled at a distance. ‘If horses
and stallions be only for play and battles, what
then would man use for the yearly sacrifice?’
The feeble voice soon faded into the pool of
noisy protests around.
Another younger voice rose above the clamour.
‘As if our horses aren’t enough demands already!’
the voice cried out and drew an uproar after it.
As the uproar subsided, an angry young scream
sparked up some furious flames anew.
The little voice yelled. ‘What’s so dirty on our
earth that just the blood of our precious white
18
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horses isn’t enough to cleanse every year, huh? Tell
us, huh!’
Chief Ragun himself was as restless as the
people where he sat on the noble stage.
But the other elderly man Jakan stood still amid
the people’s impatient agitation.
White horses were always slaughtered in large
numbers for the annual sacrifice.
Each year, every clan in the entirety of Jaiye
kingdom was saddled with the burden of donating
a white horse for sacrifice at the Festival of Earth
Purity.
For the people of Jaiye, the ritual meant not
just the sacrifices of horses’ regal blood… but also
that of their own costly sweat.
For the natural white horse is a peculiar kind of
horse, and is both rare and of great cost.
And just when the Jaiye nation were already
bleeding their sweat, the chief priest was making a
bigger demand.
Yet no one was patient to know exactly what
that bigger sacrificial offering would be.
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Chapter 3
_____

AT last, the old man raised a hand to still the

people’s assembly.
Only he could announce what the bigger
sacrificial offering would be.
The offering that was to replace scores and
scores of rare white horses sacrificed every year.
Only Jakan the Chief Priest could tell the
people what had been decided from above.
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The chief priest motioned to speak.
Soon there was a decorous calm, sufficient
enough for him to take back the floor.
‘Have you ever wondered why we demand
white horses from every clan each year?’ asked
Jakan.
A perfect silence descended on the entire arena
and every seated soul taught their ears to listen.
‘Well, the answer lies in the purpose of the
sacrifice,’ the old man continued.
‘The Earth Purity sacrifice is carried out every
year to continually cleanse the land from the Death
Curse.
‘But it is not horses’ dungs at the stables that
pollute our land. Nor is it the waste we ourselves
pass out when we eat until we are full.
‘If it were any of those things, we would have
declared a day of work and clean up the dirt, and
that would be all.
‘But what stain the land with the Curse is our
decadent flesh and blood.
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‘The horses we offer don’t have their blood and
flesh stained with sin. It is us the people of Jaiye
who have our hearts and hands defiled.
‘If man cannot give birth to horses nor can
horses birth man, then what makes our fathers
think the blood of horses will remedy the death
curse?
‘Would horses and beasts even choose to save
man from dying the death?’
At this point, mumbles of agreement spread
through the people-filled square.
Even the flammable war chief Ragun
understood better where he sat at the exalted noble
seat.
And he chided himself for hastily walking out
of the briefing at the palace assembly the day
before… when he’d only heard the announcement
midway.
Jakan the chief priest paused awhile, gazed over
a sea of people seated, and quietly observed the
ripple effect his pebble of words had stirred.
He smiled at the positive reaction, before he
went on.
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‘Let horses and stallions be for play and for
battles,’ he declared again.
‘If blood indeed be for blood, let horses die for
horses and let man die for himself,’ he announced.
In a moment, Jakan’s listeners’ understanding
cascaded into the territories of fear and frightful
temper.
Anyone would curiously dread what monstrous
sacrilege the crazy priest was requiring for a
sacrifice.
The mere thought that Jakan must be hinting
that people would now be their own sacrificial
horses, was both horrifying and inconceivable.
And so much that it was extremely unlikely that
the old priest could be as senile as to mean that.
Ragun the war chief jumped to his feet at the
high seat, ready to storm out again in an ever so
predictable fit of temper.
The honourable seat didn’t mean a thing to the
old man any longer.
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And he had even forgotten he made a solemn
promise to his temperamental self to listen to the
end before ever concluding.
At this stage, it seemed promises didn’t matter.
Ragun was ready to throw tantrums again. And
this time around, right in public glare.
But for the Women Chief who begged Ragun
to sit still for the sake of dignity, at least… but for
her, the war general would have shamelessly
stormed out of a honourable assembly in broad
daylight.
A grave silence had descended on the entire
square now. Everyone was trying to know where
exactly the elderly priest was driving at.
The chief priest spoke. And his voice was both
loud and resounding.
‘Every year, it shall be someone with beauty so
matchless and pure like that of a queen goddess
that shall be sacrificed…
‘The blood of that pure damsel shall be used to
cleanse Jaiye kingdom!’
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And like as of a deafening, thunderous crack
greeting a quiet dawn, Jakan’s announcement was
met with a terrifying uproar…
One that shook the entire arena and sounded
over several hills and mountains.
The audience burst out in an uncontrollable fit
of temper; hurling dusts and pebbles at the stage.
Ragun himself couldn’t take the new decree at
all. This time he swore he regretted coming over to
hear out the full announcement in the first
instance.
He jumped to his feet with all the energy he
could muster and spat on the so-called honourable
seat.
And not even the gentle women chief, nor the
promise the old man made to himself, nor even the
talk of shame or dignity…
Not anything could hold Ragun back from
staying true to his temperamental self.
The old chief stormed out with a mad dash; his
elaborately embroidered dandogo robe fluttering
behind him in the winds… like flames of a blazing
inferno.
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‘You must be an old fool, Ragun Slayer of the
Dead!’ the warrior scoffed repeatedly.
The old war chief sprinted with a galloping
pace toward his chariot waiting patiently for him
at the cart park behind the stage.
People started leaving the arena, too; spitting
on the ground in disgust on their way out.
They scoffed. ‘Are we going to slaughter our
own selves now to purify our soil, huh?’
Several others ranted, ‘Who can ever think our
kingdom will come to this giant level of madness?’
Jakan the Chief Priest was eager to tell the
people that it wasn’t what they were thinking.
That there was yet a conclusion they knew nothing
about.
But his listeners were now scantily scattered
over the landscape. Like horses without their riders
on the battlefield.
Right then, King Obade rose up, in all
stateliness and grandeur… from the Imperial
Stoneseat.
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He walked towards the chief priest and
motioned for him to hand him the voice amplifier.
The priest handed the device over to the king.
And then, Obade’s voice boomed over the
amplifier.
‘By my imperial order over the Kingdom of
Jaiye, I command every soul under the sound of
our voice to stay silent where they are right now...
‘And to listen to the conclusion of the
announcement of the sacred decree.’
In a few moments, the entire arena was as silent
as the quiet graveyard.
Jakan finished his words; the amplifier device
back in his grip.
‘Listen, people of Jaiye kingdom. The annual
sacrificial offering shall be sourced from our
outpost at Koje…
‘Our kingdom’s community of slaves. And so
shall it be.’
The whole crowd burst out in a wild frenzy of
excitement. An unprecedented shouts of joy tore
through the morning air.
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Dusts filled the air with feet thumping the
ground in leaps of excitement. The wild thrill was
so uncontrollable that it lasted even till everyone
departed.
The screams tore through Chief Ragun’s ears
where he was, by his chariot. And the curious man
sprinted back to the arena, to get the conclusion of
the announcement.
It was a conclusion that raised his own
heartbeats, too… in an excitement too great to be
put into words.
The last words of the chief priest were like the
announcement of the success of the festival itself,
in the ears of the people of Jaiye.
The people would be glad to have the entire
Koje slaves given up for Jaiye’s yearly rituals than
to sacrifice their horses and their sweat.
As King Obade walked to the company of his
royal entourage. He pondered over the sacred
order.
Slaves die every day but not horses in quiet stables,
he thought. A slave is as cheap as they are free. But
horses and white horses are the worth of gold and
luxury.
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He heaved a heavy sigh in a moment of
concern.
‘We can sacrifice our slaves who work on our
plantations and in our quarries for the purpose of
cleansing Jaiye,’ muttered Obade.
‘But the question is if the sacrifice of a mere
slave will really be enough.’
And that was Jaiye kingdom’s only concern.
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Chapter 4
_____

THE nation’s excitement to the strange sacrifice

altarnative was a huge shock to the chief priest
himself.
Jakan had only expected his explanation to
justify the new sacred decree.
What he didn’t anticipate was the super high
spirits his announcement brought to the people of
Jaiye.
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True, the white horses could no longer count as
the ritual offering for the yearly sacrifice.
And the people’s happiness over the fact that
their precious horses would be spared from being
slaughtered at the altar, was only something.
But then, the fact that the people exuded some
pure joy and exhilaration when they knew the
slaves at the outpost would be the equal
replacement… that was quite something else.
Jakan wondered for a bit if the joyful noise was
for the horses that would be spared at all. Or if it
was for the sacrificial offering that would be
sourced from the kingdom’s outpost at Koje.
But Jakan didn’t need to wander long in the
winding paths of concern. For the answer was right
there in the recesses of his heart.
His wondering was only a sincere hope. A lone,
feeble hope that the rejoicings weren’t simply over
the Koje people.
Yet the old man soon admitted that the
outpost community of slaves were of no economic
worth to the Jaiye nation.
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And so went the adage among the Jaiye people:
‘No man goes to Koje to spend a cowry.’
For the Koje people had been slaves of Jaiye
people as far back as the ancient days when the
now great Jaiye nation had mushroomed from a
small cluster of kith and kin.
And no Jaiye would even spend money to lend
or buy a Koje home, when a Jaiye man wished to
get a slave to serve him.
That itself had been the case since hundreds
and hundreds of seasons before.
The chief priest ordered his cart bearer to ride
home while he chose to take a walk.
He was convinced no one would attack him on
his way home. Not when his announcement had
put the entire kingdom in the present gleeful
mood.
Jakan’s pace was neither too fast nor too slow.
But it was with the grace of a noble that the elderly
priest strode along the winding roads.
The old man walked on across the open streets
of the olden city. He could feel the freshness in the
morning air. And every once in a while, he slowed
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down a bit to savour the feel of cool, gentle winds
over his ageing skin.
The last time Jakan had the luxury of taking a
leisure walk through the city’s broad streets was
when he was a young man.
And that evening was only days away from
when he took over his father’s mantle of
priesthood. As his ill father, Dago, would
afterwards bid the world goodbye.
The last walk he took with his departing father
was one to be treasured. It was one to keep at
heart.
And now, both the moments of the walk as
well as the talk of that last moments floated back
into Jakan’s memory…
As he walked down the road he’d walked up
with his father as a young, agile thing.
◊◊◊
It was a leisure walk father and son had that quiet
evening. And the case was the same with their talk.
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Dago decided to keep things light and fun
between his son Jakan and him. Even though death
was knocking at the older man’s sickly heart.
He decided to liven his growing son’s heart
with ancient folktales told in Jaiye culture.
And the amusing tales worked to lighten the
two men’s mood. But only at the beginning of talk.
While the characters in Jaiye’s folklore were the
great wild cats of all kinds, the conventional
trickster character was an imaginative pocket-sized
caricature of a male human.
And it was only that trickster in all of Jaiye’s
folktales that bore a name which a wild animal
wasn’t called by.
In all of the folk stories also, the trickster’s
outrageous identity remained the very same.
And his notable name through generations of
folklore was… Koje.
Jakan stopped his father amid one of the tales.
He interrupted the older man to ask a question.
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Young Jakan had always wondered if Koje in
the several folktales meant the very same Koje
people at the kingdom’s outpost.
He’d wondered if the outrageous folktales
about the trickster were really true stories about
the very same Koje community.
He’d always wondered; so he asked his father
Dago.
Dago understood Jakan’s wonder and smiled.
He decided to leave telling the imaginary tales and
to narrate the true account of the people of Koje.
It was the legend of how Koje came to become
the legal slaves of the Jaiye nation… inhabiting the
outskirts of Jaiye’s sovereign territory.
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Chapter 5
_____

HUNDREDS and hundreds of seasons back, Jaiye

was only a small mass of land occupied by only a
handful of kith and kin.
The men of Jaiye had deserted the foot warriors
of the least dynasty in the great Majado citystate… during the Battle of the Heirs.
It was a battle between bastards and sons for
the great Majado throne. And it was an endless
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battle that spanned countless moons and several
many seasons.
It was the unforgettable Battle of the Heirs.
The said deserters of Majado warriors ran with
their wives… as far as to distant terrains where no
living soul dwelt.
For the war-frightened men longed to create a
little community, where they could live peacefully
and make many babies.
So they created their community and made laws
guiding their conduct against internal and external
conflict.
They named themselves the Jaiye people.
The small families of kith and kin soon grew to
become pretty large clans. But the peace and
tranquility among them was soon interrupted by
the cruel misdeed of one of the founders.
He was an old man by that time. And his name
was Koje.
Koje had coveted the youngest wife of a fellow
founder and elder.
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And when the fair-skinned, beautiful young
woman wouldn’t give in to Koje’s seductive
attempts, the old man forcefully had his way with
her one fated evening.
But Koje would never have it his own way. For
the depraved old man was caught in the act by the
woman’s husband.
The husband stormed into the bed chamber
with irrepressible fury like that of an angry bull
charging towards his daring assailant.
But Koje pounced on the man instead and
killed him in cold blood. And he was ready to bury
the man he murdered, to cover up everything.
Koje also was ready to go as far as subjecting
the man’s widow under a forced marriage to
himself. Just so as to be able to ensure his secret
remained secured.
But Koje wouldn’t always have his way. One of
the sons of the murdered man witnessed the killing
from a secret vintage point.
And the boy disclosed Koje’s murder crime to
the community council; with the woman being
enough witness on the rape charge itself.
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A stern verdict was passed and Koje was
executed for his crimes.
Koje’s several wives, children and grandchildren
– and together with the entire future lineage and
generations – were segregated and sentenced to
eternal slavery for the Jaiye people.
The entire future descendants of Koje were
placed under an irredeemable curse. And the curse
was known in Jaiye as ‘the Animal Curse.’
For Koje’s generations were cursed to be forever
as low as the animals.
◊◊◊
Jakan remembered the legend of the Koje people,
which his father narrated to him as a young man.
His father Dago had also finished the story
with a sudden, earnest instruction.
Dago the chief priest had concluded with
words that were both solemn and sparse.
‘I think the time has come for me to tell you
what has been instructed me by the High Heavens.
For you to carry out when I’m no longer around.
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As I can see our ancestors beckoning on their sick
and weary son.
‘So, Jakan my firstborn and pride, I leave in
your charge the sacred order our kingdom is now
saddled with. What the High Heavens have
commanded.
‘There’ll soon come a day like no common day.
When the moon will turn as red as the blood of
sacrifice.
‘When that fateful day comes, horses will no
longer bleed for man; but man shall bleed for
himself.
‘The blood of white horses will no longer be
used for the earth purity sacrifice. But instead, each
year, the blood of a young pure beauty from
amidst the outcast slaves of Koje, will be shed to
cleanse the entire kingdom…
‘And so shall it be.’
Jakan was now walking down his own street as
he recollected his father’s words several years back.
He heaved a heavy sigh under the weight of the
mantle of priesthood he got from his father. A
40
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mantle he got when his father said those things
and passed on days after.
Jakan’s home came up in the distance. And the
priest could make out the figure of his eldest son
playing with his little child at the frontage.
Instantly, the old man brightened up with a
wide smile. Koje or whatever didn’t matter here.
His burdened mind raced back home as well as his
walking steps.
But then, the fact that he had to someday pass
on the bothersome mantle to a son, came rushing
up to the ageing man. Like the gust of a disturbing
wind.
He wished his young sons could continue to be
young and free. But then, he knew he’d got to
produce a successor from his offspring sooner than
later.
Jakan heaved a burdened sigh a second time and
talked to himself.
‘We hardly go to battles anymore. And no man
slays his kindred any longer. But my family still
slays precious white horses for man!
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‘And what is more? My family must even now
slay man for man… good Heavens!’
The elderly priest wished there was no priestly
office nor position to inherit by his bloodline.
Jakan as a little boy had desired to rear horses
and own the largest stable in Jaiye.
But it was sad that the poor man had been
saddled with the sole responsibility of slaughtering
the horses he once wished to rear.
And when horses were to be taken out of the
way, an unbearable millstone was laid upon the
ageing man. And together with his heirs forever
and ever.
An excited, tiny voice cried out. ‘Grandpa!’
Jakan’s heart leaped up at the voice of his cute,
little grandson.
He raised his bowed head immediately, and
found himself in the frontage of his home.
Within just half of a millisecond, the old man’s
melancholies dissolved into giggles of laughter.
Jakan’s eldest son smiled as he turned around to
see his father.
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‘Welcome home, Father,’ he said. And he bent
forwards to let down his toddler, while bowing to
greet at the same time.
Jakan only stooped down and flung his hands
wide open for his lovely grandkid to run into.
For the cute, little boy flew as fast as the flash
of an excited lightning bolt.
And into the arms of a playful grandfather.
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Chapter 6
_____

LAUGHTER echoed through the palace horse

stable.
It was a sudden burst of uncontainable shriek
of laughter. One that sounded like that of a tickled
party, when it was just that of one man.
It was the crown prince having a really good
laugh. And his stout, sturdy build came quivering
beneath the overpowering influence of a hilarious
scene.
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It was early morning and Prince Àlà made a
routine check on the royal horses at the palace
stable.
The prince went with Shao, one of his retainers.
And he also took along six other retainers with the
young man.
But Shao was more than a palace slave, or a
servant, or an attender to Jaiye kingdom’s crown
prince.
Shao was also a close friend to the prince. He
was the closest of all the prince’s servants.
After Àlà confirmed the state of the royal
horses that early morning, he decided to leave with
the servants he came with.
But the prince was still in the vast, big ranch
when he realised he hadn’t taken enough look at
Ga. The choicest steed among his own horses.
Àlà decided to make it up to Ga right then. He
decided to ride the ever so lively horse around the
ranch and exercise the big, burly thing.
The prince spanned his gaze around the
servants surrounding him. He contemplated
sending someone to hastily bring up Ga.
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He decided to send Shao.
Shao immediately left for the stables. But he
didn’t get back for a long while.
Àlà waited and lost patience in waiting. The
prince wondered if his servant had simply gone to
sleep at the stables.
‘What on this earth could be taking him so
long?’ he blurted. His glance spanned around the
quizzical faces of the rest of his servants.
Prince Àlà decided to find out himself what
Shao could be doing at the stable that took him so
long. He matched down to the stable at once; his
servants hurrying after him.
The prince soon got to the stable and walked
up to the stall where Ga was kept.
As Àlà’s feet approached the quiet stall in a
quick match, his footsteps soon slowed down into
a gentle saunter.
For the young prince’s eyes fell on something
hilariously amazing. Right there at Ga’s stall.
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The sight was Shao sitting in a squat… as
silent and still as an obedient little lamb, in front
of a sleeping horse.
Poor Shao had been endlessly hoping for Ga to
rouse itself from an early morning nap, so he could
bring the royal horse to its owner.
Àlà’s feet dragged to a sudden halt right at that
moment. And he burst out in a long, hysterical fit
of giggles.
Laughter echoed through the palace horse
stable.
It was a sudden burst of uncontainable shriek
of laughter. One that sounded like that of a tickled
party. But it was just the prince laughing.
The royal servants cowered behind the crown
prince; entirely lost about what sort of trouble they
must have caused.
Shao slowly raised himself up, embarrassed
altogether.
The prince’s laughter soon softened into some
quiet, little chuckles… as he tried to pull himself
together.
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Àlà was about to utter something at last when
Shao hurried to his own defense.
‘It’s the royal horse, Your Highness,’ retorted
Shao. ‘That’s why I didn’t want to disturb its
sleep,’ he finished; bowing his head.
Àlà’s quiet chuckles faded at the instant and the
radiant shine in his face dimmed out. He got what
the servant was saying and could see where he was
coming from. And he pitied him.
It saddened Àlà that Shao considered the royal
horse of greater worth than him or its owner in
fact. The prince felt angrier than he felt sad.
He blurted out. ‘Isn’t it the rider who makes
the horse, Shao? Come on, a horse is just a beast
without the horseman, huh!’
But Àlà could only feel his words dissolve into
nothingness as they reach the slave boy’s ears.
The prince imagined how lowly Shao must
have felt to wait for a sleeping animal.
He reasoned the fact remained that Shao was a
slave boy from the outcast outpost at Koje…
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In spite of how close Shao lived to the crown
prince in the palace courts. And in spite of how
closer a friend the prince had made of the young
man.
Well, he was sadly still a Koje outcast.
Right there and then, Àlà decided to place Shao
on one of the royal horses to make him
understand.
‘Ride with me this moment,’ offered the crown
prince.
The prince’s words didn’t sound in Shao’s ears
like a suggestion to be deliberated on, or
something.
It was the royal offer. Nobody ever dared to
turn down the crown.
Àlà was the fiercest warrior Shao had ever
known; with stories of his mighty conquests filling
every talker’s lips and every listener’s ears.
Yet Àlà was the warmest heart Shao had ever
met. The brave conqueror had got a tender, love
shaped thing beneath his brazen chest.
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Yes, Prince Àlà sometimes fed Shao with his
own food in the palace courts. The royal heir also
talked with his servant friend in his own chamber
and over a board game of ayo.
But now that the prince was demanding that
Shao rode with him, the young servant was certain
he was crossing the line with the noble prince of
Jaiye.
It was the case of a slave boy launching out a
battle of freedom against an invincible master. Or,
so it seemed.
Shao crumbled down to his face.
He cowered at the royal feet and begged the
prince. He promised never to keep wait for a
sleeping horse ever again.
If only the prince could spare him from riding
on the royal horse, Shao swore he’d even give his
entire life and future family for the prince’s service.
He cried pitifully. ‘Have mercy on your poor
slave, Your Royal Highness!’
Àlà only turned away and faced the other
servants, who were already cowering in fear.
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The crown prince spoke out, addressing the
standing party.
‘Let every eye bear witness to it. That my slave
Shao didn’t place himself on a royal horse. I, the
Crown Prince of Jaiye, set him on the horse.
‘Again, let ears listen and let lips tell it if need
be. That I, the Crown Prince, placed my own
lowly servant on the royal horse!’
The servants thundered in response. ‘Yes, Your
Royal Highness!’ And they all bowed, trembling
with fear.
Prince Àlà turned back to Shao all sprawled out
on the floor.
He bent forwards and reached out a hand to
him.
‘Raise yourself and mount one of the horses.
Let’s ride together.’
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Chapter 7
_____

SHAO frightfully clutched onto a royal horse as

the big, massive beast trotted through the ranch
that early morning.
It was the first time in Jaiye that a slave would
be made to ride.
Prince Àlà observed the rare sight with a sweet
smile from the back of another horse. He himself
was riding behind the servant boy he’d chosen to
favour.
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Shao was scared just as his horse trotted along.
And the young man’s tensed frame shook to the
rhythm of the horse’s gentle trots.
Yet Shao really wanted to enjoy the unmerited
privilege that couldn’t come to a slave boy twice.
He’d never in his life dreamt of such a moment
as this one. Not even in his wildest fantasy.
It was no exaggerated thing after all, that old
saying in Jaiye. That sons of the soil had four legs
with which they walked; and slaves had only two.
In any case, Shao was only a slave. Whether or
not he served the crown prince. And whether or
not he was the closest retainer to him.
Shao was a minion from Jaiye’s outpost
community of slaves at Koje. So, the young man
never even hoped to be that honoured by the
prince.
A stream of tears flowed down the young man’s
eyes now. There was no way to express what Shao
felt.
It was an avalanche of rapturous emotions that
cascaded down the heights of his feelings. Like the
splash and the roar of lofty waterfalls.
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It felt like he was afloat in the waves of the
winds. Yet it felt like he was being carried on the
shoulders of a giant… as the robust stallion raced
its pace into a gentle canter.
Shao’s
exhilaration
was
absolutely
expressionless. And the feelings flowed out in
streams of overwhelming tears.
Àlà knew his servant was absolutely delighted,
even as he watched him from behind his own
horse.
He smiled. That was what he wanted for Shao.
Prince Àlà hoped Shao would be able to look
back on that beautiful morning any day and
cherish himself. He felt he’d achieved something
for the boy. And he smiled again.
But then, Shao’s emotions suddenly cascaded
into the terrains of fear. And an unspeakable fright
gripped the young man’s palpitating chest.
If I’m on a horse right now, he thought – if I’m
still a slave and I’m on the royal horse… that means
death has come! Aargh, heaven knows it… Death has
come!
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It was as though the big, hefty thing heard what
its rider thought just now. For the horse suddenly
charged forwards in a mad, galloping race.
It sped along the ranch with a frightening pace;
leaping over blades and bales of grass… as well as
over wide trenches.
Shao cried out a wild, frightened scream. And
he desperately latched himself onto the galloping
horse in the height of dread.
Prince Àlà was alerted. He immediately raced
after Shao with his own horse.
But Shao’s horse didn’t appear like something
anyone could catch up with or tame now.
For before anyone could know it, the huge
stallion came to the tall wood fence that bounded
the palace ranch.
And in a quick, giant spring, the light-footed
steed leapt over the barrier; leapt over the palace
walls, too…
And it galloped into the vast, open city.
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◊◊◊
Shao held firmly to the horse that’d gone wild.
Just a while ago he’d thought death was near.
But he never expected a gruesome death to be so
near.
Well, it seemed poor Shao didn’t really mean to
die after all. He’d wished for death when things
went awry, but never anymore.
When the horse he was set upon suddenly went
wild, Shao had thought he could jump off.
But before the young servant could process the
emergency measure, the royal horse itself had
jumped over barricades, and into the olden city.
Shao feared that jumping off the speeding horse
now simply meant suicide – with the incredible
galloping pace the horse was racing with.
The young man had wished for death; but now
he was desperate for life.
He feared. He screamed. He cried.
There were many frightening thoughts in
Shao’s mind. But the thought of what the citizens
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would do when they saw a slave boy on a horse
frightened him the most.
And to make matters worse, it wasn’t just any
horse. It was a royal horse.
Shao was terrified to his bones.
The wild horse galloped through a long, lonely
lane. And it seemed not ready to halt yet.
In a sudden moment, it turned at a broad
crossroad and took the narrow turn which led
down to the Ta river.
Shao knew if the royal horse should cross the
river, then they’d soon be at the big market square
bursting with a multitude of people.
The young man’s eyes bulged out. In every way,
death was bent on having him.
Shao’s entire life flashed before him in that
instant.
The moment he mounted the ill-fated horse
that early morning came back to his head like an
ominous recollection.
He could see the instant the crown prince set
him on the honourable horse to ride along with
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him. He knew he was not even in the position to
blame the noble prince for his own miserable fate.
And right at the moment, it dawned on Shao
that the crown prince had chased after him on his
own horse a while ago.
The young servant now took a desperate,
hopeful glance around. But Prince Àlà was
nowhere to be found.
His heart was sore that he was all by himself
eventually. But he tried to understand that the
noble prince must have lost his way.
Shao thought about his unlucky fate that was
simply sadder and uglier than that of a battlefield
horse.
Death was eternally at the road’s end. For a
mere slave like him.
But Shao thought to not give up still until that
final end.
He thought to hold on still… even when the
overflowing river had come up in sight already…
and was even coming closer with every passing
breath.
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Shao thought to desperately call for the prince
to help.
He hoped in faith that Prince Àlà would hear
and quickly trace him by the sound of his voice.
He hoped that the prince would come to his
rescue.
And as the horse galloped down to the gates of
hades, Shao screamed out loud with all the might
he’d got.
‘Aargh please save me, Your Highness!’ he cried
tearfully. His blaring voice tore through the moist
early morning air.
Shao kept yelling out his call for help as he
desperately wished for life.
The royal horse charged onto a vast, receding
overflow of the Ta river; splashing water as it
galloped its sprightly steps.
And as the horse came into the river with the
dashing speed of a thunderbolt, it suddenly pulled
back with a loud sounding screech. And it halted
just then.
Interestingly, the water level had lowered
considerably.
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Shao gradually opened his eyes, curious about
what had just happened. For the young man had
recently closed his eyes in an unspeakable fright.
Shao saw the fast receding water level. He was
absolutely at loss at what manner of wonder dream
was happening in broad daylight.
Of course, he understood why the horse
stopped. He knew the royal horses had been
trained to respond to changes in the water level,
for reasons known only to the royalties.
But Shao was dead curious to know how and
why the water level suddenly receded like a
daydream…
Just when he got to the mouth of death.
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Chapter 8
_____

RIGHT at that moment when Ta river’s water level

suddenly receded in Jaiye, the Kojala pond in the
outpost community also reduced in volume.
And it saved a fast drowning damsel.
Quite a number of people had gathered around
the pond in Koje. But nobody in that outpost
community of slaves could dive.
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The concerned observers around could only
watch the ripples spread out its waves. As the
young, drowning beauty struggled to keep her head
above water.
Earlier that morning at cockcrow, Iyun had
woken up with a strange awareness she couldn’t
explain. She couldn’t tell what exactly it was or
how the awareness came to her.
The extraordinary puzzle seemed to be a
premonition about a bittersweet mystery lurking in
tomorrow.
It seemed like sombre fate. Yet it seemed like
blissful destiny. Iyun was totally at loss about what
exactly it was.
That early morning, young wives and maidens
walked in companies down the path to the valley
pond, to get clean water for their families.
But Iyun decided to be by herself while she
headed to the pond. She pondered on the
impenetrable mystery that came to her that early
morning.
The young beauty carried an earthen waterpot
under her arms. And she wore a skimp sparsely
dyed lounging garment.
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Her fairest smoothly laid skin gave off a mild,
soft glow as the warm morning light touched it
with a kiss.
Her body with all its perfect, gentle curves was
an exquisite sculpture of the Creator King.
And her silky black hair she wore in clean, long
braids.
Iyun was a beautiful daisy in the wild. An
adorable lily in the myrrh. Even a matchless beauty
no beholder ever cared to note.
Iyun was the glorious beads which only glowed
on the right wrist.
When the young beautiful maiden got to
Kojala pond, she went around its circumference
and stopped at a lonely spot where she wouldn’t be
disturbed.
After she’d fetched some water, she set down
her waterpot and sat quietly by the bank of the
pool.
The young woman stared at the spreading
waves where she sat. And she continued to ponder
on the mystery which dawned on her early that
morning.
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Lost in a frustrating thought altogether, the
young maiden’s feet were soon swept off by an
overpowering surge from the pond.
And before anyone could know it, a beautiful
lily had been swallowed by the mouth of death.
And she was fast sinking down to her grave.
But then, while the alerted bystanders cried
after a drowning daughter of Koje, Death suddenly
became powerless.
For the water level of the Kojala pond started
to recede, right in the eyes of the observers.
As though it was a dream.
Soon, the observers could step into the shallow
pond and rescue a drowning young woman. Soon
enough, death lost its desperate grip on the Kojeborn.
As though it was a daydream.
◊◊◊
The Jaiye city was home to many intersecting
brooks and rivers.
And the little source of the many rivers sat
hidden in a hilly forest at the East Palace gate.
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Jaiye city’s complex of palaces was deliberately
built around the water source in order for the
spring to be secured against being poisoned by
enemies.
To stop the flow of the rivers in Jaiye, all that
was needed was merely a stone or boulder.
And so went the adage in Jaiye kingdom, that a
stone is mightier than the waters.
Yet much as there were several rivers and
streams in Jaiye city, the outpost community at
Koje was a dry mountainside, without any natural
spring at all.
The only source of water for the Koje
community was an artificial pond dug out for
them about a hundred seasons ago.
The pool was built to contain spring water
coming into it from an underground tunnel
leading from Jaiye’s water source.
While a big, round tunnel let water into the
pool on one side, two smaller channels let out
water on the other side…
So the pool retained the freshness of a spring
water.
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And this artificial body of water in Koje is what
the inhabitants had named ‘the Kojala Pond.’
At about the moment when Iyun was rescued in
Koje, Shao too was saved from death at the Ta
river in Jaiye.
For River Ta’s water level receded at the same
time when Kojala also reduced in volume.
And it was the crown prince who saved the day.
Prince Àlà knew all the rivers, hills and
mountains of the entire Jaiye kingdom like he
knew his own name.
He usually toured through Jaiye territories both
on schedule as well as out of spontaneity.
Since Àlà had the map of Jaiye stuck to him
like the lines of his hand, he could tell where
Shao’s wild horse was headed… when it made a
turn at the crossroads.
The crown prince knew the horse was going
down the long, lonely path leading up to the Ta
river.
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And he was confident that the royal horses had
been trained to respond to changes in water level if
it should occur.
There’d been a time when Jaiye experienced
repetitive earthquakes.
And both horsemen and scholars had noted via
signals made by cargo beasts, that sea levels do
change when an earthquake was imminent.
So, Jaiye had deployed that alert signal in
response tactics for royal horses in wartime.
The crown prince was certain that the horse
would suddenly halt if it sees the river decrease in
volume so rapidly.
And so, Àlà turned back his own horse the
moment he saw Shao’s head down the path leading
up to the river.
The crown prince retreated and charged
towards the East Palace gate instead.
Àlà rode his hefty steed on a mad, galloping
speed; whizzing through lengthy paths and grassy
plains… like an unstoppable whirlwind.
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He came upon the spring at the East Palace
gate in no time and jumped down his giant white
horse.
The Jaiye crown prince carried a mass of stone;
bowed down on one knee over the little spring that
went forwards to become some mighty channels...
And he blocked off the water source
completely. To save his own servant boy.
But nobody ever knew it saved a heart rose too.
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Chapter 9
_____

LIKE as of the break of sunlight at cockcrow, Iyun

slowly parted her eyes open to see the living world
again.
The young beauty had just escaped the open
jaws of the grave.
Iyun opened her eyes and she could see staring
faces hovering over her, where she laid on the
ground by the Kojala pond.
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Her blurry first sight soon gave way to a clearer
perspective. The young woman could now make
sense of the anxious faces glaring at her.
The faces were those of the people of Koje, her
own people.
And the concerned expressions in them
suddenly turned into a rapturous gleam when Iyun
came up awake.
But Iyun somehow felt she was rescued from
the water by a certain noble horseman that she
really couldn’t find among the crowd.
And she was almost certain it was that glorious
someone who came to her rescue. And not the
standing crowd who brought her out of the water.
When Iyun almost drowned a while ago – and
when she was just about to black out in the pool,
she suddenly saw a marvelous sight. Out of
nowhere.
Iyun saw from beneath the water a particular
glorious someone ride up to the bank of pool on a
regal white horse.
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She saw the noble horseman jumped down
from the horse right then and plunged into the
pool straightaway.
Iyun was at the brink of choking beneath the
water when she felt the young man lift something
that felt like a mass of stone or boulder off her
nostrils.
And then, she felt her body being borne up
from what suddenly felt like a receding water
level… and carried onto a plain ground by the
bank of the pond.
It was the crowd of onlookers who carried Iyun
up from the large pond... as the water volume
suddenly started to reduce.
Iyun opened her eyes and sneezed a couple of
times. And the crowd’s lingering concern suddenly
dissolved into a rapturous beam.
The entire Kojala pond was overcome with a
shout of ecstasy. For Koje inhabitants were super
excited that they strove to snatch their daughter
out of death’s cold grip.
But when Iyun was made to sit, her eyes only
wandered through the entire open space… as
though it was searching for someone else.
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A certain brazen man spoke up, with some
sternness in his frosty voice.
‘You’ve seen the depths of the pond of death,
young girl. What more do you look for?’
Iyun wanted to answer and say there was really
someone she couldn’t find. But she only kept on
sneezing for a bit.
She took a breath and tried talking again,
restlessly glancing around as she spoke.
‘I saw someone,’ she said. ‘I saw a man… But I
can’t find him anywhere…’
She held a finger into space, pointing it
aimlessly around.
She stammered through her words. ‘Just now…
just when I was dying… I saw a man come down
from a big, white horse. He plunged into the water
and… and saved my life!’
The people couldn’t take Iyun serious at this
rate. She seemed to be spewing some ungrateful
nonsense. Even to her rescuers here whom she
owed much thanks already.
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‘What are you talking about, daughter?’ an
elderly woman interposed in a quiet voice. ‘You
didn’t see a horseman, huh. We were the ones who
rescued you from the water.’
An elderly man took over.
‘Who would ever ride a horse in Koje? Riding a
horse to us is like riding your kindred, you know!
Here we share the strength of a horse ourselves.
So, you saw no horseman, little girl!’
And then, a young woman asked Iyun to
describe the horseman she was insisting she saw
when she was dying. So that she can pinpoint her
madness.
And Iyun’s description painted out some
unearthly aura and glory that accompanied the
strange horseman, together with his wool-white
horse.
For it felt like an indescribable transcendental
experience. And that glorious presence, too… it
felt particularly out of this world.
The earlier young woman couldn’t help but yell
out a mockery.
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‘The High Heavens must’ve come bowing
down to kiss earth… I mean Koje’s earth and soil!’
she mocked.
The crowd joined in the mockery and ridicule.
Iyun couldn’t grasp what just happened. She
found no word or scenario to capture it.
Maybe it was what the people of Jaiye call dream,
she thought.

Iyun had heard little children talk about dreams
they had in their sleep, on a few times she went to
Jaiye city to work as servant girl. But, interestingly,
she’d never understood what it meant to dream.
The entirety of Koje people didn’t ever dream;
not even for once. As they’d been placed since ages
under an everlasting spell… called the Animal
Curse.
Animals do not dream, the curse maintained:
therefore, Koje would not know even the paradise of
dreams.

So then, Iyun wouldn’t even know if what she
saw was better called a dream. Or if at all it was
something infinitely beyond the shores of
Dreamland.
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The young woman had earlier asked around
Koje about the idea of dreams after she was
dismissed from a housekeeping work in Jaiye. It
was when she was much younger.
But then, the responses she got from Koje
elders hadn’t sufficiently satisfied the young girl.
‘Dreams are only meant for the lazy,’ some
answered. ‘Lazy people who’d rather be active in
the world of the dead when they sleep.’
‘We don’t have dreams here in Koje,’ some
others responded. ‘The land forbids that we have
dreams in our sleep. Horses don’t dream!’
But then again, Iyun’s curiosity about the
mysterious dream world had only just
resurfaced… in the deep recesses of her
questioning mind.
She’d added another puzzle to an unclear
premonition that woke her up from bed that early
morning.
She’d just added what she saw when she came
close to the shores of death.
Iyun pondered the thoughts in her searching
mind.
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Maybe this is what people call the dream world.
Or maybe this is something else.
What if the High Heavens really came bowing
down to kiss earth... Koje’s earth for that matter?

And no, Iyun wasn’t going to stop here.
Not until she met the only man who could
answer.
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Chapter 10
_____

SHAO was tongue-tied for three days and three

nights, following the spectacular experience at
Jaiye’s Ta river.
The palace retainer had narrowly escaped death
on that unbridled race down to an overflowing
river. It was almost fated to be a race down to the
grave on the back of a royal horse.
Until the water level suddenly started to recede.
And the trained horse responded accordingly.
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The horse halted at the riverbank and started
out on a gentle trot to the palace complex.
Shao had been too shocked for words since that
day. His questions had been about why and how
the water level lowered… just when he got near
death.
The young palace attender had returned to the
crown prince that day without a word about his
ordeal with the horse that suddenly went wild.
He’d been embarrassed on behalf of his noble
master who had chosen to favour him with a ride
on a horse.
And he kept quiet about it as if everything was
in control eventually.
But Prince Àlà knew Shao had a lot to say
about how things turned out. Yet he decided to
indulge his awkward servant friend and not prod
him for details.
He knew Shao was going to turn around a full
circle and come back asking to know something he
couldn’t figure out. Or how wouldn’t he know
such a dear retainer just as much?
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Shao was by himself since that day. And he
nursed a sort of impossible, yet desperate hope. A
hope to not see his master or be around him for as
long as possible.
And even though Shao knew his wish was
absolutely impracticable, he hoped to avoid his
master for days and nights on end.
But Shao wouldn’t know he was an open book.
So, Àlà didn’t bother summoning for his closest
attender at all.
Shao couldn’t be more surprised that his
impossible wish was becoming possible. It felt
absolutely mysterious to the young, little thing.
The young man couldn’t hold back some
refreshing tears. That his most daring desire was
effortlessly coming to pass. That the impossible
could happen just because he wished it so.
He cried and it was comforting.
Yet Shao turned his full circle sooner than the
crown prince had anticipated.
And it was even much sooner than Shao
himself had planned.
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For after just three days, Shao walked straight
to his master to ask him what he couldn’t figure
out. And Àlà wore a knowing smile.
When Shao broke down everything that
happened to the prince, he noticed the confident
smile in the prince’s face. A smile that could only
mean the crown prince knew something that he
himself didn’t know.
Suddenly it struck the young servant that the
crown prince may probably be somewhat
connected to the miracle that happened to the
overflowing river.
But that seemed like a strange, unlikely
possibility. The crown prince was no mystical
being, after all.
Yet Shao couldn’t help the thought that Prince
Àlà saved the day.
He gazed at the prince. ‘Please forgive my
asking, Your Highness,’ he said in a weak, low
voice. ‘But was it you, sire? Was it you who…’
Shao could barely finish his words; afraid he
was spewing out some tactless nonsense.
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Àlà looked at him and smiled. ‘What do you
think?’ he breathed.
Shao’s mouth gaped wide open; a low grunt
escaping his throat in a state of daze.
He just stammered. ‘Well, well… how?!’
Àlà came close to him where he stood a step
away. And he just wrapped his hand around the
young man’s trembling shoulders.
‘I blocked the source,’ he whispered.
Shao couldn’t hold himself anymore. He broke
down in tears and fell at the prince’s heroic feet.
‘Ah, Your Royal Highness!’ he gasped.
He raised his teary eyes in a moment.
‘Of what value is my life?’ he asked. ‘Of what
value is Shao’s life that you dried a river to save a
slave… Your Royal Highness?’
Shao didn’t know his curious question ever had
an answer. Nor did he ever expect a response.
But Àlà bowed down low and raised up his
young servant, as he responded.
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‘Of what value, then, were the lives of some
foot warriors who deserted their troop during the
Battle of the Heirs, some hundreds of seasons ago?
‘Of what value were the lives of those deserters
who came together then to become our mighty
kingdom today?’
Prince Àlà words poured into Shao’s ears and
heart. Like a mighty east wind tearing through a
dungeon’s west gate, and jangling together shackles
and manacles on its way.
Àlà took an embroidered napkin from a breast
pouch hanging down his neck. And he gave it to
the young man so he could wipe his tears.
‘Get yourself together fast, Shao,’ said Àlà.
‘We’ll be heading somewhere together soon, on my
usual tour. We’ll be heading to Koje.’
Shao lost it when he heard the word Koje. He’d
hadn’t been to his people in ages. It had been many
seasons he couldn’t accurately number since he
visited his hometown.
Shao was delighted he’d once again tread on
Koje’s earth. Once again feel Koje’s sunbeams
touch his forlorn skin. And once again breathe the
scent of homeland.
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He had become hopelessly homesick. And he’d
longed to even see his kindred.
But more especially his dearest kin, Iyun.
Yet Shao reasoned the prince would have a
busy schedule touring through Koje with him. And
so, the young man found it somewhat out of the
question to ask the prince to allow him stop by at
home.
At least, not when His Highness has done more
than enough favours for me, he said to himself.

But the servant boy never knew. That fate was
leading a charming crown prince to a beautiful
little daisy in the wild…
In Shao’s humble household.
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Chapter 11
_____

KOJE bristled with rustic hues in the afterglow of a

setting sun. As the prince and his servant walked
down the mountainous outpost.
The crown prince had come to Koje in a
disguised clothing appearance. So he could secretly
observe recent activities of the subjects here. As
well as their facilities and all.
Prince Àlà’s royal cart had parked at the border
gates of the outpost community when he came to
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Koje at noon. And the prince had toured through
the township with Shao on foot.
The sun was setting already and it was time to
head home. It was time to head back to the
glorious Jaiye city.
But Jaiye was no homeland for the palace
retainer Shao. Here was Shao’s home and he hadn’t
got an opportunity to meet his own people.
The bliss that came with stepping on Koje’s soil
was fast fading for Shao; as the two touring men
descended a hilly path and planned heading back
to Jaiye city.
While the sun and the birds went down to their
separate abodes, a servant boy as Shao couldn’t
claim a visit to his own haven.
Not when his master was on a noble tour. Nor
when the setting sun, too, was saying no.
Shao raised his downcast gaze. And there in the
far distance he could make sight of his clan’s little
hamlet. Alive and kicking.
And no, that sight of home. It struck him with
a magnetic longing. One which raced his forlorn
heart a thousand steps there.
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Shao shook his head; a husky grunt escaping his
throat.
Prince Àlà glanced at the younger man. Then
glanced at where Shao’s gaze was set. ‘Is that
home?’ asked the prince.
Shao could only nod with a grunt. He dared
not talk now or he else just break down. The
forlorn son of Koje only looked away.
‘How about visiting home?’ Àlà asked in a soft
voice. ‘How about us heading there before
returning to Jaiye?’
The prince looked intently into Shao’s melting
eyes. ‘You don’t know when next you’ll get to see
your family, you know.’
Shao gazed right up at the prince. He lost all
words to say thank you.
He only looked and gazed. And his moist eyes
spoke more than he could utter.
◊◊◊
A glorious Àlà sat like a common man under the
shade of a lemon tree. In the small hamlet of
Shao’s humble clan.
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The royal heir had decided to wait outside for
his servant, as the latter briefly went into one of
the mud houses to see his family.
Prince Àlà was careful not to appear as royal as
he was so as not to be recognised by the subjects.
Before his secret tour there in Koje came to an end.
So he sat like a humble little lamb; tossing a
comely pebble of stone in his hands – as he quietly
watched a world utterly different from his.
Shao had been inside with his family for quite a
while already. And the noble prince had begun to
be agitated. For the day was fast dusking into
night.
Àlà was losing his cool by now. He furiously
tossed the pebble like it was the unforgivable
offender.
The prince wished to storm into that little
house in front of him and drag out Shao by the
earlobe.
Àlà was almost certain he was going to do just
that. Irrespective of what anybody would think or
say.
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As the crown prince bowed his head in a
worried thought, he started to hear a door rack
furiously in a bid to be forced open. Somewhere in
the distance before him.
Head sunken still, he scoffed within him. Now
you know how to struggle with the exit door!
The struggle became more ferocious. Àlà raised
his head to see what sort of kid was disturbing his
peaceful quiet.
He saw that the sound rather came from an
adjacent house to Shao’s family’s… in that same
hamlet.
Àlà squinted his eyes in the gathering gloom.
To make sense of why a person may be pushing an
entrance door open from within the house… and
without success.
It didn’t take long before the young prince saw
that the wooden main door had been latched with
a wooden crossbar from outside. Probably by a
playful little kid.
He laughed. ‘Why will a householder even
make his entrance door have a crossbar lock on the
outside? What sense is in that?’ he wondered.
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Everyone knew that Koje’s lifestyle had a
striking difference from the Jaiye life. And that
Koje’s reasoning was a parallel line to that of the
people of Jaiye. They probably could never meet.
Àlà stood up and stretched his tired body.
‘Well, that’s just what the householder wants
probably,’ he yawned. ‘And that’s enough sense on
its own,’ he reasoned as he made for the latched
door ahead of him.
Àlà got to the entrance door. He took away the
wooden bar used to cross it on the outside.
He swung the door open and held it ajar. And a
ravishingly charming queen of beauty stepped out
in a balanced, mesmerising gait.
The damsel’s fairest silken skin glowed softly
with the mellow hue of a golden sunset.
And her draping braids reaching down her
sloped spine, swung gracefully… as her slender
shoulders rocked to her gentle saunter.
The young beauty halted for a bit. She turned
herself around.
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And those alluring eyes of hers fell on this
gentleman here. Who still held the door wide open
for the exquisite masterpiece of creation.
Àlà’s jaws dropped at the instant.
He gasped under his breath. ‘Good Heavens…
what beauty on earth can beat this?!’
Àlà was absolutely enchanted, smitten… and in
love.
The girl muttered. ‘They don’t even know what
Dreamland is! How can they be elders when they
can’t explain so many things?’
It was only then that the young prince knew it
wasn’t even him that the damsel’s eyes fell on in
the first place.
Yet it seemed those pretty little eyes hadn’t
even figured that the gentleman was standing there,
absolutely enamoured by the charm in those lovely
eyes.
The young damsel seemed to have been irked
by some elders in the house. Elders who couldn’t
even tell her what she’d like to know, Àlà thought.
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The beautiful girl followed her words with a
long hiss. And it just sounded so cute and adorable
to her doting, smitten lover.
With that, the maiden sprinted forward and
doubled up in an angry haste.
Àlà was at loss on what to do. His heart
yearned after the priceless lily. And he wouldn’t
mind dabbing his reputation with mire to get this
adorable flower.
Yet night was almost meeting Àlà in another
man’s town. Home was still a far distance even
with riding.
But Àlà decided not to care. He’d found
something that mattered to him beyond life and
death.
He had found… well, he didn’t even know
what to call it. For the charming prince had never
felt this way before.
And as the maiden’s figure faded into the
gathering gloom ahead, Àlà heard Shao’s
unmistaken voice.
‘Hey Iyun! Iyun!’ Shao called.
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And then, the prince could sight the girl turn
around in the distance. And he saw Shao running
up to her.
Àlà heaved a grateful sigh, that he didn’t lose
sight of the young beauty eventually.
And the prince doubled up in steps towards
them.
Nay, towards Iyun.
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Chapter 12
_____

IYUN turned around to see who called her just

now.
It was an unfamiliar voice that rang her name
behind her ears. But that unfamiliar voice equally
sounded strangely familiar.
Shao raced himself with an excited haste
towards the beautiful maiden as he yelled, ‘Iyun…
hey Iyun, Iyun!’
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The young man was more than delighted to see
his dearest, since several many seasons he couldn’t
even number.
But it seemed Iyun couldn’t remember the face
of her fondest playmate in the childhood days…
with the askance look in the pretty girl’s eyes right
now.
‘Good heavens, you don’t recognise my face,
Iyun!’ Shao gasped as he landed in front of the
young woman.
‘I… I… well, I don’t know…’ Iyun only
stammered through her words.
Meanwhile, in the far distance, Prince Àlà
quickened his sprightly steps as he raced up to
meet the young maiden. This maiden who had just
caught his heart.
Àlà prayed he’d reach her before the two
talking folks walked off into the gathering gloom
ahead.
Now Shao clenched his fists together in a
height of emotion, where he stood in front of
Iyun.
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‘Ah, how can you never remember?’ he asked
Iyun. ‘Goodness… how can you not remember
your own? Your very own?’ Shao yelled
passionately.
Iyun’s look was a quizzical daze. And from
where Àlà was, he could make out untold stories in
the expression still. For Iyun’s lost gaze hinted that
Shao was strangely familiar.
Àlà’s heart raced up some rapidly pounding
beats. As his soul ached and pined for someone so
precious but who might nevermore be his.
The young man gazed up to the heavens, with a
desperate hope in his wide eyes.
‘Ah, Iyun… I only wish you were mine from
the beginning!’ he yearned so much. ‘I wish to the
Heavens you were mine from the start!’
Àlà had heard Shao called this priceless beauty
by her name Iyun just a while earlier.
And in a long, painful moment, the charming
prince wished she was his own right from birth or
cradle, in fact.
That she was his own string of beauty beads.
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Àlà yearned hopelessly and wished for once that
his rare hope, his impossible hope… was simply
the reality.
He stared into the darkening evening sky above.
Suddenly, it was as though the Heavens gazed
down on the young man with an unexpected
benevolence… in the fading afterglow of a set sun.
And just out of the blues, Àlà heard something
that changed everything.
Shao blabbered in the distance ahead.
‘Ah, Iyun… how can you not recognise your
own family... your cousin? Your best cousin, huh?
It’s Shao… it’s me Shao!’
Those words, those simple words… they were
enough to dissolve Àlà’s restless worries.
But just about then, Àlà heard Iyun scream
Shao’s name with an enchanting feminine voice.
In that same breath, the lovely damsel flung
herself on Shao and wrapped her hands around his
cute little neck.
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‘Ah Shao, Shao… can’t believe this is you!’
cried Iyun. ‘No, you’ve changed so much! I can’t
believe this, really!’
But then, the melodrama wasn’t going to make
Àlà jealous one tiny bit. His entire mountain of
worries had been submerged in an ocean.
For as certainly as day follows night, Iyun was
going to be his, he thought.
And how wouldn’t that be? The Heavens had
blessed the young man’s impossible hope with a
miracle.
Àlà’s lips curled up in a lovely, glowing smile.
One which stayed there like the snowblink in the
polar skies… and for as long as forever.
Shao turned around at the sound of footsteps
approaching. He sighted the crown prince drawing
closer.
A sudden fear gripped the heart of the palace
retainer as he saw his master walked up to him.
He remembered he was the one who kept the
crown prince that late in the outpost township, as
he lingered while visiting his own family members.
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Shao felt terrible. He knew he’d taken his
master’s generosity for granted. Indeed, beyond
what words could possibly articulate.
Shao was totally at loss on what to do or say.
The young man stammered through his words as
he turned to the prince coming closer.
‘Your… Your… erm, I was… I was just
coming to you now when I saw my cousin… I’ve
never seen her since childhood…’
The prince nodded with a smile as he came to
meet the two. ‘Permit me to say you’ve got a lovely
family, Shao,’ he said to his dear servant.
Shao looked at the prince and was more than
surprised he wasn’t cross with him at all. He
wondered what happened to him.
Àlà turned to Iyun and smiled sweetly. ‘Oh
good evening. You must be Shao’s amazing
cousin? I believe I’m right.’
Iyun was lost and speechless for a bit. Yet her
little heart couldn’t help fluttering all the way
through.
How can someone so swing words that they just
make your heart race? she thought.
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Still the young maiden didn’t know what to say.
‘I’m Iyun’ was her only reply… in a hushed
little voice.
Àlà interposed just as soon. ‘I never knew I’d
meet you myself. Shao has always talked fondly
about you. And now I know he wasn’t
exaggerating.’
The voice which uttered those words… it was a
sonorous, quiet whisper.
Shao was at loss at what was happening. The
palace servant had never seen his master talk in this
fashion.
The young palace retainer immediately wanted
to introduce the prince to his cousin Iyun. But
Shao remembered Àlà had earlier warned him
against disclosing his royal identity in that outpost
township.
The prince had come on this tour garbed in a
disguised appearance of any regular man from
Jaiye. And not in anything suggestive of the royal
house.
Yet it was beyond imagination for Shao. That
the crown prince of Jaiye could be smitten by his
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very own kindred... there in the humble Koje
township.
It was past fathoming out.
Iyun shot a closer look at the young charming
prince.
And she only marvelled. Just who’s this
gentleman that fondles your heart so well you want to
hold him?! Just who in the world is this lover king?
Àlà interposed the young maiden’s thoughts in
a cool, gentle speak. And his response was as
though he’d just placed an ear to Iyun’s mind.
‘I am Shao’s friend from Jaiye,’ he whispered.
‘You can call me Àlà.’
The prince’s lips curled up in a lovely smile
that lit up his face with a radiant, beaming shine.
And it was particularly that beautiful smile that
stuck to Iyun’s mind. Now she couldn’t help
wondering at him... and at his effortless charm of
smile.
She just let her mind wonder and wander.
He looks so charming. And he smiles, too. How
does he do that?
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Chapter 13
_____

IYUN gazed at those princely lips curled up in a

great, charming smile till she herself flushed red
with embarrassment.
She’d never seen a smile so alluring, so
spellbinding. Like this on the gorgeous gentleman
Àlà.
And right then, a brief – yet eternal – silence
enveloped the standing three.
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Iyun dropped her gaze straightaway and bit
down her coy little lip. ‘Oh no!’ she mumbled
beneath her breath.
Àlà rushed to save the adorable from the
moment’s awkwardness. And he made to utter
something at that instant.
He attempted. ‘Oh well, I…’
Iyun was faster. She was faster in getting hold
of the wheels of a conversation that might’ve led
into more awkward shores. Especially for the lovestruck two.
‘Erm, Sir…’ interposed Iyun, ‘you say you’re
from Jaiye city, right?’
Àlà nodded and hummed a yes.
But then, Shao couldn’t take this. It was the
first time the palace retainer would hear a minion
as him address the royal heir with just a regular sir.
Rather than with the royal address ‘Your
Highness.’
It so felt in Shao’s body like tiny spikes
prickling him all over. He couldn’t take it one little
bit.
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Shao yelled at once. ‘Hey, Iyun! Come on, you
don’t know who you’re talking to like that!’
Iyun glanced at Shao a moment. And her look
was dauntingly askance.
‘Like what?’ she retorted.
Shao only mumbled through some unintelligent
nonsense.
For the retainer painfully remembered. That the
crown prince had strictly commanded him never to
disclose his royal identity there in Koje.
Iyun faced her handsome gentleman again. But
she wasn’t going to drive the conversation in a way
that revealed her secret admiration for him.
Yet she didn’t realise that her lover was smitten
first. She didn’t realise Àlà was head over heels in
love with her.
Iyun wanted to talk about some questions. She
wanted to ask things from a gentleman who came
from the elite city of Jaiye.
Things about some mystified truths that a Koje
inhabitant would never know about. And which
had kept her curious for many seasons now.
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Iyun wanted to steer her wheels towards the
shores of a safe haven far away from her present
burdens.
But Àlà wished he could just gaze at this
precious gift from the Creator King some more.
And admire her indescribable loveliness till
tomorrow comes.
Iyun’s words resumed with a request… and in a
beautiful slender natural voice.
‘You say you’re Shao’s friend from Jaiye. You
Jaiye people know many things our people can’t
explain.’
She stepped a little closer to the prince.
‘I have a few questions bothering me of late,’
she continued. ‘And the elders here haven’t found
answers to them. I think they’re mysteries beyond
our understanding.’
Àlà only looked on with intent.
‘Can we all find a place to sit, sir,’ finished
Iyun. ‘Perhaps you have the answer to my
questions,’ she said in a quiet, little voice.
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And no, the voice that uttered that humble
request. It was so alluring and irresistible still.
But then, the sun had set already and the
evening’s dark was here.
There wasn’t a way Àlà, together with his
servant Shao, wouldn’t get back to Jaiye too late
into the night.
The two men had got the royal cart parked at
the border gates of Koje, waiting on them to return
from the humble township so it can take them
back to the palace in Jaiye.
But, still, Jaiye was a long distance away.
At this point, Prince Àlà thought it best to
yield to the cautioning calls of time and tide. And
to the restraining latch of logic and reason.
Àlà raised his head and observed the dark
evening sky. He hoped to tell Iyun here, that time
was a fast racing horse with no bridle.
Yet the heavenly stars gazed down at the young
lover through their night windows. And they
wished him good luck with his beauteous lady.
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Iyun’s softest words were what pulled Àlà back
to earth.
‘I wouldn’t take your time sir,’ she softly
whispered. ‘Maybe you are the one to unravel the
mystery I’ve been living with,’ she added.
Àlà gazed down at the young beauty’s melting
eyes. And time suddenly stood still in its mad
chase after nothing.
He looked into Iyun’s alluring eyes. And he was
grateful for another moment with the maiden he
wanted to make his.
He wasn’t going to miss the opportunity this
time. The opportunity to know her more and woo
her now.
He held a finger towards the foot of a rocky
hill ahead.
‘Let’s sit over there,’ he said.
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Chapter 14
_____

THE new formed party of three walked down to

the hillside in a hushed silence. And Iyun’s thought
lingered on things that’d always left her puzzled.
The young woman had begun to wonder what
exactly it meant to dream.
She’d found it puzzling that everyone else in
Jaiye kingdom had dreams, but no Koje born
would even know what the dream world was like.
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She’d thought it to be beyond
coincidence, right from when she was little.

mere

Just some days earlier, the maiden had seen
something glorious and otherworldly when she
almost drowned in the river. At that moment when
she almost blacked out.
Iyun couldn’t tell if the mystery she saw was
what people call dream. Or if it was quite
something else.
And if it was in fact something beyond the
dream world, the young woman wouldn’t even
know what that something was called.
Iyun was desperate to find someone who knew
what she wouldn’t ever know.
And so, unlike her apathetic townsmen, she had
long been probing the mysterious puzzles
surrounding that fact. But her people had only
given her a more puzzling response for an answer.
Those words of theirs. They came back to her
mind right now, like a resounding echo.
We don’t have dreams here in Koje. The land
forbids that we have dreams in our sleep. Horses don’t
dream!
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But then again, Iyun noticed her people were
too quick to compare themselves with animals…
whenever they gave their logic for not being able to
do many things. Koje people were quick to equate
themselves to horses, especially.
Moreover, Iyun had once heard an old saying
from Jaiye city, as a little girl: Sons of the soil have
four legs with which they walk: slaves have only two.
The adage was related to Jaiye people being
regal horsemen, with the Koje people being
footmen forever.
Yet within the outpost township of Koje, there
was bound to be a sort of folk reasoning glorifying
the humble footmen. The people of Koje would
proclaim to their sons and daughters that they and
horses were of the very same breed.
Right then, Iyun recalled the words hauled at
her by her people. Who seemed to have an answer
for everything possible.
She recalled those lofty words of theirs in her
mind.
Who would ever ride a horse in Koje? Riding a
horse to us is like riding your kindred, you know!
Here we share the strength of a horse ourselves.
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The young woman wondered why ever Koje
would be an animal’s kindred. Why Koje would be
like a horse.
Yet even now, the puzzles were becoming much
more complicated.
For when she marked Àlà’s lips curled up in a
charming smile a while earlier, Iyun couldn’t help
noting that there was yet something her people
couldn’t do.
A Koje born could never smile, had never
smiled. They just didn’t know how to.
So, Iyun was eager to find out from this
gentleman from Jaiye. She was eager to know
secrets about that fairyland of dreams, that just
seemed out of bounds to her own people.
The young maiden was desperate to have the
keys to those mesmerising abilities which the
entirety of Koje sadly wasn’t born with.
And she would even dare to ask her admirer
about how he curled his lips to form that beautiful
expression of a smile.
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For the Koje people, everything was like an
endless maze with several many crossroads leading
nowhere.
It was the everlasting spell. The Animal Curse.
All generations of Koje people had been ousted
from the exalted state of humanity. And shoved
down to the low terrains of creatures lesser than
man.
Yet Koje couldn’t do a thing to redeem herself
from that permanent spell.
She was miserable and low. And she never even
knew.
Well, if animals are denied the delightful
expression of a smile, then Koje could never own
the keys to such a human wonder.
And if animals don’t know the wonderland of
dreams, then Koje could never cross the shores of
Dreamland.
It was as horses were to their riders that their
generations were to the Jaiye nation. Yet Koje
would never know how low. How low they were
to Jaiye.
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The walking party of three were almost at the
little hill where they headed. At the back of the
little hamlet belonging to Iyun and Shao’s humble
clan there in Koje township.
Shao couldn’t take the prolonged silence
anymore. He decided to break the silence with a
piece of his mind.
‘Hey, Iyun… what’s so serious on your mind
that you can’t spew it out already, huh?’
Iyun raised her bowed head and glanced at
Shao’s crimson eyes. But those eyes were not red
with anger, but with jealousy.
Shao was agitated. But what the young man was
worked up over wasn’t the awkward lingering
silence at all.
He was rather upset about how his own best
cousin who he’d even missed for ages, awkwardly
sidelined him. How she sidelined him for the
crown prince, even when she didn’t know the
prince’s identity.
It was clear Iyun was only interested in talking
with a stranger. Rather than with him his long
forgotten best kindred.
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Or so it seemed in Shao’s bothered mind.
The young man reiterated his boiling words.
‘Huh? Iyun, what’s so serious on your mind that
you can’t tell us already?’
Iyun came back to the present just as soon.
‘Oh!’ she exclaimed.
And she turned her gaze to Àlà right then. ‘Oh
forgive me, sir,’ she said to Àlà. ‘I could have
started asking you my questions already.’
But this wasn’t what Shao asked for at all. And
he wished he could spit out his mind without
blabbering about and losing face.
The prince’s reply was both lovely and gracious.
‘No, not at all, Iyun. I’m actually the one to be
sorry – I could have edged you on, you know,’ he
said softly.
‘And more so, we’re here already,’ he added, as
they came to the foot of the hill.
Àlà motioned for them to sit on a flat boulder
by the rocky hill and the three took their seat.
There Shao surrendered and gave up the fight.
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It seemed providence was crossing two paths
that never could meet. Some glorious mystery for
ages to come. One he couldn’t ever fathom out.
And it wrecked him completely that he was
even a part.
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Chapter 15
_____

YOU’RE an elite Jaiye man,’ the young damsel

whispered. ‘Do you know what the dream world
is?’
Iyun’s eyes lingered on Àlà as she threw him the
unusual question.
And like a dry and thirsty land eagerly embraces
the first rains, the prince cleared his throat and sat
up.
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‘Well, Iyun,’ he began. ‘If we say dream is our
other life, we haven’t exaggerated it at all. It has
always been a wonder of mankind,’ continued Àlà.
‘You can call dream the life of our soul.’
Iyun nodded and heaved a thoughtful sigh.
Àlà went on in a bit. ‘If the High Heavens
desire to communicate with us lowly mortals, they
show us our inward souls when we sleep. When
our body is weak and powerless, and we lose
control over our will and strength.
‘And it is when we’re that close to being dead,
it is then we get close enough to see the life of our
souls.’
Iyun interposed him just then. ‘Or when
someone is almost drowning, and she sees
something so supernatural… in broad daylight?’
Àlà retorted. ‘Yes… well, maybe…’ He
stopped. Right then, he thought about Iyun’s
rejoinder just now, and he found it somewhat off
the grid.
He wondered why she made the statement, that
kind of peculiar statement. He seemed unable to
figure what the young woman was talking about.
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Àlà decided to ask about it. And he only
stuttered through.
‘I… well, I don’t seem to get you on that? Why
would you ask something like that? I mean, why…
why were you that particular, or something? Did
anything bad happen? Did something happen to
you, Iyun?’
Iyun felt an urgent, sincere concern in Àlà’s
voice. And saw the possibility that he might not
even know anything about the event. The young
woman was now certain that it wasn’t particularly
Àlà who came to save her from drowning only
days before.
Since Iyun met Àlà today, she’d been
wondering at how much of an exact copy her
glorious saviour was. And today, she fully admitted
it was indeed something beyond reality that she
saw on that day.
Iyun reasoned that the figure she saw might
probably be Àlà’s inward spirit, and which came to
her in all its spiritual glory.
Or else, it could’ve been that the Heavens took
over Àlà’s body in some transcendental
transfiguration. Just to save her from death.
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Either way it was, Iyun was now certain that the
High Heavens indeed came bowing down to save
lowly earth.
Àlà’s words jolted the young woman back to
life. ‘You didn’t say anything. I mean… why did
you ask that? Are you sure everything is all right?’
Iyun wondered at how much Àlà cared for her.
‘Yes, I’m alright, sir; thank you,’ she said sweetly.
‘It’s nothing. I only asked just because.’
Àlà only smiled. He really seemed to know
what Iyun couldn’t fathom out, after all.
The handsome gentleman now sought for an
excuse to again meet with the young maiden… as
several chirps of nocturnal birds in the wild slowly
welcomed early night.
Àlà spoke. ‘Well, as for seeing something so
supernatural while someone is not sleeping, I think
I should ask the scholars what to call that.’
He went on. ‘We dream when we sleep but
there should be something called seeing another
world with our eyes open. So I’ll discuss it with
our scholars in Jaiye and certainly come back to
you.’
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Àlà’s eyes brightened with a smile just then. On
the thought that he could see Iyun again.
Iyun was just about to mouth a thank you when
her tongue rolled out some other thing in her
mind. ‘How do you do that, please?’ she muttered.
‘Can you teach me, sir.’
Àlà looked askance. ‘How do I do what?’
The maiden gesticulated with her hands curling
up her lips to indicate a smile. ‘Well, don’t get me
wrong; I just like to know how you did that so
naturally,’ she said.
She dropped her hands and asked. ‘How did
you form your lips to make you smile? Just how
can I do that, too… the way you form your lips
just now?’
Iyun’s words were so moving. The earnestness
with which the damsel asked to know something
so natural... no, they really tugged at the prince’s
heart.
Shao cleared his throat right then. He’d been
quiet all the while enjoying the talk and learning.
But the question about the crown prince’s
manner with his lips… his royal lips. No, that was
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too much of an insult for Shao to take on behalf
of the prince.
And it didn’t even matter whether the insult
came from Shao’s own cousin, or the prince’s
would-be lady. Whichever category Iyun seemed to
fall under… in Shao’s eyes now.
The young retainer’s words were almost a snarl.
‘That is wrong, Iyun!’ yelled Shao. ‘How dare
you question His Highn… His…’ he stammered
and hesitated on revealing the prince’s identity.
Lest he should openly flout the prince’s earlier
instruction.
An instruction proceeding especially from those
reverent, royal lips.
Shao resumed at once. ‘I mean, how dare you
question him about his… erm, about his lips? I
mean, his… his lips! Apologize right now, Iyun!’
the palace servant demanded.
Iyun didn’t quite know what to say. She didn’t
want the beautiful night to end so clumsy and
embarrassing like it was already tending to.
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So she succumbed into tendering her apology.
But then, the prince saved the day again, before she
said a word.
Prince Àlà knew already what Koje was like. He
knew the people just couldn’t smile. Nor could
they even laugh.
He understood Iyun, that she wasn’t being
brash or impolite with words, like Shao was
pointing out. He could see how curious the young
maiden was to know things. Things in the world
of the free… that she couldn’t access.
Àlà was touched to the heart at the humble
enquiry. He decided to promptly answer before
Iyun would lose face.
His words were gentle when he spoke. ‘You
didn’t say anything amiss at all,’ responded Àlà.
‘You asked how I did that, right?’
Àlà decided to put the wonder in plain words.
‘To me, it seemed like I just broadened my lips
and then a smile formed there.
‘But the mystery someone could almost
overlook because he smiles so naturally, is that a
smile is an outward mark of inner happiness.
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Someone who can smile so naturally can almost
take it for granted.
‘It looks as if someone can really control smile,
but no they can’t. People just smile when they
can’t help the bliss inside.’
Iyun adored and admired the handsome
gentleman, with the manner in which he cared for
her down to the tiniest detail.
She fancied seeing the young man again and
spending another time with him. And that next
time, she wasn’t going to bug him with questions
and questions.
She was simply going to gaze at him all day, if
she ever could. Or simply listen to him speak, and
let his gentle voice make her ears tingle.
Àlà broke the brief, meditative silence that
followed his last words. ‘Please let me come see
you again, please,’ he said now in a gentler voice.
Iyun quieted her mind. ‘You may,’ she replied
softly.
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From that day, both Iyun and her admirer
looked forward to a dreamy adventure across the
shores of love’s wonderland.
Yet neither of them fully knew. That they were
onto some dire and daring escapade.
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Chapter 16
_____

JAIYE’S Festival of Earth Purity was looming close.

And now that slaves would be the sacrifice
altarnative to the people’s rare white horses, the
Jaiye people could now rest from a lingering
mental stress.
In the previous years, young men had always
been sent to sought for white horses for their
separate clans. And on the part of the royal
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household, it was the crown prince Àlà who’d sent
to fetch the house’s own offering.
Now that the greater burden of the festival’s
ritual had been lifted off the people’s shoulders,
even the council of nobles now focused more
attention on enjoying the ceremony.
The earth purity festival was customarily
celebrated in the length of a single day. And with
three significant events.
The day started with a sacred ritual at the Altar
of Slaughter. And right from midnight until the
spiritual climax came… when the Sacred Rooster’s
sounded its first crow.
Only the top priestly order, the highest royal
authority as well as the sacrificial offering was
permitted within the Altar of Slaughter. And on
behalf of the entire Jaiye kingdom.
Daybreak came with light and with fun. As it
ushered in the ceremony event for the entire
public… with talks and merriment up till noon.
And Jaiye as a people would usually mark the
year’s cleansing from the Death Curse with so
much jollity and ecstasy.
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Yet the Day wouldn’t be done with without the
Jaiye citizens going home to kith and kin for a
household feast.
And Jaiye families would feast all day, and
celebrate the purification of their earth and
hearts… From noon until night.
However, for the oncoming festival event, King
Obade together with the central council of nobles,
decided to do something more.
They decided to invite several many more
dignitaries than they’d ever hosted. Especially, top
royalties of allied kingdoms and empires round
about them.
It was time to show the world that Jaiye knew
much more than fighting and winning battles of
grandeur. That Jaiye knew how to feast and merry,
too.
‘We will send them a written message written
with ink made from a peacock’s blood!’ the voice
blared.
It was Ragun the war chief who spoke. The
king and his chiefs had gathered to plan for the
festival.
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It was King Obade who proposed inviting
dignitaries from other nations. And Ragun had
suddenly taken up the idea and injected some
astonishing fire than Obade himself had expected
it to contain.
Ragun thundered his words. ‘We call them to
be guests of the greatest festival kingdoms have
ever had!
‘We must send them the message in a letter.
And since they can never read or write like us, we
should send them learned emissaries to read our
invitation in their ears.’
Ragun’s idea seemed like the perfect seal to a
document. Everyone in the palace meeting loved it.
And a thunderous clap shook the Central Palace
council hall.
The Women Chief was the one who spoke
next. She suggested the message be written by the
man with the best handwriting in the kingdom.
And Jakan the chief priest knew the Woman
Chief was referring to him. He shifted in his seat
and gently cleared his throat to register his
presence. Just in case other nobles were quick to
forget that fact.
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The seated chiefs all attended Jaiye’s royal
academy at the palace courts while they grew up.
And it was Jakan who excelled in handwriting
among them all. Right from childhood up till
then.
Jakan was a meticulous person who put his
heart and soul into an ability. So, his handwriting
came out as glorious and beautiful as the peacock
itself.
Right now, the old man treasured being
recognised for his handwriting than for
slaughtering horses for sacrifice. And even when
the Women Head didn’t mention his name.
Everyone in the council laughed when Jakan
cleared his throat. ‘We see you already,’ they said.
‘We see you Jakan. No one’s going to take that
from you,’ they spoke severally.
Jakan smiled. He was satisfied people still
remembered. He nodded and smiled without
saying anything.
Obade welcome the idea. And he asked the
chief priest to work with Ragun, who had the list
of Jaiye’s allies.
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Jakan was delighted he could put the brilliance
of his calligraphy on show once again. He was
pleased to do something else for the kingdom.
Something different from the burden of
slaughtering beast or man at the altar.
Even when that something else was as little as
penning down an invite.
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Chapter 17
_____

THE blood ink was ready. Along with the blank

linen scrolls and the writing quill.
Seated in the central palace library, Ragun and
Jakan were more than prepared to start penning
the kingdom’s invite… to a long list of allies.
Jakan was the one to put down the content on
the ancient linen papers, with his glorious and
decorated calligraphy.
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It was an incredible combination of sort. As the
hot blooded war chief Ragun and the introverted
chief priest Jakan did set out to work together on
the king’s business.
The gentle Jakan was well aware of Ragun’s
temper. And so, the elderly priest had learnt to
save himself some stress. By avoiding every form of
contention with Ragun.
Ragun had insisted he’d already compiled the
list of nations intended as guests for the festival
ceremony in his head.
Well, since that so-called list would still be
subjected to the King’s scrutiny when written, it
only made sense that Jakan made no further
suggestion nor correction to his temperamental
partner.
Besides, thought Jakan, Ragun as the war chief
wouldn’t take an enemy for an ally, after all.
And so, Jakan decided not to bother himself
with such a needless hassle as commenting on the
list in Ragun’s head.
Jakan was just there to compose and pen down
the content of the letter. And those two things
were enough work themselves, he reasoned.
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The two elderly men settled down to work
early that morning, and a cool breeze blew through
the open windows of the classic library. It had
rained all night and the young day was left all cool
and breezy.
Just when Ragun set out to write down the list
of dignified guests and ally kingdoms to send the
invitations to... just then, his flammable cannon
fired its angry balls in a loud, big blast.
‘Cowards, lazy cowards!’ Those were the words
he roared. And a nervous chill ran down Jakan’s
spine for one small moment.
Jakan raised his gaze to be double sure Ragun
wasn’t reacting to anything he did or say. And he
remembered he’d only stayed as quiet as a little
lamb all the way through.
Just then, he saw that Ragun had lifted the jar
of ink to his nostrils, sniffing the ink made out of
blood.
Jaiye typically made its writing ink from blood.
With an added anti-clot portion extracted from a
wild tropical plant, called Nu’yueya in Jaiye
kingdom. And which was native to the Jaiye
vegetation.
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‘Lazy cowards!’ Ragun snarled again.
Jakan was now quite sure Ragun wasn’t
referring to him. Why would Ragun even talk to
his noble colleague in such a manner. He was sure
it wasn’t him Ragun’s words were being hurled at.
But then, Jakan was content with not asking
about anything. He knew how to tread quietly by
the stall of an angry bull.
Ragun didn’t stop either. ‘Those cowards went
to fetch me the blood of chicks,’ he yelled. ‘This is
not what I demanded, is it? This is not the blood
of a full grown peacock! Huh!’
A few days earlier the war chief had given his
minions the order to get him the blood of an adult
peacock.
But the war chief found out here that what his
servants brought him was the blood of baby
peacocks. Rather than that of a grown one.
Jakan was amazed. He’d always known Ragun
was a hot tempered man. But he didn’t know he
was an irrational being too.
He wondered. What difference does it make if it
is the blood of a baby fowl, or that of an adult? Who
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on earth cares if the blood is that of a grown peacock
or the peachick?!

But Jakan knew himself that he dared not give
words to his inner thoughts. Lest he got the
crushing fury of the mad bull.
At this point, Jakan couldn’t help wondering
how the war chief even differentiated between
bloods. Between the blood of dead animals, in fact.
Even with the number of decades the chief
priest had spent slaughtering horses for sacrifices,
he was more than sure he couldn’t even identify
the blood of a horse or that of a donkey.
Let alone differentiate between the blood of a
full grown horse from that of the young.
But here was the war chief who knew so much
about blood. So much he could even differentiate
between the blood of slaughtered fowls. As though
bloods do have a recognisable face.
Jakan muttered to himself. ‘No wonder he’s
named Slayer of the Dead!’
Ragun stopped instantly. For his ears tingled at
the faintest sound of his praise. ‘You called me?’ he
asked, his eyes fully lit with interest.
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Jakan shook his head forth and back. ‘Not at
all,’ he smiled broadly.
‘Oh I thought you called me,’ Ragun said as he
packed his things.
Jakan didn’t mind repeating his words. ‘Not all,
Ragun,’ he said quietly.
Ragun had no problem with Jakan at all. He
got back into his angry feel just as soon as he
turned his gaze from Jakan.
He stamped his feet with a heavy thud, as he
waved and brandished the ink jar in the air.
‘I will feed this to my dogs,’ he blared. ‘I can’t
stoop so low to write with this. Not me, Ragun,’
he growled.
Ragun the war chief jumped to his feet with a
sudden start. And he stormed out of the decent,
elite library.
Leaving the gentle priest in an incurable state of
wonder.
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Chapter 18
_____

THE lovely Koje sunflower didn’t have to wait too

long for the crown prince.
For after a few sunsets, Àlà hastened back to
Koje to see his adorable once again. He’d
absolutely missed Iyun, like Iyun had missed him
too.
That morning, Àlà waited for the beautiful
maiden at a beautiful grassland spread out between
two lofty mountains. There he could gaze into
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Iyun’s pretty eyes all day, without other eyes
staring at him.
Prince Àlà paced around the grassy plain with
his hands behind him, as he fancied a special time
with his lady.
A flock of clean, white flamingos played freely
in the low grass, landing on the low green to peck
tiny insects. And then, flapping off awhile when
the prince’s restless feet disturbed them.
Iyun’s heart fluttered as she walked up the
valley with Shao, who had been sent by the prince
to fetch her.
The young maiden’s steps seemed lighter than
ever. She raced up like a gazelle to meet the
gentleman who’d captured her entire mind.
Àlà’s ears tingled at the instant as the winds
blew a slender, feminine voice into them. He raised
his head at once. He was certain it was Iyun’s.
And there ahead, he saw his lady walking up in
an entrancing feminine gait.
Àlà’s heartbeat stopped a moment. The earth
itself stayed its restless spin. Everything stopped in
its race. Except Àlà’s eager feet.
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For the young man sprinted like the flight of a
lightning bolt. To meet his lady on her way to
him.
And the playful white birds on Àlà’s pathway
scattered and spread out in the morning air.
Iyun’s eyes lit up when she saw the gorgeous
gentleman sprint towards her. She never knew Àlà
could be so consumed by her, so head over heels in
love with her.
Even Shao was astonished beyond what words
could place. That the Prince of the kingdom could
so love a slave… without the least sense of shame.
The crown prince reached the approaching two
and blurted out just as soon. ‘Ah, Iyun… I’m so
happy you came!’ he exclaimed.
Iyun didn’t say anything. She only tried to
catch a coy glimpse of his dark, brown eyes…
which she’d missed so much.
Iyun only now realised how keenly she wanted
Àlà to own her completely. And how so much she
wished they would be together.
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Àlà spoke. ‘Erm… I prepared a seat for us over
there,’ he said, pointing a finger in the distance
behind him.
There in the open vale, the downward slope of
the mountain foot was sparsely littered with bits of
beautiful crimson petals.
And they looked so charming and alluring over
the low green.
The crown prince beckoned on his lady to join
him.
Iyun decided against asking Àlà to explain
himself over the romance themed park that he had
created for them to meet at. Even when they hadn’t
even confessed their feelings to each other.
Iyun had found a man that treasured her more
than she treasured herself, in fact. And so she
chose to be the fool in Àlà’s loving arms.
The beautiful girl chose to be all natural and
true with this man. She decided to be less and less
calculative.
And if these were what a fool in love was, Iyun
really wanted to be Àlà’s fool. She wanted to be
Àlà’s love.
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Àlà led his lady to a seat in the beautiful
meadow. And when Shao went ahead to join the
duo, Àlà asked him to stay at the other side of the
mountain foot. ‘Sorry, Shao,’ he said. ‘Today’s seat
is for two.’
Shao excused the two, and the prince turned to
his lady right away.
‘About what you asked me the last time, Iyun,’
he began, ‘I spoke to our scholars in Jaiye. But they
said the brilliant idea didn’t have a name yet in
Jaiye.’
He put in. ‘It only shows that the original
thinker must be wise,’ he smiled as he looked into
Iyun’s eyes. ‘You’re so wise, Iyun,’ he said.
Iyun’s eyes blinked nervously, a couple of times.
She bowed her gaze to avoid Ala’s eye. She felt shy
that Àlà was saying that, looking into her eyes.
Àlà thought to tell Iyun about himself already.
He thought to reveal his identity right away. But
he hesitated and suggested they take a walk
instead.
The lovely two ambled along the flower littered
grassy vale, relishing in the comforting shade cast
over them by the hugely sitting mountains.
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Àlà had beautified the valley path he intended
them to take with bits of flower petals earlier that
morning. And Iyun couldn’t help wondering what
an excellent romantic the gentleman must be.
The two lovebirds revelled in the gentle
mountain breeze as it blew cold over their supple
skins. And some lovely birdsong added a harmony
to their little chatters.
‘Have you been to this mountainside before,
Iyun?’ Àlà asked.
‘Yes,’ replied Iyun. She took a quick glance
around. ‘But this flowers…’ she hesitated.
‘Yes, they’re freshly spread,’ interrupted Àlà.
‘They’re here because I chose to sit and walk with
you with here.’
He looked at her. ‘So if you chose to sit with
me forever, then our seat will be flower adorned
till we see the end of all days,’ he said. ‘Till there’s
no longer a tomorrow,’ he finished.
Iyun kept quiet for a while, trying to figure the
deeper thing behind Àlà’s words. She tried so hard
to grasp the intention behind them.
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The prince kept his eyes on the young beauty
still.
He smiled. ‘If you’re with me forever, I’ll do
more for you than answering puzzles you don’t
know. I will be more. I will be the answer to your
heart… I will be yours.’
Iyun’s heart leaped in her bosom. Right then,
the damsel knew what Àlà meant. She knew what
he wanted. She could tell it by the beat in her very
heart.
Yet the moment Iyun’s heart leapt so high, it
came down crashing to ground and shattering to
pieces.
The young girl wouldn’t place her faith and
love in vain promises.
An elite scholar could answer a few puzzles,
Iyun admitted. Yet some puzzles were way beyond
elite knowledge. How then could Àlà offer
something so beyond him… as a love proposal?
Iyun wondered how the man could ever be her
heart’s very answer? If Àlà knew what that meant
at all. And she was sure any Jaiye man would
know.
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She pondered in a baffled daze. Why will he
promise to be the answer to my heart? Why does he
think he can answer my mystery? Why does think he
can solve my misery?
Iyun was hurt to her very bones at the blatant
display of lies.
Everything sadly had to end right then.
Irrespective of how lofty a wishful dream the man
had afforded her in the mind-consuming days
behind.
She was the fool for loving a clever man from
Jaiye, she thought.
And she would rather grow old and die in the
misery of a Koje slave. Than give her heart to the
man who just wooed her on a flagrant bluff.
Iyun wondered and wondered.
How could he ever be the answer to my mysterious
misery?!
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Chapter 19
_____

IYUN’S heart bled with hurt.

It was so unbearable to imagine that the man
she’d hoped for all day, eventually wooed her on
blatant lies and bluff.
The young maiden pondered a puzzle, as she
continued the walk with Àlà with some slow,
reluctant feet.
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Iyun’s mind charted back through the paths
she’d walked in her search for answers. Answers to
the mysteries surrounding Koje people’s
peculiarity.
Her wandering mind soon perched on a notable
stop. It was the recollection of a memorable
evening.
In Iyun’s quest for answers, the young woman
had doubted the veracity of tales and fables in
revealing truth.
She’d found folklore to be a deliberate way of
playing down the truth of whatever happened in
history.
It was a quiet nightfall that day. And Iyun put
her thoughts across to her grandmother, who used
to tell her twilight tales when she was a little girl.
That quiet evening, her grandmother decided to
tell Iyun the original oral account of how they
mysteriously became a low caste people among
Jaiye nation.
Iyun’s grandmother told her the original
account of their ancestor Koje. How he was among
the founding fathers of Jaiye. How Koje
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committed the abominable. How he and executed
and his descendants sentenced to slavery forever.
And how all the future generations were cursed
with the irredeemable Animal Curse by the olden
Jaiye community…
While Jaiye herself became plagued forever by a
mysterious Death Curse.
It wasn’t a legend that so many people in Koje
knew about, Iyun’s grandmother told her. The
account seemed to be fading in Koje’s
consciousness.
But then, Jaiye people would never forget the
history, she said. As the elite people had got the
legend scribbled down since as long as they
developed their writing.
‘Daughter,’ said the grandmother, ‘we are in an
eternal maze with no possible way out. That is
why no one in Koje can tell what it means to smile,
what it means to laugh or what it means to dream
like you’ve said.’
She patted her granddaughter on her cheek.
‘We don’t know what they are. And we can’t
know,’ she finished in a sober voice.
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Iyun remembered her grandmother’s words now
as she walked by Àlà. And she couldn’t but let out
a burdened sigh.
She decided to speak after a while of thoughtful
silence. She decided to give a response to Àlà’s
proposal.
Iyun began in a quiet, solemn voice.
‘We don’t join man and woman in marriage in
Koje, they join each other. They swear under the
sun and under the moon to be one and to be true
till death comes.’
She glanced up at an attentive Àlà. ‘But when
you people from Jaiye wants to join yourselves in
marriage, you invite the entire world. And even
come as far down as to Koje here to fetch us to
serve.’
Iyun paused a bit as she gazed down again. Àlà
had no clue where Iyun was headed with her
earnest words.
Iyun resumed in a bit. ‘The last time I stepped
my feet into Jaiye was a few seasons ago. I was
fetched to serve at a grand wedding ceremony.
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‘But when I returned here and asked our elders
on the essence of a wedding ceremony, our people
said a wedding ceremony is a meaningless waste of
time. That horses don’t waste time.
‘When I asked about dreams and about smiles,
I got the same response, too. Horses don’t do this.
Horses don’t do that. But then, I probed further,
and I found out why Koje is always likened to
horses.’
Àlà couldn’t help wondering at Iyun’s response
to the proposal he’d just said to her. He wondered
what all those things she said had got to do with
his sweet proposal.
But Àlà kept his eyes on Iyun still, listening to
every little thing she hadn’t even uttered.
Iyun went on. ‘I asked you about smiles and
dreams because I wanted to know how you do it in
Jaiye. I already know it is impossible for anyone
from Koje to have these lofty things.
‘I know about the Animal Curse. And I know
there’s no way out for any Koje son or daughter.
‘Even if we slaughter horses like you do in Jaiye
every season, I know the blood of hundreds and
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hundreds of horses won’t still wash away the curse
on us.
‘Not to even consider the fact that we’ve got no
hundreds of costly horses to sacrifice for the Sin of
our birth! The sins of our forefather.’
Iyun looked up again at Àlà with a rueful gaze.
‘So sir,’ she said in low, defeated voice, ‘you don’t
have to make vain promises to me.’
Àlà didn’t miss a word all along. And it met
him by surprise that his lovely little damsel already
knew so much about the mysterious Animal Curse
plaguing them.
The prince let out a breath and looked back at
Iyun, into her melting little eyes. Iyun avoided his
piercing eyes straightaway and looked down right
then.
Àlà whispered his next words. ‘What if I really
mean it? Will you love me like I love you?’
Iyun didn’t budge at all. She wouldn’t bulge at
his sweet nothings any longer.
Àlà insisted. ‘What if I have the power to
change things for you?’
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Iyun stopped in her steps. She raised her gaze
and shot him a startled look. She blurted. ‘For me?
Just you?!’
Àlà stopped and looked into his lady’s pretty
eyes. ‘Yes for you, Iyun,’he replied. ‘What if I can
erase the Animal Curse? What if I am the crown
prince of this entire Jaiye Kingdom?!’
Iyun stared with an astonished gaze at the man
standing in front of her. Even her startled gaze was
pregnant with an avalanche of feelings. Feelings
beyond mere amazement, in fact.
Iyun was absolutely sure she heard him right?
What if I am the crown prince of this entire Jaiye
Kingdom?! The question had left a resounding echo
in young woman’s mind.

And now, she desperately wished this royalty of
the realms of Jaiye would have been just an
ordinary citizen. Like she’d thought all along.
It was a conflict of emotions for the young
Koje maiden.
She felt helped and yet mocked. She felt
grateful and yet cheated. She felt low and
downtrodden altogether.
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Iyun gathered her words from the rubles of her
shattered emotions… as she picked up herself
again, turned around and headed back where the
two had started.
She spoke up as she walked ahead. ‘You want
to transform me from a horse to a human and you
made a fool of me first!’
Àlà hurried to her side at once and held her
hand.
‘No, Iyun! I didn’t tell you about my identity
only because I wanted to win your heart as just me
Àlà, and not as the title holder. Believe me, I didn’t
want to fool you. I truly, truly love you…!’
Iyun cut him short. ‘What say do I have in this,
Your Highness?’ she snapped.
She glanced a moment at the crown prince.
‘Koje is your horse,’ she continued ruefully. ‘If
you want a new servant girl, you can use your
power, sire. I am the fool for desiring something
out of my world!’
Iyun’s eyes were wet. And she fixed her gaze in
the distance straightaway and doubled up her pace.
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Àlà chased after the young beauty, begging her
for an audience. But he couldn’t catch up with the
fire in her hasty, galloping sprints.
The young prince begged and begged. And it
seemed his entire world had finally come to a stop.
Iyun glanced back at her gentleman as he
jogged up towards her in the far distance.
She glanced back and saw him sweating and
panting heavily. Right before she lost total sight of
him, due to the undulating valley slopes.
But then, Iyun wouldn’t budge still.
It wasn’t Àlà’s fault, she told herself. It was
entirely hers.
She was the joker to reach for the high, high
heavens…
And right from the humblest parts of earth, for
that matter.
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Chapter 20
_____

IYUN sat under the stars through the early hours

of night.
Her eyes were heavy with sleep. But she
couldn’t find sleep, as her heart was heavy too.
The young woman couldn’t escape being
burdened by how she rejected Àlà earlier that day.
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Everyone in the household had gone to sleep
except only her, as she sat downcast on a small
mass of rock in the back yard.
Iyun remembered clearly that the crown prince
hadn’t ever lied about his identity. She eventually
admitted he only didn’t make mention of it.
The young woman knew her accusations
against Àlà wasn’t so justified. She admitted she
only exaggerated things and overreacted.
But Iyun enjoyed her grievance in a way. It
seemed harder now to face up to the reality of
things.
And so, she’d afflict her dull eyes with the
soothing pang of resentment. A resentment against
the truth.
But then, Iyun had deeply fallen in love with
the young man. Yet she thought she was only mad
with him. But Iyun was madly in love. And she
never knew it.
The beautiful lily only met Àlà twice now, but
it seemed they’d been familiar since life began. And
it was this familiar feeling that’d made the young
maiden feel so comfortable around the stranger.
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Iyun felt to make peace with this one friendly
gentleman she’d found. But only after giving him
some bit of hard time, too.
But just then, Àlà’s intimidating identity came
back staring at the pretty maiden.
He is the crown prince of the kingdom. And I’m
just a lowly Koje slave. Who am I to choose whether
to forgive or give a hard time?

A drop of tear slowly trickled down the
maiden’s eyes, and she brushed her face with the
back of her hand.
The beautiful girl buried her head in-between
her two knees as she tried to calm herself.
She remembered right then that the prince had
been like an ordinary man with her… since the day
they met. And it amazed her.
‘He’s got all the power and right but he never
even used them over me,’ she whispered. ‘He came
to me like a common man when he’s even the
highest prince... ah Àlà, ah Àlà!’ she moaned softly.
In one small moment, a peaceful breath blew
over her weary heart. The thought of Àlà’s
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sincerity and trueness poured into her mind as a
reassurance for the morrow.
But then, the tranquility in Iyun’s soul was soon
overrun by the worry that this was too beautiful to
be true.
For it was like the daydream that a Koje slave
could never even own.
Iyun was astonished and an icy chill gripped her
fast thumping heart.
‘How can a crown prince love a lowly slave?’
she breathed with quivery lips. ‘How can I ever call
the royal heir mine? How could this be true…
how can this be happening?!’
The adorable sunk head in her laps and heaved
a heavy sigh.
‘We will have to
breathlessly.

talk,’

she muttered

◊◊◊
Iyun’s last words struck a chord in the crown
prince’s heart, as he pondered on the morning
encounter.
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The young beauty’s words of yesterday, rolled
back into the prince’s ears like a resounding echo.
What say do I have in this, Your Highness? If you
want a new servant girl, you can use your power, sire. I
am the fool for desiring something out of my world!

Àlà was back in Jaiye city and he, too, couldn’t
find sleep through those early hours of night. He
lay restless on the elegantly furnished bed.
The princely bed had a frame made out of
burnished oak wood and carved ivory designs.
Its mattress was made of a large rectangular
bale of hay enclosed in a thick cotton coat, and
with a changeable embroidered bed spread laid
over it.
Àlà remembered Iyun’s words. Just then, he
realised that the young maiden wouldn’t mind if he
was simply a mere Jaiye citizen. That it was him
being royalty that was too much for her to accept.
He muttered where he lay. ‘To Iyun, I am as
high as the heavens. And she only feels as low as
even the depths of the sea.’
He heaved a frustrated sigh now. For he
realised that he’d just reached a wall.
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Àlà sat up, suddenly determined to find a way.
‘There somehow has to be a margin where we can
connect,’ he muttered.
He went on in a little bit; his low voice equally
sombre and thoughtful.
‘But from a distance,’ he moaned, ‘the light blue
heavens will bow down to kiss the deep blue sea.
‘And from a distance, the glorious rainbow
above will stretch its arms wide to touch the earth
beneath…’
He looked up now with a desperate, fiery glint
in his wet eyes. He looked up, as though to the
loftiest heights of heaven.
He gasped out aloud.
‘If Heavens can be earth, ah if the Heavens can
be earth for once… oh please, hear me… man will
no longer keep man at a distance!’ he groaned.
◊◊◊
Iyun raised her head right then and saw herself
fixed her eyes on the starry skies beyond.
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And just then, a chunk of bright, luminous star
came falling right down to earth from the glorious
night skies above.
Iyun was dumbstruck at the breathtaking sight.
And she could only mouth a desperate wish to
the Heavens right then.
Ah, if only! If only you can save me from myself!
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Chapter 21
_____

KING Obade tiptoed into the grand palace library.

He had stopped the palace eunuchs
accompanying him in the middle of the hallway
leading to library.
Obade had asked about his son that morning.
His only son and heir to the throne, the crown
prince Àlà.
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It hadn’t been just a few moons since the ruler
set his eyes on his son within the extensive palace
complex. It had indeed been ages. At least, in
Obade’s eyes.
The old king was told that his crown prince
was there in the central palace library, at the giant
section of history and mythology. Àlà had been
buried in the classic scrolls of Jaiye kingdom since
early morning.
Obade, along with his chiefs, had been
occupied with council meetings over the oncoming
Festival of Earth Purity. And for a long while now.
Yet, while the past few moons had been a
hectic period for the Crown, the king couldn’t but
stop a moment to miss his own very prince.
He decided to get up and surprise his beloved
son with a spontaneous visit where Àlà was,
sunken in scholarly books.
Obade’s slow, tiptoe steps were effectively
silent and discreet. As the king stepped into the
spacious library and headed at the classic section of
history and mythology.
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He quietly drew close to Àlà from the back,
gathering his flowing, elaborately embroidered ofi
to a compact, snug fit with his two hands.
The old king leaned on against a study shelf
just behind his prince and managed to keep his
breath utterly quiet still. He was absolutely sure
Àlà wasn’t alerted. And he was eager to see the
surprise on his son’s face.
Obade wondered when last he’d got this agile,
playful mood with his crown prince. He had
missed him through this long period, really. He’d
missed the younger him in the figure of his son.
King Obade was just congratulating himself in
his thoughts for walking to Àlà so stealthily that
the latter wasn’t alerted at all. Obade was just
beaming with smiles for the unusual feat when his
songs of praise were interrupted by a voice.
‘Welcome, Your Majesty,’ the deep throated
voice muttered.
The king’s eyes were firmly closed. And just
when he was wondering if he was caught already or
if his ageing ears were beginning to hear things
instead, Àlà came around to his side with a fat
scroll clutched to his own chest.
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‘Fa-ther!’ the prince whispered in Obade’s
exposed face.
The king parted his eyes open in front of his
son and the two men burst into laughter.
It was a generous chortle that rattled through
the grand library. And it bounced and rebounded
from the wooden floor to the stone walls, and to
the brick ceiling.
When the laughter ended, it was Obade who
spoke first.
‘It’s been an entire season since I last saw you,
Àlà!’ he blurted.
Àlà shook his head with a smile. ‘Ah Father,
your eyes are always on me. It’s only been half a
season we talked like this, and just a few moons
since we saw.’
Obade exhaled. ‘Ah, yes, yes! But it looks like
it’s been an age to me!’
Àlà nodded. ‘I know.’ And he led them both to
a seat.
Obade went on as they sat in the library. ‘The
upcoming festival and rituals has taken all of me!
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And the change in our sacrificial offering has
occupied my head ever since the chief priest told
me the appointed time has come.’
He warmed up to Àlà. ‘But tell me son, what
have you been up to all the while?’
Àlà stammered without progress for a bit. He
didn’t even get to say anything meaningful.
The crown prince wasn’t prepared for the
question. It was all too sudden. And he hadn’t
thought he’d have to tell the king his recent
activities that soon. Yet he knew he wasn’t the type
to keep anything from his father.
Àlà stuttered through some inaudible things
and fumbled sheepishly with his fingers.
He then decided to talk about it, and without
the clear details yet. But he knew the king was a
wise man who didn’t need words to be direct to
know their shades of meaning.
‘I’ve been making trips to Koje,’ the crown
prince said, his hands fondling each other. ‘I went
to Koje to see the mountains. But there I saw a
flower in the wild.
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‘And ever since I set my eyes on the strangely
beautiful flower, my heart has never returned here
from Koje.’
The king heaved a pregnant sigh. ‘Is your
flower from Koje?’
And those were King Obade’s only words
before he buried his head in a long silence.
Àlà answered the king’s question with a quiet
mutter. ‘Yes, Your Majesty.’
Right then, the crown prince was compelled to
wait on his father in the dense silence that
overwhelmed the two men.
Prince Àlà waited patiently to see if his quest
for the beauteous Koje flower would be overruled
with a grave sanction at the King’s command.
He waited to know if he would face a capital
punishment for venturing to love a maiden among
the outcast community of slaves.
He waited and waited to know if the
abominable quest, that he wasn’t ever going to halt
– if this abominable love for the Outcast could
perhaps be considered pardonable by the Crown.
Or even forgivable by the Heavens.
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Àlà waited in the grave silence that lingered
between them.
Between the Crown and his Prince.
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Chapter 22
_____

KING Obade raised his head and spoke at last.

‘Do you know why I gave you the name Àlà
when you were born?’
His question didn’t quite sound like a response
his prince was anticipating.
‘No, Your Majesty,’ replied Àlà. ‘I really don’t
know why you’d name me Purity, of all the names
on earth.’
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Obade smiled. ‘We didn’t give you a name for
the first three seasons after you were born,’ he
resumed. ‘I didn’t want to name you after my
wishes for you. I wanted you to name yourself,
somehow.
‘And when I watched how you would live, you
found the name Àlà. Because that is you even from
your mother’s womb.’
The prince’s dark eyes lingered on the king
with a questioning look in them.
‘I didn’t name you Àlà because you didn’t touch
dirt as a toddler,’ continued Obade. ‘I named you
because you picked up litter on the floor and you
wouldn’t even let go till you’ve wiped it clean with
saliva.
‘We had to ensure even then that there are no
litter or dirt around you, so that my little son
doesn’t continue risking his hygiene.’
Obade gazed at the prince.
‘Son, I’d never seen such a strange obsession
with cleanliness that wouldn’t mind getting soiled
in a bid to make some kind of beloved dirt pure!’
he blurted out.
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‘And so I gave you the name Àlà,’ he added.
The crown prince connected absolutely with
the king’s description of him. And he marvelled at
how so well his father could put his entire being in
simple words.
King Obade went on. ‘And now, son, I can tell
what you are looking for by looking at your
eyeballs,’ he said as he peered into his son’s fiery
eyes.
‘What you’re looking for can’t be found in
scrolls of history or mythology. They can’t even be
found within this entire library walls.
‘No, those kind of mysteries don’t lodge here
among scholarly books, son.
‘The answer you seek is in the pulsating beats
of your heart, in the sincerity of your passionate
heart. Only you can answer your question, Àlà.’
Àlà nodded slowly and let out a quiet breath.
‘By the way,’ Obade put in, ‘what could you use
to clear Koje’s age long transgression? What could
you use to end Koje’s age long curse? What can
even turn Koje from low horses to noble humans?’
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He shook his head as he stood up to leave.
‘Son, our great books don’t have the answers to all
of these. But you can find it for us. You can find it
for you.’
Àlà reasoned that the king was right. And the
crown prince was all set to find the perfect way to
free Koje from the Animal Curse plaguing its
entire generations…
For the love of a Koje damsel.
The prince heaved a thoughtful sigh as his
father walked towards the exit.
King Obade turned around at the giant
stonewall arc that led further away from the
history and mythology section of the palace
library.
And he spoke, in an earnest tone of voice. ‘You
know the High Heavens wouldn’t embrace a dirty
earth, unless it is clean?’
The crown prince only got up and kowtowed.
And his father turned around and made his way
out.
Prince Àlà got his father’s last words clearly.
He knew the king wasn’t objecting to his strange
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love for a maiden from the outcast community of
slaves.
Àlà knew his father was insisting that he got rid
of the animal curse first before the high and noble
prince could make a slave girl a wife.
He knew he had to get rid of the everlasting
curse that made Koje the low caste it was.
The crown prince exhaled deeply. And he
parted his lips with two desperate words… in one
feeble, quivery breath.
‘Aargh… Iyun!’ he gasped out aloud.
It was her golden name his trembling lips
uttered.
◊◊◊
At eventide, King Obade ambled forth and back in
the flower garden at the palace.
The old monarch had asked his palace
attenders to stand back at a distance, as he needed
some time alone.
The king walked slowly, as the verdant edges
gently brushed against his regal robe. And he
stopped awhile by a little pond in the garden.
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Obade gazed down into the pond littered
sparsely with a few white petals. And his figure
reflected off in the shallow water.
But rather than see himself in the reflection, the
elderly monarch could only see his son.
Right then, the king wondered with a burdened
heart just what Àlà had to do to be able to own the
woman of his heart. But it was past fathoming out
how his son would redeem a cursed caste by the
love in his heart.
Yet Obade could tell by the fire in his prince’s
eyes, that he was unstoppable.
And he knew Àlà would even scale the heights
of heaven or descend the depths of hades, to own
the wild flower he had found.
Just then, King Obade remembered the new
weighty verdict on Koje. That the outpost
community were no longer mere slaves, but had
become the sacrificial lamb for the prosperous
Jaiye nation.
Koje had become the ritual blood for the earth
purity sacrifice. Koje was that much of a cursed
caste.
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Obade now wondered if his crown prince even
knew this.
The other reason behind the king’s surprise
visit to his son was to inform him of the journey
he might have to make to neighboring kingdoms
soon enough.
King Obade had intended to send the crown
prince along with other sons of nobles as
emissaries to allied kingdoms. To deliver an
invitation for the oncoming festival of earth purity.
Since the educated elite in Jaiye kingdom were
the palace nobles and their offspring, the heirs of
all the nobles would be sent as royal emissaries to
the barbarian kingdoms around them…
So that the young Jaiye elite would read to
those unlearned allies the ostentatious invitations
they could never read.
But then again, Obade’s own heir was engulfed
already by a stranger, mightier fire… than the
flames of a necessary human sacrifice consuming
his own soul.
Àlà was aflame with a huge, unquenchable
blaze. And his fiery eyeballs couldn’t even tell it all.
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King Obade looked into the pond’s reflection
of him. But what he saw was his own son.
He let out a burdened sigh.
For he feared where this was leading.
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Chapter 23
_____

WHEN the crown prince saw his beautiful damsel,

he could see the change in her eyes.
As Àlà came visiting his lady again in Koje, he
had wondered if Iyun was still bitter. Or if she
would at least give him a chance to convince her of
his sincerity.
The gentle prince had wondered where their
talk would start from, and at what direction it
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would head. He’d wondered if he would win the
heart of the beautiful damsel today.
But then, as Iyun appeared where Àlà waited in
the woods at noontide, the charming prince could
see that his lady had come back to him.
Shao didn’t wait for the crown prince to
dismiss him this time. He quietly disappeared into
the woods further away and left the lovebirds to
freely nest there.
The lovely twosome decided to walk through
the peace and quiet of the woods, interspersed
every once in a while by the whispers of nature.
An awkward silence passed between the lovers,
with each of them quietly deliberating what to
start the conversation with. And just when Àlà
gathered up his thought to speak, his lady beat him
to it.
‘Your Highness,’ Iyun began with a soft,
humble voice. And the crown prince calmed
himself to listen.
Iyun spoke. ‘I apologise for being rude to you
in the past, sire. Please pardon me; I was only
ignorant, sire.’
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Prince Àlà wished the conversation didn’t start
from there. He didn’t want Iyun to be so formal
with him. He wished his lady would be so
comfortable with him like a significant other.
Iyun paused awhile and waited for the prince to
accept her apologies in the awkward silence that
followed.
When the young woman didn’t hear Àlà’s
response, she made to continue talking. But the
prince beat her to it this time.
‘Iyun,’ called Àlà, as he halted a moment and
back his lady by the hand. His gentle eyes searched
Iyun’s as the young woman glanced back at him.
‘Iyun,’ repeated the prince, ‘I’ve thought of the
great wall between us. It is the Animal Curse. And
I’m trying my best at the moment to rid us of this
dividing wall.’
Àlà’s eyeballs were kindled at the instant. ‘If I
have to tear down the wall, I will. If I have to
break it through, I will. I will do anything and
everything for your love, Iyun!’ he blurted.
Right then, Iyun felt a peaceful assurance of a
future she never knew of its existence. Her head
felt lit up and her night felt like day. It was a new
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feeling. It was like spouts of water on desert
grounds. Patched deserts that weren’t ever aware
how so thirsty they were till their palates were
wetted.
Iyun felt like a vacuum she never knew existed
was filled up at that instant. She felt bright and
new. It was a moment the young woman wished to
continue living in. But only then, she was called
back to reality by the biting ray of sunlight that
tore through the woods down to her face.
Iyun came awake to her status right then.
The beautiful young woman gathered the
thoughts in her head and tried to speak. But the
words couldn’t flow on her lips. Not when the
blissful assurance of the future was abruptly
truncated in her thoughts.
But then, Àlà’s words came up as a reassurance.
In a calm, gentle voice.
‘I need you to believe in me, Iyun,’ whispered
the prince. ‘I need you to wait for me no matter
how long it takes. I need you to trust in me.
‘I will find the answer and you will be the royal
bride. I just need you to put your faith in me.’
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The prince looked into Iyun’s eyes with an
intent gaze. ‘Can you do this for me, please?’ he
queried. ‘Can you hang on a little more? Can you
wait for me to tear down this wall… this dividing
wall?’
Iyun knew she couldn’t deny the peace and
tranquility she felt from the prince’s words. And
she hoped this wasn’t going to be like a mere
dream.
Everything in the moment told the young
maiden to trust in the man in front of her. But
reality was louder in her ears than the whispers of
her tiniest hope. She couldn’t get herself away
from its resounding echo.
‘I’m just a Koje slave regardless,’ Iyun mumbled
under her breath.
For everything about Àlà seemed too grand for
her to deserve. It was certainly what people call
daydream.
It can’t be that simple, Iyun thought to herself.
Hundreds of seasons have passed and generations have
lived and died. What can a mortal prince do with the
eternal curse? Can he redeem a cursed caste?
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What will the prince do? Will he elope with me to
create a different world beyond these lands? Will he
become a slave and join me down here to make me
his? What can he ever do?

As much as Iyun wished to believe the prince’s
words of assurance, she couldn’t understand how it
would happen.
And just because she couldn’t fathom how it
would play out, the young woman withdrew into
her quiet, little shell.
‘Your Highness,’ Iyun muttered as she slipped
her hand off the prince’s gentle clasp, ‘I don’t
know how you will do it,’ she moaned and
resumed walking.
Àlà rushed up to her. And his reply came in an
impassioned little voice.
‘It’s not for you to understand how, Iyun!’ he
whispered. ‘Just trust in me, trust me please and I’ll
do everything for you to be mine!’ he cried.
But the look in the pretty damsel’s eyes was an
indifferent stare, cold like a lump of stone in a
frosty weather.
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Àlà was bent on winning his woman this time.
He decided to chase some more.
He nudged her. ‘Iyun, tell me. Do you know
the crown prince would fall in love with you just a
moon ago? Do you know if it will rain tomorrow?’
The woman’s look was askance now.
‘If you don’t know these things,’ said the
prince, ‘how do you expect to know everything I
could do for you?’ he asked.
‘I am the crown prince of Jaiye Kingdom,’
continued Àlà – ‘and I’m madly in love with you.
What more do you need to believe my words,
Iyun? What more do you need to believe in me?’
The air between the two lovers was tense.
Iyun’s hearts raced miles within her chest. And she
desperately latched herself to the sides of logic,
even when her heart screamed otherwise. And the
crown prince was becoming frustrated already.
Just then, the bright sun in the sky above
crawled under a thick, wide cover of clouds. And
the noonday heat soon entertained a calm, quiet
respite.
And so was the tension in the lovers’ talk, too.
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The twosome suddenly went quiet. As quiet as
the sun hid beneath the heavenly sheets for a brief
repose.
In the passing silence, Iyun pondered on the
crown prince’s questions?
Do I know if it will rain tomorrow? she asked
herself. How would I know tomorrow? she replied.

Iyun admitted she didn’t know the morrow.
That she didn’t know what the future held.
But that’s more reason why I shouldn’t place my
hope on a tomorrow I don’t know, she told herself.
That’s why I can only think of now…. I am the slave,
low as the earth. And he is the prince, high as the
heavens.

The beautiful damsel heaved a light sigh, as she
concluded her thoughts.
It isn’t love, to begin with. It can’t be love.

For she was very sure the heavens and the earth
cannot meet.
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Chapter 24
_____

JAKAN walked to his ready cart, his feet dragging

slow.
He was heading back from the just concluded
council meeting at the palace. The elderly priest
was just exiting the seventh gate which led outside.
A few chiefs passed by the old man and greeted
him goodbye. But Jakan was lost in his thought
that he didn’t notice the nobles, let alone respond.
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What Jakan feared had finally come. The old
man had always known he would have to choose
one of his two sons to succeed him in the office of
the chief priest. But up till now, Jakan had been
reluctant to make a choice.
It wasn’t that Jakan’s children were competing
for the office, that it seemed so difficult for him to
choose among his sons.
In fact, neither of his two sons had discussed
anything concerning the office with their father
before. Nor had Jakan discussed anything about
his office with them.
The priest had always haboured some sort of
displeasure about the office itself. He’d assumed
the office only because he couldn’t refuse his
father’s dying wish.
Now, Jakan had just learnt at the council
meeting that the sons of the nobles would be sent
as envoys to the kingdom’s allies. To deliver the
invitation for the festival.
Jakan knew what this meant. It was like
preparing the next generation for the
administrative and political duties of the kingdom.
It wasn’t about choosing any of his two sons at
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random for the mission. But it was more about
choosing the very son that would succeed him.
The idea was very welcome by the other nobles
at the council. It was a thing of joy for the chiefs
that their sons would be involved in governance
while they were still alive.
It was a thing of pride that their heirs would
begin on the path of greatness right before their
eyes.
But it was the negative for Jakan.
Old Jakan had tried to oppose the idea with the
excuse that the lives of their heirs might just put at
risk, if they were sent to other kingdoms.
But his excuse was instantly countered by the
war chief.
‘Who isn’t a warrior among them all?’
thundered Ragun. ‘I trained all of them in the art
of combat. None of those boys left the training
grounds without sparring with me Ragun,’ he
boasted.
‘In fact, the weakest of them will defeat the
strongest warrior of any of our allies. The boys are
no cowards!’ bellowed the war chief.
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Upon Ragun ending his words, King Obade
quickly added:
‘None of the boys would go on their own,
remember. They are going as our envoys. They
would go with an entourage of armed soldiers and
eunuchs.
‘They aren’t going there to represent their kins
or clans. They are going to yonder lands to
represent the king and the great Kingdom of Jaiye.
The emissaries would go with the honour worthy
of our great kingdom.’
The monarch paused a little to let those words
sink.
‘The crown prince would be going too,’ he
resumed. ‘And so, there is no danger at all.
Remember, we aren’t sending our heirs to the
battleground. They are only going to deliver our
message.’
Jakan remembered everything as he walked
towards his cart, waiting for him at the cart park.
He sighed. Well, danger was never the problem
from the start. The issue that had become a heavy
burden on the old priest’s mind is selecting a
successor between his two sons.
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Jakan doted over his sons a lot. And he hated
for any of the two to inherit his office. One that
only necessitated slaughtering humans for sacrifice.
The elderly priest pondered the thought, as his
heavy feet dragged nearer his cart.
How will I look at a son in the face, and tell him:
‘You will take after your father in slaughtering
humans?’ How will I choose a killer among my own
sons? Who among Fote and Firi will I tell to leave his
good life and begin to slaughter slaves like fowls?

Just then, the old man’s thoughts were
interrupted by his retainer’s voice, as the priest
came beside his cart.
‘Welcome, my lord,’ the slave boy kowtowed.
Jakan only nodded and mounted his cart.
And he rode home with his heavy thoughts.
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Chapter 25
_____

ÀLÀ was undeterred by his lady’s response.

He was ready to go against the world standard
for Iyun. And not even the walls of status nor the
rivers of custom could get in his way.
Prince Àlà sat on a bamboo bench by a small
brook at the East Palace in Jaiye city. The young
prince was trying to arrange his thoughts to get his
head as quiet and still as the little brook in front of
him.
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Yet, soon enough, the water the prince was
trying to still was disturbed by a large drop. A
eunuch came to him to deliver a sealed letter.
Prince Àlà could tell from the seal that the
letter wasn’t an official one. But he recognised that
the scroll was from his father the king.
Rather than pay another visit to his prince or
summon him at least, the busy King Obade
preferred to send a written letter to Àlà to brief
him about a new mission. Before the prince would
receive the official mandate.
Àlà opened the scroll and read the letter aloud
to himself.
To Crown Prince Àlà, Heir to the
Imperial Stoneseat,
The Kingdom is hereby sending you,
along with other noble heirs, as emissary
to our ally nations. To deliver to them
an official invitation for the upcoming
Festival of Earth Purity.
Also, you are being commissioned with
an exclusive responsibility to go as far as
the overseas empires of the Ashians,
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where it is said that oxen abound like
the grains of seashore.
You are to purchase a score of those
giant animals for the grand festival
merriment, and bring them along by the
way of the Great Sea down the Nile.
And by every means possible, you must
arrive by the morning light of the
festival day.
The official mandate for your mission
will be handed to you at the imperial
Department of Diplomatic Affairs.
Your journey will begin at the next full
moon.

Prince Àlà let out a quiet breath as he read the
last sentence of the letter.
With all the piles in front the young prince, the
last log of wood that fell on the heaps was the very
one that broke the camel’s back.
And as much as the crown prince’s heart was
engrossed in love already, the letter was a quiet
reminder to him that he still had to devotedly
discharge his official duties in the kingdom.
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Àlà thought for a while. He remembered
meeting with his father at the palace library just a
few days ealier.
He reasoned that the king must have come to
inform him about the mission that day. And that
what he himself brought up must have stopped his
father from saying the things on his mind.
The first full moon day was here. Àlà’s heart
brimmed with the thoughts of his beloved. And his
mind reminisced on the walks he’d had with Iyun
in the woods and by the grassy vale.
The young man’s heart yearned to see his lovely
once more and to deeply etch her beautiful face on
his mind.
He wanted to see her sparkling eyes one last
time. Before he would embark on a hectic journey
that could take him forever to return.
That could take him ages to return to his Iyun.
The first full moon day was just some days
from then. Àlà knew he must get himself prepared
for the mission already.
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He stood up from the bench where he’d been
sitting. And he made his way to his private
chamber.
◊◊◊
The quiet of mountainside enveloped Jakan’s
chamber. And the silent breath of three men filled
the gap between them.
Jakan had called on his two sons that quiet
evening. The decision to choose his heir cannot be
put to a later time. Not anymore. Not when an
urgent official duty awaited the next generation.
The old man had thought it over through the
long night. And just when he was about giving up,
it struck him that he didn’t necessarily have to
decide for his sons.
Jakan only succeeded his father as the chief
priest because he was his father’s first son and
pride.
Now that Jakan himself had two proud grownup sons, he wondered who he could choose
between those two. And he concluded that his
grown kids could make the decision for
themselves.
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Jakan sat up and cleared his throat. ‘You should
know by now that one of you will have to succeed
me and become the chief priest of our kingdom,’
he said.
‘Father!’ The two young men chorused, some
fear written on their faces. And the fright on the
young faces was bold enough for Jakan to know
what his children were thinking.
Jakan waved a hand across their faces. ‘Silly
you!’ he chided. ‘D’ you think your father’s a
coward that would leave this world too early? I’m
still as strong as the rock; I’m not dying soon!’
The two young men felt relieved and they
heaved a quiet sigh.
Jakan resumed in a moment. ‘Is there any one
of you who’d like to carry on the legacy of our
family and the clan?’ he queried, his eyes searching
the faces of the two young men.
It was Fote the eldest who responded. ‘Father,
we’ve both discussed it between ourselves a long
time ago. And we’ve come to a resolve.’
Jakan looked with interest. He didn’t expect it
to be that simple. He never thought that his
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grown-ups would have looked into the future. He
was eager to hear them out.
Fote resumed. ‘Although you’ve never talked
about it, Father, but we know it. Firi and I know
how heavy the burden has been on you. We know
if you have your way, you won’t choose to be the
chief priest.’
The words sounded like a warm embrace to the
old man. Jakan never knew his young sons would
know the things he didn’t utter. And beyond
knowing, he never knew the boys were all grown
up to be that wise.
Jakan reclined in his seat himself and listened.
‘After discussing with Firi,’ Fote quickly
finished, ‘we both came to the resolve that neither
of us is interested in the office of the Chief Priest.’
Jakan’s heart dropped to the bare floor and
broke at that instant. He thought he must have
heard it wrong.
So these boys have become so cunny to comfort
me first and then hurt me.
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If they aren’t interested, what do I do then? I can’t
force my grown up sons to take up an office that I
myself secretly loathe!

The old priest knew the best he could do was
to convince his sons with all the patience he could
find.
If the conversation were to happen some ten
seasons ago when the young men were only boys,
Jakan would have simply ordered them. And it
would have been easy to force the office on one of
them.
But not now that the boys were fully grown and
mature. Fote was a successful horse merchant. And
Firi owned a big corn mill in Jaiye city.
Jakan decided to give it another try. He heaved
a sigh and spoke his mind.
‘My sons, I know I can’t force either of you to
succeed me. But I need one of you to do it.
‘I wasn’t interested, too, when your grandfather
had to hand the mantle of duty to me. But I was
his pride and I didn’t let my late father down.’ He
paused a moment for emphasis.
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‘I will like the two of you to think deeply about
it,’ Jakan finished in a quiet voice. ‘This is our
family legacy,’ he said.
It was Firi the younger son who replied.
‘Father, our resolve doesn’t stop there, you
know. We ourselves know this is our family legacy.
And that’s why we’ve thought of a way out.’
Firi looked into his father’s expectant eyes.
‘You see, Father,’ continued Firi, ‘you always tell
us that a branch can’t claim the name of a tree.
And that old saying in Jaiye is the way out.’
Jakan’s look was askance. ‘How so?’ he queried.
Firi went on. ‘Our family’s just a branch of the
big Gu’ola clan which produces the chief priest as
well as the other priests.’
Jakan’s mind begin to open to his son’s idea. It
seemed he knew where Firi was heading with his
words, yet he seemed not so sure. So he kept on
listening.
‘We’ll like to show you something, Father,’ said
Firi – ‘the tree we’re talking about.’
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Firi raised his voice and called out for a servant.
‘Anyone there?’ A retainer soon appeared at the
call.
‘Get us a blank scroll, a quill and some ink,’ he
ordered the servant. And in a few moments, the
writing materials arrived.
Both Firi and Fote spread the scroll over a
wooden table between the three men. And Fote the
elder son offered to help sketch out the Gola
family tree, starting from their own end.
‘Father,’ said Fote, ‘We’ll draw out our family
tree. But I’m not going to start from the top as it
should be, since we’re too young to know the
family history. So, I’ll just start from our bottom
end and sketch upwards.’
Old Jakan stared at the sketch his sons were
drawing out for him, a glow of fulfillment in his
brown eyes. He couldn’t be prouder of his two
grown-ups.
Fote talked aloud as he managed to sketch out
the branches of the family tree.
‘Father, you said you only assume the office
because you were Grandfather’s first son. But look
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at this,’ he said, pointing to his grand uncle’s name
entry.
‘Grandfather’s younger brother is blessed with
seven sons,’ Fote said as his fingers traced up his
grand uncle’s pronged branches.
‘There isn’t a law in Jaiye that says only the
children must succeed their father,’ continued the
young man. ‘A man can even choose his nephew as
his successor.
‘What I’m saying is this. Grandfather could as
well have chosen any of his seven nephews to
succeed him, if only he had acknowledged your
disinterest. And he would have saved our father a
lifelong burden.’
Jakan gave a defeated sigh.
Fote went on. ‘So, if our lineage is not
interested in carrying on this priestly legacy, we
can as well go over to other branches of the family
tree. And the Gu’ola priestly legacy will not cease.’
Fote finished his words. ‘Father, the legacy is
not merely ours alone; we’re just a branch of an
entire tree.’
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Jakan heaved a thoughtful sigh. He understood
everything his sons had been telling him. And the
old man was entirely speechless.
Jakan couldn’t believe these intelligent kids
came from his own loins. He’d always wondered
why neither of his sons inherited his
meticulousness. He had wished at least one of
them could write as beautifully as he scribbled
letters.
But now he had his answer. Rather than
choosing meticulous calligraphy, his proud sons
had gone beyond to be so meticulous in reason.
The old priest nodded in approval of his eldest.
‘Well said, Fote. Well said, my son,’ he applauded.
‘I never thought it could be this simple. Never
thought of it in that way.’
As Jakan quieted and a silent breath refilled the
space between father and sons, the old man
couldn’t resist the golden words of his first son
echoing in his head.
He let out a quiet breath as he mumbled Fote’s
words.
‘The legacy is not merely ours alone,’ he
muttered; ‘we’re just a branch of an entire tree!’
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Chapter 26
_____

THE miraculous escape Jakan had always secretly

desired was finally here. But now that it was time,
the chief priest had a mixed feeling about it.
Jakan had always wished the burden of
priesthood could somehow be rolled off his heavy
shoulders. He’d wished to be free from sacrificing
several animals all his life.
And though Jakan knew he’d signed up both
his life and his generation’s for this position and
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duty, the elderly priest still dearly hoped that he
could someday escape the responsibility.
Or at the very least, his own offspring could be
excused from the great burden.
Yet the giant escape Jakan needed was ready.
With his sons’ recent advice, all that the old man
had to do to set his family free was to simply
transfer the spiritual mantle to another lineage in
the clan.
But then, just when everything was all set and
ready, old Jakan felt hesitant. The reverent office
and title of the chief priest was leaving his own
family overnight. Like it never meant a thing.
And this hit the old man hard. Like an angry
buffalo running him through.
Jakan’s feet dragged into a sudden halt in the
moment, as he trudged down the pathway leading
to his clan’s central meeting house.
Right then, the twilight sun in the yonder
western sky stood still, too, and refused to set.
Jakan’s mind reminisced over his entire work
life. But it wasn’t the blood of the horses he’d
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murdered that filled his memory. It was the
honour and prestige that came with his office.
Being among the dignitaries of the Jaiye nation.
Being the spiritual leader of the great empire. And
being the only man who always heard the will of
the Heavens in the entire kingdom.
Everything came back dawning on the old
priest.
Jakan couldn’t help but agree that the office of
the chief priest wasn’t as ordinary as he’d always
thought it was.
Throughout his entire service, the old man had
focused on the burdens of his office rather than on
its essence.
Jakan felt sorry and terrible. The old priest
admitted he’d spent ages in the spiritual office but
hardly deserved commendation from the High
Heavens. For his spirit hadn’t being in the work.
‘No wonder,’ Jakan moaned in a quiet, rueful
murmur. ‘No wonder I have the glories of being
the chief priest, but the Heavens have denied me a
fulfilling life. No wonder I have it all but still feel
I lack something,’ he lamented.
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But now that the ageing man was at last seeing
things from the right perspective, he wished to see
it through to the end.
He had just realised that his attitude to his
spiritual office was possibly the reason why his
sons weren’t interested in succeeding him.
‘Fote and Firi have watched me all their lives,’
he muttered to himself where he stood. ‘They’ve
despised what I despised and liked only what I
liked. No wonder they chose my altarnative
dreams as their own carriers,’ he reasoned.
The chief priest decided to turn a new leaf at
that old age.
He turned around immediately and set his feet
back home. Eastwards, where the sun had set out
at dawn.
And just then, a memory of the green, juvenile
days rolled back into the old man’s mind that
quiet dusk as he strode back home.
◊◊◊
It was about fifty seasons ago. And young Ragun,
along with a host of Jaiye warriors, had just arrived
from a battle.
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In those days, the young and fearless Ragun
had risen from being a commander of a battalion
to becoming the war chief and general. Upon the
sudden death of his father Arogun, the immediate
past war chief.
Ragun the young war chief led a fight against a
little nation in that region. The nation had
attempted to claim one of Jaiye’s border districts.
And so, the Jaiye army were sent to the borders to
crush the tiny thing.
And indeed the little nation was utterly
crushed. Upon Ragun’s valiant return.
The ruling king of Jaiye, along with his other
nobles, came out to welcome the Ragun-led army.
At that time, young Jakan had just been
ordained as the chief priest of Jaiye in his father’s
stead. Upon the latter’s untimely death.
Being only a youngster whose passion was
merely reading and writing, Jakan was too soon
introduced to the world of bloodshed that day.
Young Jakan had dressed himself in a delicately
neat attire to welcome the warriors of Jaiye, too.
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But when the young, refined civilian saw
Ragun, with human blood splattered all over his
body… And when he saw the heavy sword in
Ragun’s hand still dripping with the crimson,
Jakan’s eyeballs could only bulge out.
Jakan could tell that the young war general was
about three or four seasons younger than him. And
the innocent chief priest shuddered where he
stood.
Young Jakan couldn’t believe his eyes. He’d
only witnessed the killing of horses by his father.
He’d never seen a human blood drip as if it was
mere ink on a writing quill.
And as though that wasn’t enough, Ragun the
young warrior went ahead to present the captured
commander of the enemy troupe to everyone. And
right before everyone standing, he sliced the throat
of his captive.
In that moment, a splash of blood covered the
face of the young Jaiye hero.
Jakan was speechless.
It wasn’t too long that Jakan found an
opportunity to have a brief talk with the young,
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brave colleague. But it was Ragun who sought him
first.
Amid the victory celebrations, Ragun walked
up to the newly ordained priest.
‘You must be the new priest?’ asked Ragun. ‘I
couldn’t make your ordination since I was on the
battle front. The Heavens be praised for the
victory!’
‘Yes,’ replied Jakan. ‘Congratulations on this
victory. I’ve heard so much about you,’ he added.
Ragun nodded in acknowledgement, a light
smile appearing on his face. He turned to walk
away. And just then, a question popped up from
Jakan’s lips.
‘How do you do it? How do you do it and still
sleep at night?’
The war chief turned back, bewildered by the
question. He was sure the question was for him.
‘How do I do what?’ he queried.
Jakan pressed on. ‘How do you kill a man? Do
you get to sleep at night?’
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Ragun let out a quiet breath. He knew what
Jakan meant. It was the first time someone asked
about his sleep. He could see the sincere concern
on Jakan’s face.
Ragun decided to be bare.
‘On my first battle,’ began the young warrior, ‘I
saw the enemy as humans so I couldn’t swing my
sword. But then, the enemy killed my closest
colleague right before my eyes. I tell you, I couldn’t
bear it.’
Ragun paused a moment. And there was fire in
his voice when he resumed in a bit.
‘I didn’t know where that madness came from
all of a sudden. I began to swing my sword. And
before I know it, many bodies were lying on the
ground. My sword has killed so many.
‘Just then, it dawned on me that I had killed
men in a fit of rage. I regretted and thought I had
sinned against the Heavens.
‘I ran back to my father who was watching the
battle on his horse and commanding the entire
army. I shouted, “Fa-ther!” But before I could tell
him what happened, he shouted down at me.
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‘“Ragun, if one more of the men die, this will
be the last time you will ever call me Father. If one
more of my warrior fall on your side, the blood of
slain will be on you!”
‘That was what my late father said. And that
was what changed me.’
Ragun paused for breath, and Jakan swallowed
quietly.
‘I realised my wrong,’ continued Ragun. ‘I
shouldn’t have waited until the enemy attacked
before I swing my sword. I shouldn’t have waited
to fight for revenge. I should have rather fought to
protect my people.’
Jakan heaved a quiet sigh.
Ragun went on. ‘When I sleep, I don’t see faces
of the slain. What I see is the faces of our fallen
warriors who I couldn’t protect.’
He looked Jakan in the face. ‘So, our new chief
priest,’ he said to him. ‘I don’t slay for the fun of
it. I think of what will happen if I’m not the first
to draw my sword to kill.’
Jakan breathed a heavy sigh as he pondered.
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What will happen if I, too, fear to slaughter those
many horses at the altar of sacrifice? Our land will be
plagued with many disasters.

◊◊◊
When Jakan had the conversation with Ragun
about fifty seasons back, he understood the essence
of his duty and had held on to the wisdom in
Ragun’s motivation.
But then, as the two incompatible men drifted
apart as the seasons rolled by, the wisdom in
Ragun’s story drifted away out of the chief priest’s
mind.
Until Jakan had completely forgotten the
essence of his work. And till his service became
both void and empty.
But now that Jakan remembered what he’d long
forgotten, the old man became determined to give
all it would take to turn his life around.
And alongside his transformation, the chief
priest decided to disciple his oldest grandson and
Fote’s firstborn… Jawon.
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Jakan would spend the rest of his life mending
the past for the future.
He would live the rest of his days showing his
grandson the way of the Heavens.
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Chapter 27
_____

THERE had been a battle of emotions in Iyun’s

heart since she last saw the crown prince.
Iyun was almost certain the relationship
between the prince and her couldn’t ever work out.
She was, in fact, sure of that.
Yet when the young damsel stared into her
lover’s eyes the last time they met, she’d seen a
different thing in those eyeballs. She saw the
flames of a sincere love in the prince’s eyes.
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Iyun could tell Àlà loved her, even far more
than she acknowledged. But then, the prince’s true
feelings weren’t enough to win over the maiden’s
unyielding heart.
So, since Iyun couldn’t help the battles in her
thoughts, she found a sort of escape in sleeping all
day.
The young maiden had dearly wished she
wouldn’t see the prince anytime soon. At least, till
she could still the troubled waters in her heart.
But before her impossible wish could leap to
reach the skies, Iyun’s man was standing right
before her eyes. In front of her humble abode.
The young beauty brushed her eyes with a
splatter of water and who she saw was Àlà.
Iyun had just awoken from another long sleep
that quiet evening. And she was still waking her
mind to the present reality.
She tottered to the open front yard, where an
earthen pot of water sat. Her drowsy eyes still
closed, she opened the lid and scooped some water
with a small calabash.
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And then, she dipped her two hands into the
fluid and splashed water on her face, brushing her
sleepy eyes open with her two hands.
The sleepy girl parted her eyes open to behold
the glory of the day. Only for her eyes to see the
glory of Jaiye himself.
Here was her man the crown prince, standing in
front of her. And with a charming smile on his
handsome face.
Iyun thought it was an apparition at first. She
made to brush her eyes again with water to get a
clearer vision.
Àlà knew his heartthrob was dazed. And before
Iyun could do anything, the gentle prince spoke.
‘It’s me, Àlà,’ he whispered.
Iyun stood dazed staring at the handsome
gentleman in front of her. And right then, the
prince’s retainer spoke. ‘Won’t you offer us a seat?’
snapped Shao. ‘What are you doing staring at us?’
The crown prince thought to save his lady
some embarrassment. ‘She wasn’t staring at us,’ he
quipped. ‘She was staring at me,’ he added, a
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chivalrous smile highlighting the corners of his
lips.
Iyun pulled herself together and stammered in
response. ‘Welcome, Your Highness,’ she curtsied.
The young woman had been ruminating over
the prince as the days rolled by. But she’d never
thought Àlà would appear right in front of her, in
her humble home.
Soon after the three settled, the prince’s retainer
excused himself.
Shao knew it was culturally necessary for him
to go ahead and talk with the elders of the clan. As
the stranger from Jaiye city had come to their
humble hamlet to see their beautiful daughter.
Yet the young servant understood he wasn’t
permitted to reveal the prince’s royal identity. And
so, he was going to introduce Iyun’s admirer as
only a gentleman from Jaiye.
It was the case in Jaiye kingdom that all Koje
people knew their place and stayed there. And as a
result, they wouldn’t even dare to question a Jaiye
man with their own daughter. Even if he was
harassing her.
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And so, the elders of Iyun’s clan reasoned that
the gentleman from Jaiye had paid them the
utmost form of courtesy by sending Shao to
inform them he was seeing their beautiful
daughter.
‘Thank you for telling us this,’ the elders said to
Shao. ‘And say thank you to the gentleman for us.
He has looked kindly on our earth. May his sun
shine in the skies.’
Shao decided to spend a good time with his
people; while the lovebirds talked under the lemon
tree, at the square in that little hamlet.
It was Àlà who had much to say.
‘Do you remember the first time we met, Iyun?’
he asked. ‘It was around that spot I met you,’ he
said, pointing a finger at one of the humble huts in
the distance.
‘The look on your face when you saw me today,
was the same look I had when I first saw you that
fateful evening. I was dazed when I saw you…
your beauty is unearthly!’
Iyun looked down and coyly fondled her
fingers. Àlà caught his lady’s coy look right before
she bowed her gaze. The pretty, little damsel
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looked so cute and charming now. And her
coyness made her prince’s heart flutter a bit.
Àlà stared at his beautiful girl awhile… to fully
capture that one in a million moment. And to
engrave her lovely gaze on the marble of his heart.
Iyun raised her head in the awkward lingering
silence. Only for her to realise her man’s eyes had
been on her all along. She felt caught. And felt
coyer.
She thought to turn the conversation around
and save herself more embarrassment. She pulled
herself together and popped a question.
‘You could have sent for me; why did you come
down here?’
Àlà’s response was instant. ‘I want your people
to know you are mine,’ he breathed. ‘I want to
register my face… so no one will come for you
when I’m gone.’
‘Gone?’ quipped Iyun, a sudden curiosity in her
voice.
‘Yes, my lady,’ replied the prince. ‘I will be gone
for a while. I have an official assignment to carry
out over distant lands and seas. I have only come
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today to take the memory of your beautiful face
along with me.’
Iyun’s heart raced its beat in the moment. And
she stifled a sigh under her breath.
Àlà went on in a forlorn parting strain, his
husky voice laden with longing.
‘Tomorrow is the full moon day, and I go on a
long journey come daybreak. By the blessed will of
the Heavens, I will return to you again by the last
quarter moon.
‘And till then, my parting words are these. I
love you.’
He looked into Iyun’s intent eyes now, and his
words were both gentle and solemn.
‘I dearly hope that someday you will fully trust
me, and love me too. I hope that someday I will
win your whole heart.
‘I hope that someday you will believe I’ll do
anything to make you free. And make you mine,
Iyun.
‘I hope. Nay, I believe!’
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Iyun bowed her gaze at that instant and her
eyes melted.
Àlà went on in a soft, impassioned strain.
‘Till I come back to you, please remember our
story.
‘Rem’ber the walks that we made. The happy
times we shared. The gazes we exchanged. And the
pulses in our hearts that beat.
‘Rem’ber the rivers we cried. And the tears that
we dried. The destiny that bring us together. And
my flaming heart for you!’
He touched her hand gently.
‘Till I come back for you, my Iyun… please
remember us,’ he finished.
Right then, a river of feelings welled up from
the bowels of Iyun’s heart. And a stream of tears in
her melting eyes.
Iyun bit hard her lower lip at that instant, in a
desperate effort to fight back the tears. And she
was barely able to hold down her feelings.
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Now Iyun desperately wished she had loved the
prince. Just as madly and as much as he’d loved
her. She desperately wished so.
Àlà gently rose up to leave now, and he bade
his lady farewell. But when he took a few steps
away from his beautiful damsel, he couldn’t go any
farther.
Iyun’s yearning heart rose up in that moment,
and she got up to her feet, too. But she couldn’t
lift a foot any closer to her man. And she wished
there was no tomorrow.
Iyun couldn’t resist the forceful tears a moment
longer. For before the gentle prince looked back at
her, a few heavy drops had coursed down her sad,
forlorn face. And she quickly wiped them with the
back of her hands.
Àlà looked back at his priceless lily and finally
waved her the last goodbye. But the priceless could
only gaze at her man with a long, insatiable stare.
And she just couldn’t bring herself to bid her only
one this farewell.
Iyun bit down her lower lip and muttered to
herself.
‘Please come back to me, please.’
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Chapter 28
_____

IYUN’S pining heart couldn’t take it anymore... in

the few days her charming prince left for distance
lands.
Those few days felt like an entire season
already. And the damsel desperately wished to feel
her lover’s presence around her.
Even if it was just a passing shadow of him.
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Today, Iyun decided to walk up the paths she’d
walked down with her man. In a bid to visit the
beautiful times they’d spent together.
The young damsel got up with the rising sun
that quiet morning. And she walked through the
grassy vale, and remembered her prince.
She walked through the verdant woods, too,
and reminisced about their love story.
And then, Iyun returned where everything had
started so beautiful. She walked through the
neighbourhood path which led to the foot of the
rocky hill where they started out together.
And the young beauty’s heart fluttered at the
sweet, lovely memories.
But the fluttering didn’t stay for so long…
before some feelings of regret took hold of Iyun’s
wandering heart.
The damsel recalled that the walks the two had
through those few paths didn’t really end beautiful.
So Iyun began to feel so sorry for the many hard
times she’d given her lover.
But just when the damsel was still chastising
herself for her past actions, a sudden thought
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cropped up in her mind. It started out as an
excuse, a justification to pacify the guilt.
I was angry with him only because he didn’t reveal
his real identity at the beginning, thought Iyun.

But then, the young beauty remembered the
sincerity in Àlà’s advances. And how much the
prince sought to win her heart.
Yet Iyun knew in her heart of hearts that her
excuse wasn’t really tenable. And so, the excuse
became a question. A question with a pointed
sword of blame.
‘Why didn’t he explain everything to me?’ she
grumbled. ‘No, why was he too soft? He should’ve
told me outright that he wasn’t the one at fault.
He should’ve stopped me when I was needlessly
getting angry.’
The outpour of accusations seemed to pacify
Iyun’s guilt-laden heart.
She halted in her steps at the foot of the hill,
turned around and climbed up the hillside to a
considerable height. And she sat down on a fallen
tree.
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A thought suddenly struck her mind where she
sat. But this time it wasn’t a justifying excuse, nor
was it a blame. It was something for her curious
mind.
The young maiden had thought her man was
too soft and gentle, and too good for a man. So,
she wondered if all Jaiye men were like that. She
wondered if all Jaiye men were as gentlemanly as
her own Àlà.
Yet, beyond the many thoughts that had
crossed the maiden’s heart that afternoon, the one
which came to stay was her curiosity.
Iyun had been curious about Koje people her
entire life. But now, she was more curious about
the men of Jaiye than she’d ever been about her
people. Or even about her man Àlà.
The maiden’s mind wandered many miles on
how to quench her new thirst to know. And the
more it seemed difficult to find answers, the more
desperate the young woman became.
Iyun stared ahead into space awhile where she
sat. And then, out of the blues, she muttered a
desperate wish.
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‘If only I can find just one man from Jaiye! Just
one man who can tell me how their men are! Even
if it is Shao, a servant to them… If only!’
And then, she calmed herself in a brief moment.
It was her last words which brought about the
instant stillness.
She had a rethink right then. Do I really mean

Shao?

Iyun was pretty sure she wouldn’t be satisfied
with seeing a mere retainer and asking him about
the men of Jaiye. And beyond this, it dawned on
her wildly spinning mind that her curiosities were
baseless in the first place.

The crown prince is right before me, she

reasoned. Do I really need to study other Jaiye men to
know about the man who’s so plain in front of me?
Yet, Iyun didn’t allow the flower of this
thought to blossom, before she plucked it out with
another justifiable excuse.
‘I can at least learn what Jaiye men are like,’ she
replied herself. ‘So I will be able to understand the
prince better and be a good woman to him.
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‘It’s like getting to know his family in order to
know him,’ she said and paused to ponder.
‘And since I can’t approach the great palace,’
she added in a bit, ‘I can at least walk around the
city and see what the people are like these days.
‘Maybe… maybe I can take a look on the girls
there too, and see what more I can do to please the
prince.’
The young woman stood up. She was ready to
take the risk of heading alone to Jaiye right then.
So far she could quench her burning thirst of
curiosity.
The last time Iyun travelled to Jaiye city was
several many seasons earlier, when she was only a
little girl and was a handmaiden to a Jaiye family.
But now she was desperate enough to dare to
trust a blurry memory of the highways to the great
city. And journey there all by herself.
So she took the first step…
And descended down the heights.
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◊◊◊
The answer to Iyun’s wish came meeting her down
the rocky hill. For when the young maiden got to
the hill foot, Shao was right there for her.
Shao didn’t follow his master the crown prince
on the emissary assignment. And that had left the
palace servant idle. Idle enough to dare to wander
as far as to the outpost township of Koje.
The young retainer had given himself the
justification that he could spend quality time with
his kith and kin in Koje, when he secretly made an
escape out of Jaiye’s palace courts. And out to the
free world and city of the Jaiye people.
But after Shao had aimlessly wandered through
the broad streets of the open city awhile, he
decided to rather follow through with his initial
random excuse. He decided to travel on foot to
Koje to see his own best kindred Iyun.
After all, he said to himself, his master the
prince hadn’t allowed him sufficient time together
with her.
So now, as Iyun came down the hill in Koje,
Shao was right there in front of her. Like a
miraculous answer to an impossible wish.
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Iyun was speechless with excitement at that
moment.
She thought. Oh my! Could the crown prince
be here already?! The damsel’s heart leapt up in her
bosom. And her pretty eyes were moist with some
grateful tears.
Iyun had always interpreted seeing Shao to
mean that Prince Àlà must be somewhere around
and was summoning her.
The maiden’s eager eyes searched through the
plains and mountains for her man. And in a
moment, she hopped past Shao with an excited
leap.
Shao didn’t bother asking where his cousin was
running to. He could tell right away that Iyun was
looking for her charming prince.
He turned around just then; and he called after
her. ‘Hey, the crown prince isn’t back yet! I came
alone. I came for you.’
Iyun’s eager feet dragged to a halt at once. She
slowly turned back and her wandering eyes rested
on Shao.
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‘You came alone,’ she mumbled in a weak
voice, her visage equally dull and wan.
‘I came for you,’ retorted Shao. ‘How have you
been? Aren’t you happy I came? I searched for you
all over the hamlet. I was told you are here.’
Iyun quipped instead. ‘Why are you here,
Shao?’
It was clear the young maiden wasn’t interested
in a cousin’s visit. And Shao could tell Iyun was
only eager to see the prince. He felt disappointed.
He’d made a two-day journey on foot to his very
best cousin. But here she was, showing no interest
in talking to him. No, he felt so hurt.
But rather than sulk within himself, Shao
decided to turn things around. He thought to tell
Iyun why he was there.
‘I came to play with you, Iyun. My master isn’t
around so I have the whole day to me, you know. I
thought I should come play with you, uh.’
Shao’s cousin wasn’t interested still. Kidding
around was the last thing to resort to for a young
woman as her. Especially when she was missing her
man so badly. She was sure Shao had come to
waste her time.
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Iyun was about to reject Shao’s offer, when the
young man quickly added something else.
‘I’m not saying in Koje here, Iyun,’ Shao put in.
‘We can go to Jaiye and play all the way to the
city. I can take you to Jaiye. I will take you to see
the city.’
Right then, the young woman’s eyes lit up with
some radiant brightness. Shao’s words were the
very miracle her deepest heart pined for. It was the
answer even her forlorn eyes craved.
She stuttered in disbelief. ‘D’ you say you’ll
take me to Jaiye?!’
‘Even right now!’ boasted Shao, grinning so
wide.
Iyun leapt up in an uncontrollable excitement.
And Shao looked at her with eager eyes. ‘Come,
let’s run away, Iyun!’ he whispered. ‘Can you dare?’
Iyun clamped her hands against her bosom as
her face flushed red. ‘Aw, thank you! Thank you!’
she breathed.
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Shao reached out a hand towards her, as Iyun
placed her trembling hand in his.
And the two free birds flew off into the skies.
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Chapter 29
_____

THE chief priest jolted up from his sleep. At the

mysterious sound of a gong only him could hear.
He came awake shuddering under the power of
a spiritual experience. For the old man had just
seen a mysterious revelation in his dreams.
And Jakan could only mutter in a trembling
voice. ‘As you will, O great Heavens! As you will
it!’
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It was still a long while before daybreak. And it
seemed the chief priest of Jaiye had just been made
to peer into some transcendental mystery.
A mystery which only the elect could know.
And Jakan was the one the Heavens chose.
The elderly priest sprang up from his bed. He
rushed out of his chamber, washed his face with a
small bowl of water and called a few servants.
When his servants hurried to him that early
dawn, the old man sent them with an urgent
message to his company of other priests from the
priestly clan of Gu’ola.
Jakan the chief priest called the several auxiliary
priests to gather at dawn at the priestly courts of
the temple hall. And to come fasting and piously
prepared for the sacred expedition.
The entire priesthood of Jaiye kingdom had
been on a continuous fast for three days already, as
the devout men sought the will and direction of
the Heavens in the sacred expedition.
Led by Jakan, the priest community in the
kingdom was bound under a vow to not take in a
morsel of food. Not until the High Heavens gave
the needed direction for the all-important mission.
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The men’s answer did come eventually… on
the third day of the fasting. And the answer came
with even more details of the grand design than the
priests had even sought for.
Yet it pleased the Heavens to make Jakan both
the seer and the mouthpiece. It pleased the High
Heavens not to abandon the old priest eventually.
Now, Jakan freshened up for the all-important
trip he’d have to embark on. He put on his white
priestly robe, wore a heavy string of beads around
his two wrists and put a longer one around his
neck.
The old priest sat on a wooden stool, bowed
forwards to fasten the straps of his sandals, as he
pondered on the mission.
He thought. It was like yesterday, when
everything was merely an unthinkable message of a
herald. But now, the unthinkable is both here and real.
Like an unfolding grand mystery!
Jakan raised himself. He yanked his hat off a
row of apparels on a wooden hanger.
He donned the priestly cap and matched out to
his waiting cart.
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◊◊◊
Iyun sprang up from beside a sleeping Shao. She
was sweating much.
The wandering two had journeyed as far as into
the outskirt lands of Jaiye city, before they were
tired out the night before. And they slept in the
open square by the olden highway, to continue the
journey on foot when they’d wake.
The walk had been more fun than it was stress
for the young, agile two.
Meanwhile, Shao hadn’t brought neither food
nor change of clothes with him, on his solitary
journey on foot to Koje. The young man had
impulsively dashed onto the highways that led to
his fondest kindred Iyun. And with no sack of
supplies nor skins filled with water for travel.
And so, Shao had simply fed on fruits from
flourishing trees on his way to Koje. And he’d
quenched his thirst from the little brooks on the
way.
However, Iyun took some supplies before she
joined Shao on his return journey to Jaiye city.
Back in Koje, she’d secretly crept into her home
and stuffed edibles in a bag of sack, and also filled
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an old skin with water. Right before the two
cousins escaped onto the roads.
And now the two cousins were within the
outskirts of Jaiye city already. And it was still long
before the sun would rise and their journey would
continue.
Yet now, Iyun’s sleep was suddenly interrupted
where she slept beside her cousin. The young
woman heard a loud, piercing shriek of an owl.
And she sprang up with a sudden start; her heart
pulsating heavily.
Iyun looked around and saw nothing. She
looked at her cousin and Shao was still sleeping so
sound. And Iyun wondered if the weird sound was
her imagination.
As the young woman turned around to lay
down again, her gaze fell on the strangely looking
bird. And it was a huge owl… with big eyeballs
staring down at her.
Iyun screamed out. And Shao jumped up with a
start and held her to him, a spark of concern in the
young man’s eyes.
‘What Iyun? What? What happened?’ The
questions rolled out in an uncontrollable flow.
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Iyun only buried her face in Shao’s chest and
aimed a finger at the foliage of a young tree close
by. For the owl still stayed. And with everything
Shao did to frighten it away, it only gawked at the
young damsel with its large eyeballs.
Suddenly, and out of nowhere, a large falcon
flapped close in a swift flight. And with a deft, fast
sweep, it caught off the owl on its powerful
talons… and flew off into the darkness beyond.
Shao gasped speechlessly at the inexplicable
wonder. He tapped his cousin and only aimed a
finger at the large falcon flying away with its prey.
And he parted his lips with a quivery, quiet
whisper. ‘Good Heavens!’ he breathed.
Shao was shocked beyond words. He was
shocked to his bones.
But not as much as Iyun would be. By the story
he would tell her afterwards.
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Chapter 30
_____

WELCOME to the first of the most significant

days before us!’ Jakan thundered.
‘Welcome to a day like no other. When we
must pick a human replacement for our sacrificial
horses.’
The chief priest’s company of several auxiliary
priests were gathered to him already. At the vast
priestly courts in Jaiye’s central temple.
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The old man
Outpost with just
priests. To fetch
would show him
offering in Jaiye.

was to soon leave for Koje
a smaller group of his assistant
the person that the Heavens
as the first human sacrificial

Jakan reminded the gathered priests about the
significance of the sacrifice. An all-important
sacrifice to be offered at the coming festival of
earth purity.
And that great, momentous day was now only
five days away.
Everyone’s race to that day had started on a day
when the moon in the sky turned blood red. As
Jakan’s father and predecessor had predicted only
days before his demise, several many seasons back.
Yet the marvel of the moon turning red didn’t
linger long in the hearts of Jaiye’s priests. So much
that the rare wonder hadn’t required small talks on
their lips.
The sight of the bleeding moon was only
beyond a marvel for the priesthood in Jaiye. For as
soon as the signal appeared in the sky, everyone
galloped on a nervous race towards the
responsibilities of the inevitable day.
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Upon the red moon appearing few moons back,
Jakan started out with a briefing to the nobles. As
well as an announcement to the general assembly
of Jaiye citizens.
Now, Jakan and his pious company were fully
set for an expedition to Jaiye’s outpost community
at Koje. To find the human sacrifice for the
oncoming sacred festival.
After a brief address to his priests about the
ritual’s significance, the chief priest quietened a
moment.
He gazed at his young grandson in the
congregation of priests. The youngest and newest
man in the company.
It was the first time Jawon was gathering with
the priests here. And Jakan’s eyes only glistened
with utter fulfillment as he watched his grandson
preparing to wear the mantle of the chief priest.
The old man now felt more than delighted and
fulfilled that he could raise his grandson like his
own father had raised him, too.
In that moment of quiet, Jakan remembered his
dying father’s words about this significant time.
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The words echoed in his inward ears. As clear as
though he was hearing them anew.
There’ll soon come a day like no common day.
When the moon will turn as red as the blood of
sacrifice.
When that fateful day comes, horses will no longer
bleed for man; but man shall bleed for himself.
The blood of white horses will no longer be used
for the earth purity sacrifice. But instead, each year,
the blood of a young pure beauty from amidst the
outcast slaves of Koje, will be shed to cleanse the
entire kingdom.

Jakan heaved a thoughtful sigh.
His father’s foretelling had been borne on the
wings of time and carried into this far-flung future.
Where the young Jakan had become an ageing
chief priest. And when Jakan was beginning to
raise a successor from his own grandson Jawon.
Jakan resumed speaking, concluding his brief
address.
‘The High Heavens have shown me overnight a
little of the great mysteries of the oncoming
sacrifice,’ he said. ‘And it is what we mortals can
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only understand as those mysteries unravel before
our eyes.’
Jakan had chosen seven top priests out of the
many gathered priests to go on the sacred
expedition to Koje. And among those seven was
Jawon his grandson and heir.
‘And so, we are heading to Koje now,’ finished
Jakan. ‘May the Heavens guide our paths to the
very one they have chosen.’
The chief priest mounted a regal white horse
and Jawon rode a young brown one. And the two
men led a large horse cart conveying the other five
men.
Without another moment of delay, the
expedition launched to the roads that early
cockcrow.
And with the wild, mad speed of galloping
horses.
◊◊◊
Both Iyun and Shao were on the roads again.
The frightening sight of the owl Iyun saw made
it impossible for the two to continue sleeping in
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the open square at the city outskirts that early
dawn.
They’d been journeying on foot from Koje and
the journey had been long and tiresome. The two
had arrived at the outskirts of Jaiye already. And
they decided to get to the main city before they
would take their rest and go on sightseeing.
As the two youngsters walked on in the
moonlit dawn, they talked about the owl they saw
staring at Iyun when she was sleeping. They also
talked the large falcon. How it swung there at once
and carted away the ugly bird.
Amid their lively talks, Iyun looked up to her
cousin. ‘But why weren’t you able to scare it away?’
she asked.
Shao’s rejoinder came so fast. ‘Come on, as if
you were able to yourself!’ he smirked.
Iyun spanked his cousin small. ‘Come on!
When will you grow up to be a man, Shao?’ she
joked.
‘You’re supposed to be my hero here, uh?’ she
whispered and nudged him with an elbow.
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Shao’s counter was instant and forceful. ‘But I
scared it, huh? It just wasn’t scared!’
Iyun glanced at him. ‘Yes that’s what am saying,
too. The question is, why couldn’t you scare it
away?’
Shao halted and his cousin walked past and
mumbled. ‘You’re just not the type to scare it
away; admit it,’ said Iyun.
Shao rushed up to her. And he yelled his words
with an angry fervour.
‘Did I argue that, huh? Did I say I can? D’ you
think am anything more than a mere mortal?
What’s your point that you can’t just be grateful
that I’m caring for you like your kinsman? Huh?!’
Iyun sulked in herself as a strained silence
passed between the two.
After a brief moment of silence, the young
woman mumbled, glancing at her cousin. ‘I’m
sorry, Shao. Thank you for being you. Thank you,’
she muttered.
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She looked down, a little awkward. ‘I’m missing
the crown prince so, so bad,’ she said in a low
voice. ‘I’m sorry to be taking it out on you. I’m the
naughty girl, uh? Pardon me…’
The crown prince had been away on a fifteenday journey to the distant empires of the Ashias,
where he’d gone to purchase oxen for the
merriment of the oncoming Jaiye festival. And
Prince Àlà wasn’t yet back.
Shao brightened up and nudged Iyun. ‘Come
on, that’s nothing,’ he quipped. The young man
found his cousin so cute just now and he was eager
to brighten up her mood.
Shao taught to tell his cousin the story of how
Prince Àlà placed him to ride on a horse. And how
he saved him from dying when the horse went wild
and headed for the overflowing Ta river in Jaiye
city.
Shao glanced at Iyun. ‘You know the crown
prince once dried up a river in Jaiye to save me
from drowning along with a horse?’ he queried.
Iyun was surprised.
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Shao told the dramatic story of how the heroic
prince rescued him from drowning at the Ta river.
And Iyun listened in a dazed silence.
Iyun couldn’t fathom it out. Shao’s experience
looked more like the peculiar experience she had
herself at the Kojala pond in Koje.
But what Iyun saw that day was something that
would in future be described as a trance.
For she saw a glorious man descend a dazzling
white horse to rescue her when she was drowning
in the deep pond. But it was the people in Koje
who rescued Iyun.
Iyun was pretty sure her lover the prince keenly
resembled the figure she saw in the trance that day.
And the young woman was both shocked and
amazed at what Shao was telling her.
But Shao wouldn’t know his cousin, too, had
experienced a life-saving encounter with Prince
Àlà. He only thought to lighten his Iyun’s mood.
The two youngsters were now headed towards
the big market square from the outskirts of Jaiye.
Meanwhile, the Ta river around which Shao’s
experience revolved sat in the jungles beyond the
market square.
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As the two cousins neared the market square in
Jaiye city, Jakan’s horses were hastening down to
Koje through the ways of the square.
And neither Iyun nor Shao knew that a group
of priests were hunting for their kinds.
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Chapter 31
_____

SHAO’S story had thrown Iyun into a thoughtful

silence… as the two cousins now approached
Jaiye’s crowded market.
Shao went on to reinforce the story of his
rescue with a solemn remark.
He began in a low, quiet voice. ‘I gave my life
and all to the prince who saved me. I know I’m a
mere slave and the prince owns me already.
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‘But you know, a master might own hundreds
of slaves but not their will. The crown prince won
my will that very day.’
Iyun breathed a low sigh.
‘Iyun, I’ve given His Royal Highness all of me!’
continued Shao. ‘And I hope you also can find it
in your heart to love the prince who’s so in love
with you.’
Shao’s eyes were imploring now. ‘My master is
a true heart,’ he said; ‘and He won’t open his arms
wide for you, and then go on to turn his back. He
will stand with you till the end, Iyun!’
Iyun sighed again. Ever since the young maiden
had reunited with her cousin, the latter had always
found one reason or the other to scold her.
Especially over the crown prince.
Yes, Shao had always fought her over his
master the prince. Over the prince’s ‘royal lips,’
over his royal time and so forth.
But today, the young man wasn’t fighting about
anything. He was simply appealing to his cousin to
love his master and her lover with all she’d got.
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Iyun could only imagine how much Shao had
yielded himself to the prince for saving his life.
And she found it in her heart to understand him.
She thought within herself. Well, it isn’t his
fault. If the glorious horseman who rescued me from
drowning were to appear in front of me, I’d have also
given my life to serve him. I’m sure I’ll do that.
The sun was fast rising in the eastern skies. The
two cousins now walked into the big market
square, and which was already overflowing with
lots of city people.
Iyun stared around at the flamboyant display of
luxurious merchandise across the vast market. She
stared at the sophisticated people, too.
Shao couldn’t help staring as well. Like a
stranger in a new town. Although Shao had been
here and about the kingdom with his master the
prince, he barely saw the glories of Jaiye city. The
slave boy had only been through the border
territories of Jaiye kingdom with his master.
The two youngsters hopped around the
peopled market square, their hearts thumping fast
at the breathtaking sights right in front of them.
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The young cousins were simply exhilarated.
Their feet wouldn’t feel patient enough to carry
them through the exciting place. They leapt
around like little kids; their widely gaping eyes
struggling to capture everything at once.
As for Iyun, this was like the first ray of light to
her sombre world. The beautiful girl hadn’t seen
the city this much. Not even in a passing glance.
Nor in a peep from a distance, like Shao would
have.
Iyun had only seen the dark and dreary world
of Koje her entire life. And no, she was literally
electrified with an indescribable thrill.
Like that of a free flying bird.
◊◊◊
Jakan and his men had galloped through Jaiye
city… from bends to corners, and streets to
streets.
And now, their galloping fleet of horses came
down to the big market square. But no, the crowd
today was something else.
‘Oh goodness, not today!’ moaned Jakan. The
chief priest knew that riding through the
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populated market would really slow them down or
cause some accidents if they charged on regardless.
Jakan was frustrated. There was no way they
could go now. He thought of getting down from
his horse along with his men, and slowly walk their
horses and carts through the congested square.
‘That’ll simply be a sheer waste of time!’ he
grumbled.
A quick thought came up now. He reasoned he
could even ask one of his men to get down and
clear the way for them.
But the crowd here today was a bustling
multitude. Too impossible to control. ‘Oh good
Heavens, why today?!’ he groaned.
Just then, Jawon’s voice interrupted Jakan’s
worrisome thoughts.
‘Grandfather!’ the boy called.
And Jakan looked back.
◊◊◊
Iyun was tired out already. So she suggested to
Shao that they leave the crowded market and take
some rest anywhere close.
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Just then, Shao remembered he wanted to show
his cousin the Ta river, and the river was just down
there. At the west side of the market.
The young lad was tired out by the crowd too,
anyway. And he wouldn’t mind resting in that safe
haven, bringing back memories of his heroic
rescue.
The two cousins crossed to the west side of the
square
And their weary feet trudged down to Ta.
◊◊◊
Jakan saw his grandson ride closer to him from
behind.
The old priest was worried they’d come to an
inevitable standstill. But here was his young heir
riding up to him with tidings of hope and a way
forward.
The young voice came up blaring. ‘Grandfather,
Grandfather! We can take the Secret Waterpath!
We’ll avoid the market and the entire city; we can
take the Waterpath!’
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Jakan’s countenance brightened up right away.
He never thought of that at all. How could he
have forgotten the emergency pathway?
In order to channel underground water from
the Jaiye city’s river springs to the outpost
township of Koje, Jaiye scholars had mapped a
straight, hidden route through which the spring
will run without going through the city.
Running over the direct, underground tunnel
that linked Jaiye to Koje through the forest, was
the hidden pathway constructed for the time of
war and emergencies.
It was called the Secret Waterpath. And it was
only Jaiye’s noble houses that had the knowledge
of its existence.
Jakan exhaled a puff of breath. He was relieved
at last. How could Jawon be so quick and alert?
He was proud of the successor he would be leaving
behind.
Now the old man was so sure nothing would
stop their mission. They would first ride down to
the Ta river, cross the wooden bridge over it, and
head up to Koje through the Waterpath.
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‘Very good, my son!’ Jakan remarked. ‘Very
good idea!’
The chief priest signalled to the men. And the
hunt party headed down to Ta.
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Chapter 32
_____

IYUN and Shao stooped down by River Ta. And

they scooped water in their hands for a refreshing
drink.
And when they had got a fill from the cool
spring, they filled up their empty travel waterskin,
too. And then settled down under the shade of an
oak tree at the riverbank.
The young man exhaled aloud. ‘Iyun, this is
where Shao witnessed that epic rescue by the hands
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of the Prince!’ he exuded, his arms flung wide and
about.
Iyun gave a little nod and sighed.
Shao didn’t get the reaction he was expecting.
So he charged on; this time singing the praise of
his gracious saviour. But Iyun was as cold and
chilly as the morning breezes that passed over their
weary skin every once in a while.
Yet Shao knew it wasn’t out of tiredness that
Iyun was acting with apathy. The young man knew
Iyun wasn’t just disinterested in what he was
saying. That her disinterest was rather in the prince
himself
But Shao went on to persuade his cousin all the
same. If perhaps Iyun could have a rethink about
the crown prince’s deep feelings of love for her. If
perhaps she could trust the man that was so real
and true to her.
Yet it was for the reason that Àlà was so real
and true, that Iyun found it hard to reciprocate his
love. It was for the fact that Àlà’s feelings were
intense and consistently chasing, that Iyun often
wavered between love and indifference.
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It was because Àlà was indeed Àlà, that Iyun
didn’t know if she’d be his.
Iyun didn’t want to go through the hazels of
explaining to Shao. She thought her naïve cousin
wouldn’t understand the peculiarities of her
relationship with the prince.
It was easy for Shao to love his master, Iyun
said to herself. But an entirely different thing it is
with a love between man and woman. And
especially when the man is as high as the heavens.
And the lady as low as the earth.
Iyun changed the topic with an abrupt
question. ‘How is life at the palace courts, Shao?
What does the palace look like?’ she asked, a
straight look in her face.
And just when Shao was about to mutter
something, Iyun added some more quick questions.
And her face lit up with excitement right then.
‘Hey, tell me Shao, what do Jaiye men look like,
huh? How do they really talk? You know I wasn’t
able to take in everything at the market.’
She warmed up to him anew. ‘Wait a
moment… Do the men here smile too, like the
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crown prince does? Are they great lovers? Are they
good to their women, too?’
Iyun thought to learn about the men of Jaiye.
She thought to know all there was to know about
them. So she could know and understand the
prince, she said to herself.
Shao raised a hand to still his talky cousin.
‘Patience, Iyun; patience. Ask one question at a
time! I can’t even remember your details. What d’
you want to know about the men here, uh?’
Iyun interposed immediately. ‘Everything. I
want to know everything!’
‘Well, well…’ coughed Shao. ‘Where do I start
from, where?’ he mused.
‘Anywhere!’ retorted Iyun. ‘Start anywhere!’
Shao cleared his throat again. ‘Okay… let’s
start from the high. Let’s start from His Royal
Highness, my master and your man…!’
Iyun raised her hand so high. ‘Enough, enough;
come on!’ she snarled. And the excited gleam in her
eyes dissolved into nothing.
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The young woman was more than frustrated.
All she wanted to know was things about Jaiye
men. But here was Shao driving the conversation to
the crown prince again.
She spluttered it all out. ‘Hey, hey! Am I living
his life, huh?! Am I existing for him?!’ she blurted.
‘It is the prince when he is here. It is the prince
again now that he’s gone. Always and always the
prince! Every now and then… huh!!’
Shao’s was shocked at the outburst and he only
stared speechlessly.
Iyun couldn’t take the bewildered gaze now.
‘Why stare at me like I’m a ghost?!’ she blurted.
Shao couldn’t help the next words that rolled
out of his lips.
He muttered. ‘You didn’t tell me you hate him
this much!’
The young man took his gaze away from her,
absolutely disappointed. He wondered why Iyun
would be looking around for Jaiye men when she
had the prince of Jaiye all to herself.
He wondered why she would rather want some
men painted out to her than know the man who
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had come into her reality to spark it all up with
lights.
Shao looked away. And he saw some horsemen
ride down the riverside at Ta. The horse riders
were heading towards them with a galloping pace.
And it was Jakan and his men.
Shao’s heart leapt up in a sudden moment of
anxiety.
The palace bondservant felt disturbed for a bit,
before he took his eyes off the nobility caravan
heading towards them.
The young man waved off a concern building
up beneath his chest.
Nothing’s so out of place with this troupe, he said
to himself. Besides, they won’t notice us merely
sitting here. Nobody from Jaiye pays attention to a
Koje born. No lord regards a slave.

Shao’s eyes fell back on his cousin. He thought
to continue with their talk, but the tiny, little fear
crept back into his heart. And it grew so large in a
little bit.
The young man shut his eyes in a moment of
frightened stupor. He thought it was a little
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apprehension that’d crept up to his chest. But he
never knew the fearsome party itself was there
already. Right in front of him
In that brief moment, Shao thought his ears
heard wrong. He’d heard the thuds of horses’
footsteps approaching just a while ago.
But now, everything was still in his ears. And
not even the sound of nature in the sweet birdsong
and running rivers was loud enough to interrupt
the silence in his eardrums.
It wasn’t just the horses’ trotters that was gone
in Shao’s hearing. The young man could hardly
hear his own breath, too.
In that sudden moment, Shao’s heart raced up a
dozen times faster. Numerous worries crept up the
wall of his heart. He was scared. And he slowly
parted his eyes open to see if his dear cousin was
still with him.
Just right then, he saw that it wasn’t only a
dazed Iyun that was beside him. But also a band of
priests with straight faces.
Jakan the chief priest looked down at the two
Koje born with a blank expression. No one could
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tell what he was thinking and not even his
grandson Jawon.
Everything had stopped for that moment for
Jakan. He seemed absent from the scene yet he was
there in person. Everyone was still. And until a
cough interrupted that celestial moment of
quietness.
It was Iyun who coughed.
Just as soon as the Koje damsel did that,
everything started to move as the chief priest
passed his order.
‘She is the one. She is the Heaven’s choice.
Seize her immediately!’
A team of five priests rushed up to Iyun at
once. And before the young maiden could process
what was happening, she’d been captured in a large
fishnet flung over her.
It all happened in an instant.
Iyun struggled pitifully and cried out for help
as she was carried into the cart waiting for her.
And the more the young maiden wriggled herself
in the net, the more tangled she was in it.
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Shao leapt away in a frightened flight. He cried
out for help and rescue. Yet he knew there was
nothing forthcoming. He knew there was no help
for their kind in Jaiye kingdom.
Everything had come to Shao like the wind, a
wind he couldn’t grasp in his hand. Before he
could make sense of the apprehension in his heart,
a mysterious silence had enveloped the atmosphere.
And before Shao could find a meaning to the
mystery, Iyun had been captured.
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Chapter 33
_____

IT was the midnight of sacrifice at long last.

The metal gong had been struck, and the
bullhorn had sounded out a blaring call. Every
man and every beast were as still and quiet as the
solemn night itself.
The day every Jaiye soul had anticipated was
here in front of all. And it was dawning with the
great ritual which was to begin the kingdom’s
Festival of Earth Purity.
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But the sacrificial offering to be used was no
longer the rare white horse. Like it was the custom
since Jaiye kingdom had been observing the festival
rites several many seasons earlier.
Tonight’s sacrifice for Jaiye was a human
offering. A strikingly beautiful maiden from their
outpost community of slaves at Koje. And Iyun
was the sacrifice. She would be offered at the Altar
of Slaughter… at the first rooster crow.
It was sad and unfortunate. It was unfortunate
and so ill-timed, reasoned Shao. Yet Iyun, Shao’s
cousin, was the crown prince’s precious flower in
the wild. And which no one in Jaiye really knew
about.
But Prince Àlà was never yet back from the
royal assignment to the empires of the Ashias over
distant lands and seas.
Yet if he happens to be back just about now,
reasoned Shao, will a mortal upturn the High
Heavens’ verdict?!

Iyun was the one the Heavens choose, Shao had
heard. Iyun was Heavens dare choice. No it was
very sad!
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The young palace retainer had wandered in a
puzzling wonder in the days following his cousin’s
capture right before him. Shao had gone on
sleepless nights and he’d cried out tears till his eyes
were painfully dry.
The servant boy had wandered to the coastal
borders of the fortified kingdom. And he’d spent
most of his days looking desperately to the giant
border walls and gates erected across the coast.
He was desperate for the return of the prince,
Iyun’s lover and hero.
But today… today was a long, painful
anticipation. Shao had waited from the break of
day into the dead night. For by the next sunrise,
Iyun would have been slaughtered to appease the
High Heavens. It was really a desperate long wait
tonight.
It was midnight by now. And Shao couldn’t
help the dreadful thought that Prince Àlà had been
lost in voyage. Or had simply perished in the heart
of the sea. And no, nothing was sadder now than
the grief of the lost hope.
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Shao lifted his face high into the starry skies
and then he bowed it deep into the low dust. And
he groaned so hard. It was a long, wretched cry.
‘Aargh, have pity, O Heavens!’ he wailed.
‘Please have pity, have pity!!’ he cried.
◊◊◊
It was well past midnight now at the Central
Temple of the High Heavens. Within which the
Altar of Slaughter reverently sat, at the innermost
chamber.
The ancient kingdom of Jaiye was now waiting
for the significant first cockcrow. When the
sacrificial offering would be taken into the
innermost courts. To be sacrificed for the seasonal
cleansing of Jaiye land from the Death Curse.
Yet that sacrificial ritual beginning the day’s
Festival of Earth Purity wasn’t an affair for all and
sundry. No random soul was permitted into that
Central Temple of the High Heavens.
Only the Crown, the Priesthood, the Devotees,
and the Sacrifice could step into those sacred
quarters. They were those that were called the
Chosen… in the realm of Jaiye people.
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The Jaiye Devotees were a bunch of minions
and ardent worshippers. And they entered into the
holy house only as far as into the temple’s Outside
Courts.
The Devotees were stationed around the vast
exterior courts with arms and deadly snares. They
were assigned to combat and wade off any
intrusion to the ongoing, peaceful ritual.
The Middle Courts of the hallowed temple
accommodated King Obade, Chief Priest Jakan
along with the auxiliary priests, and the human
sacrifice Iyun. And only these three groups were
pure enough to step as far as into that consecrated
place.
Yet no other soul could go any farther within,
into the most hallowed Innermost Chamber.
Where the Altar of Slaughter lay, with the Sacred
Rooster, the temple’s hallowed announcer of the
eventual time of sacrifice, sitting atop the slaughter
slab.
Only the Chief Priest was permitted enter
within the most hallowed courts, along with the
human sacrifice he was going to offer.
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Standing among the seated priests alongside the
king, Jakan looked down at the captive offering for
sacrifice. For Iyun lay powerless on the floor, tied
up into a small bundle, gagged and blindfolded.
The chief priest motioned for someone among
the priests to loosen up the girl a bit, just enough
for her to stand… as it was almost time to take
her in. It was almost time for Jaiye land to be
cleansed.
As a man went over to the captive girl tied up
on the ground, and bowed over the small bundle,
the chief priest addressed his seated company
priests and the king.
‘It is about time for the final ritual,’ said the old
man. ‘One which both the Heavens and we mortals
have patiently waited for. It is a great while past
midnight already and quite a while before the first
cockcrow.
He glanced over a cross-section of the seated
company in that temple’s Middle Courts.
‘Anytime soon,’ he announced, ‘I shall take the
Heavens’ chosen sacrifice to the Altar of Slaughter.
And offer her on behalf of Jaiye people for the
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cleansing of our land and for the purging of our
earth,’ he declared.
Right then Iyun wriggled and winced in fear,
while she was loosened up where she lay. In that
moment, she jolted up, wriggled her herself up to
her feet and leapt forward in a frightened flight.
But her eyes were blindfolded still and her
mouth gagged. So the man with her caught her
with one swing of a hand just as soon.
Jakan looked that way as some rumbling
murmurs also filled the air.
‘Tie her up a bit and keep her standing,’ he
instructed the man by Iyun. ‘Stay there beside her
and guard her closely,’ he said; ‘she must never
escape; she must never!’
Suddenly, another priest sprang up to his feet
and rushed to join the man assigned to guard their
sacrificial offering.
Jakan look towards the young man joining the
first. ‘Oh good, good!’ he nodded gratefully.
And a scalding stream of tears welled up in
Iyun’s veiled eyes. But it was too soon absorbed by
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the thick blindfold even before they could course
down her sad face.
Right then, the chief priest looked up with a
long, frozen gaze and he punched his right fist
skywards.
‘O Highest, Highest Heavens…!’ he called so
loud.
And everyone cried out in response. ‘Accept our
feeble sacrifice!!’
The thunderous call and response went up
three relentless times. But Iyun’s gagged mouth
only sounded out a strained, stifled moan.
And what she mumbled in a choking breath
was a desperate plea.
‘Aargh, if You ever are! If You do ever exist…
Whatever it is You are that we don’t know! Please
save my life, O Most High!!’
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Chapter 34
_____

A SET of brass sounded out loud from atop the

fortress wall.
And with a long, jubilant blare that
commanded the large border gates to be flung
open, for the returning heir of Jaiye kingdom.
Shao’s eyes parted open.
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He’d slowly drifted to sleep when he buried his
head in the coastal sand, and cried at the peak of
despair and a hopeless waiting.
He’d slept off at midnight, but he knew that
sound so well. The Crown Prince had return.
Shao shot up his head at once. He hastily
brushed his eyelids awake with the back of a hand
and dusted his sandy forehead, too.
The young retainer raised his gaze. And there in
the far distance a large iron gate – built within the
high wall before the open sea, was raised skywards
by levers of a giant pulley.
Shao
soldiers
charged
flourish
fleet.

could see it all. A decorated army of
rode out through the open gates and
towards the dock far away; the loud
of the trumpets echoing after the hasty

The young servant’s heart raced up some wildly
beating pulses, as the tensions ran down his chilly
frame. His heart couldn’t help marking the horses’
thudding steps to welcome his hero’s arrival.
Soon the sound of the galloping party was
swallowed up by the distant rumbles of sea waves
across the sky-high wall.
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The gates were shut after the departed
horsemen. And Shao saw everything going still and
quiet again as that hopeless forever before some
idle trumpets had announced the birth of hope.
The servant boy waited for as long as eternity
would dusk. But the prince wasn’t coming up with
the entourage.
Yet Shao dared not approach the border gates
to enquire about it. He only got up to his feet and
aimlessly paced about, where he lurked at a
distance from the wall.
The young retainer glanced up to the starry
skies above and observed the departing thickness
of night. It struck him right then that it was early
dawn already.
But it hadn’t taken so long since the crown
prince’s return was heralded on the wind pipes,
Shao realised. Prince Àla would necessarily be
receiving a ceremonial welcome at the dork now. It
was Shao that couldn’t afford to be so patient, the
servant boy admitted.
Yes, Shao realised it must have been that he
slept for so long when he dozed off at the initial
time he waited for the prince. And it was the
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earliest dawn now. Shao couldn’t bear to wait a
moment longer. Yet he couldn’t dare to do
anything stupid.
The young man looked up with all frustration.
And he mouthed a desperate soundless cry for
help.
Just then the giant gates were lifted open. And
there came cantering into it a glorious entourage of
horses and their riders, with burning touches in
their hand. They were the troops that had gone
over to receive Àlà.
And yes, they formed a bright and flaming
circle around the returning crown prince of Jaiye
kingdom. He himself bestriding a regal white
stallion. His choicest, steed. Ga.
Shao’s mouth fell open in awe of the rebirth of
hope. Like the miracle a cluster of flaming touches
brought upon a dark and dreary night.
Shao was ready to do the unthinkable now.
Even the stupid, no matter what anyone called it.
And without given a further thought, the young
man charged towards the open gates with sprightly
steps.
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As Prince Àlà along with the troop entered, the
huge gates were closed behind them. And Shao
kept running towards the advancing horde,
screaming for the prince’s attention at the same
time.
The soldiers were alerted and two of them
veered off the troop on horseback, and charged
towards the young man.
One of them quickly put out his burning touch,
thrust it in his large quiver and drew out a sword
with one hand, while riding with the other.
The other soldier sprinted on beside the first
with a flaming touch in his left hand.
Àlà glanced at the scene in the dim light of
night. Upon a second thought, he reasoned that
the daring youngster charging towards them might
neither be an enemy nor a clown. As the prince
couldn’t see Shao well enough to recognise him
from that far distance.
Àlà decided he wanted to hear what the young
lad had to say. He believed he could be bringing an
important news he might not know about. And so
he told the soldiers to bring the young man to him
first.
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As the soldiers raced up to Shao, the young
servant thought he could be killed on the spot.
And so he cried out.
‘I have something to say to my lord the Crown
Prince!’ he screamed. ‘It is Iyun! It is very
important! It is Iyun!’ he panted.
The soldiers found what Shao was saying a
splutter of nonsense. And the one wielding a
sword asked the other about it as they charged
forwards. ‘What is Iyun?! What’s he saying?!’ he
yelled over the surrounding noise.
The touch bearer glanced at him. ‘Maybe an
important spy code? Or what d’ you think?’
The sword man glanced back. ‘I asked you first.
How can I know?’ And with that he charged faster
ahead, and the other soldier raced up his horse too.
As the two riders came to Shao, the latter
crouched low in a frightened surrender. The sword
man sheathed his sword at once, leaned
downwards, pulled up the servant boy by his
collar, and mounted him on horseback with him.
Shao cowered in front of the brazen soldier as
they rode back to the prince and the rest of the
troupe. And when the soldiers got there with Shao,
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they threw him down to the ground in front of the
prince.
Just then, Àlà realised it was Shao and
wondered what was happening. He exclaimed in a
loud, impatient voice. ‘Shao! Why are you here?!
Huh, tell me! Why are you here?!’
It was the time for the two soldiers to be
surprised. And they wondered how the crown
prince came to know such a poor looking boy so
fondly.
Shao crouched down on his knees. And he
repeated his words. But this time, in some weak,
tired breaths.
‘It is Iyun, Your Highness! It is Iyun! It is Iyun,
Your Highness!’
Shao was absolutely short of words to capture
the tragedy. It was cockcrow already. The time
Iyun would be sacrificed at the Altar of Slaughter.
Àlà jumped down immediately, and all the
soldiers jumped down from their horse too; the
earth shuddering with the heavy thuds.
The prince grabbed Shao by the shoulders. And
he shook him so hard. ‘What about Iyun?!’ he
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shouted. ‘Tell me, what about her?! Is she all
right?!’ It was to the amazement of the standing
horde.
The sword man and the touch bearer couldn’t
help looking at themselves now. And they didn’t
know when the same question rolled out of their
lips.
‘Who is Iyun?’ they blurted. But neither of
them had the faintest idea. They shook their head
at the same time.
A soldier standing near the two naïve men
leaned towards them and whispered. ‘Even a
suckling will know that Iyun must be a damsel that
has conquered the conqueror’s heart!’
‘How did you know?’ whispered the touch
bearer.
‘Who told you that crap?’ queried the sword
man.
But the other soldier didn’t answer. He told
himself right then that it was time to walk away
from there.
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And as he walked to another side of the
standing company, he heard Shao tremble with
some unfortunate news.
‘Iyun has been captured, Your Royal Highness!’
Shao cried. ‘She was captured by a group of priests
a few days ago. They said she is the one. That she
is the one the Heavens choose!’
The soldiers could barely make enough sense of
the conversation. Yet they reluctantly admitted it
was something regarding the ongoing sacrifice.
But the men couldn’t fathom how the crown
prince’s woman could be the sacrificial offering.
Nothing about these made sense so far. They were
left with no further clues.
A tensed silence covered the earth right then.
Everything went utterly silent and still. And no
one could dare ask the prince. The grieving already
seemed too personal for the minions to get
involved with it.
A silent tremor enveloped the night.
Àlà was dazed with both shock and fear. His
bulging eyes smoked with fire and ice. His skin
raised their hairs in a heated chill. And his feet
weakened beneath his trembling limbs.
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After an eternal silence that shouted out a
deafening noise, Àlà brought himself to speak
again.
But the voice that produced his next words
were weaker than the voice of the feeblest on earth.
And he raised his gaze and cried. ‘Aargh, why must
it be her?! Why, why?!’
‘I heard she’ll be sacrificed at the first cock
crow,’ whispered Shao.
‘And this is the time of the first crow,’ Àlà
interposed in a pained moan.
‘The first cocks to crow tonight will do any
time from now,’ Shao put in, and Iyun will be
slaughtered for sacrifice!’ Shao lamented, buried
his face in the sand, and cried.
Àlà raised his gaze skywards. He groaned so
desperately hard. ‘No!!’ he cried. ‘Aargh… no!!’ he
groaned.
Everyone bowed to their knees under the crown
prince’s great burden. And they cried in a rueful
voice. ‘Your Royal Highness!! Your Royal
Highness!!’
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But only one man didn’t crouch to his knees
immediately. And when Shao raised his gaze up, he
noticed only then that a stranger had return with
the prince from his voyage to the empires of the
Ashias.
Only him did not bow yet. He was called the
Niger.
And now it was Shao’s turn to wonder along
the lines of what his master the prince had also
thought about him.
He bowed his head and muttered about the
man who didn’t kneel. ‘He must be an enemy or
else a clown,’ he said.
When Shao raised his head, he saw that the
stranger had bowed. And just then he heard the
crown prince call out. ‘Come with me!’
But no one knew who was ordered to come. Or
where exactly they would go.
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Chapter 35
_____

COME with me’ were the words Àlà spoke. And

the vague call repeated in everyone’s mind like a
puzzling echo.
But just while the kneeling party wondered
about who the prince was directing his words at,
Àlà turned to the stranger behind him and raised
him up with a hand.
‘Zenas,’ he called the young man. ‘Mount the
horse and come with me please,’ he requested.
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Right then Zenas the Niger mounted a horse
alongside the prince. And the two men rode away
with the flight of a mad dragon…
To the sacred temple that kept Àlà’s lady a
sacrificial offering.
◊◊◊
The friendship between the stranger and the prince
was only a yesterday sprout, but its bond was as
deep as the roots of an age long tree.
The bond had only begun with a chance
meeting that shook the crown prince of Jaiye down
to his innermost core. During his time at the
distant lands of the Ashias a few days earlier.
Àlà had carried out his emissary assignment to
the neighbouring kingdoms without a hitch. He’d
moved on afterwards to the distant empires of the
Ashias, to purchase oxen at the olden nation of Israel. And for the Jaiye festival of earth purity.
At the private inn where Àlà lodged at the city
of Beersheba, he looked out through the back
window one loud evening. His attention was
captured by a strange thing. Àlà had never seen
anything like that before.
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The Jaiye prince saw a young man being stoned
by an angry mob at an open square overlooking his
chamber window. He ignored the scene at first.
‘It’s not my business; it’s the people and their law,’
he told himself.
Just when he was about turning in, Àlà saw the
young man dropped to his knees, spread his hands
out and looked up to the heavens.
The young man screamed out loud. His words
were in the Israelite tongue.
He cried. ‘Ah Adon! Selach ’ethon la nakhru mah
h’mon pelalin!’
But Àlà could only mark the sound of the alien
tongue.
Just then the young man’s face beamed with a
saintly smile, and a glorious light glowed from his
face. A light too glorious to be for a mere mortal.
Àlà was entirely engulfed in the wonder of that
sight.
Right about then, the man dropped to the
ground. And a desperate curiosity roused in Àlà’s
heart like the swirl of whirlwind. His interest grew
so keen and he just couldn’t hold it in.
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‘Ha what did he say to smile so wide?!’ he
exclaimed. ‘How could a mortal’s eyes glow so
bright in the face of death?!’ he wondered.
◊◊◊
Beads of sweat dripped down Àlà’s face as he rode
up to the Central Temple of the High Heavens, to
save his lady. And numerous thoughts ran through
the prince’s troubled mind.
But no, his mind wasn’t occupied with beautiful
memories of the times spent with Iyun. His mind
was occupied with the thought of rescuing her. Yet
his mortal heart couldn’t help but dread the
thought of finding her dead, when he would get
there.
‘What if she’d been slaughtered before I get
there?’ Àlà muttered in a strenuous heavy breath as
he charged forwards. ‘What if I get there and I still
can’t save her?’ he gasped.
In the crown prince’s entire life, that very
moment was the most fearful. It was the most
dreadful of all.
Àlà came to find himself as a powerless mortal
right now. And nothing he had could keep back
his lady from being sacrificed.
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He slowed down a bit to let Zenas catch up
with him. And in the meantime he muttered a
desperate prayer.
‘Lord of all the Heavens. King of all the earth,’
he breathed. ‘They call you Adonai… please save
my Iyun! I call you Lord…. ah please keep my
Iyun alive! Please! Please…!!’
Àlà glanced at the Niger as he rode up to him.
‘Zenas my friend!’ he called out. ‘Please pray for
me! Pray that Iyun doesn’t die tonight. Please pray
that the living God keep her for me!’
Zenas nodded in silence. And Àlà charged
forward with the ferocious dash of a horse, Zenas
galloping after him.
And as the two men sped towards the grand
temple, Àlà’s troubled heart could only find solace
and succour in the events and experience of his last
voyage.
His mind went back to his encounter with
Zenas the Niger.
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◊◊◊
As the man being stoned dropped to the ground,
the mob dispersed.
And from the window view, Àlà noticed that
the young man’s body moved a few times. The
stoned man turned and wriggled amid the litter of
blood stained pebbles.
Àlà stepped out of the inn and went close to
the assaulted person. On getting there he
confirmed that the wounded young man wasn’t
dead. He’d only been left for dead.
Àlà decided to take care of him. So he gently
carried him into his chamber at the inn.
And when the Jaiye prince took the wounded
man inside and dressed his wounds, a ray cast on
his consciousness. It was the glorious light he saw
on that dying man’s face that occurred to Àlà right
now. The dazzling glow that swelled up a curiosity
in his mind some moments before.
And that desperate curiosity was back. For Àlà
blurted out without a thought. ‘What made you so
bold?! What was it you said before you collapsed?!’
he quipped.
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The answer dropped from the rescued man’s
lips just then. ‘O Lord, forgive them for they do
not know what they do!’ he translated.
The response was in Jaiye tongue. But Àlà was
too engrossed that he didn’t realise the man was
speaking the same language as him.
Àlà was struck with wonder.
How can someone wish his Lord forgive the
people stoning him to death? he thought, bewildered.
Who is that Lord so generous that’ll even forgive the
haters of his devotee?

The Jaiye prince wanted to know. ‘Who is your
Lord?’ he asked. ‘Did he make your face shine so
bright?’
Just then Àlà suddenly realised something. ‘You
speak the Jaiye tongue too?’ he quipped. ‘How d’
you know to speak Jaiye so well?’
‘Yes I speak Jaiye,’ the young man replied. ‘I am
a Jaiye man in diaspora and my name is Zenas.
The Jews here call me the Niger. I am an
Evangelist for the Lord here.’
The prince warmed up to him. ‘I am Àlà the
crown prince of Jaiye,’ he responded. But even now
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he was desperate to know about the Lord the
young man kept talking of.
The Lord that would make Zenas radiate with
an unmistakable peace. Even in the face of a cruel
death.
Àlà looked at Zenas with eager eyes now. ‘Tell
me about that Lord of yours,’ he said. ‘Tell me
about your Lord.’
◊◊◊
At last, Prince Àlà galloped his hefty steed up to
grand Temple of the High Heavens.
He finally arrived at the proud fortress holding
captive a beautiful damsel to live and die for. His
most priceless Iyun.
Rather than take the route leading to the main
gates within the temple’s outer walls, Àlà had
chosen to take a hidden path to the private gate at
the rear.
In one moment the prince jumped down from
atop the regal horse; his heavily shod feet sending a
dull thud beneath his hefty frame.
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He looked behind him; Zenas hadn’t arrived
yet. But then Àlà was right there in time. All
through the prince’s maddening race on horseback,
he hadn’t heard a rooster crow at any quarters yet.
He was sure the temple’s Sacred Rooster – the
announcer of the very time for sacrifice, hadn’t
crowed too.
Àlà clenched his fist and snarled. ‘Not tonight.
No not tonight! The Rooster will not crow
tonight!’ he growled.
And with that he bowed low and thrust his fist
into a pool of mud beside him, drew out his hand
and dabbed his forehead in a fearsome look of
battle.
He raised himself, thrust his fingers within the
neck of his embroidered gbariye robe and ripped
apart the elegantly woven robe… with a
suppressed fearsome grunt.
As Àlà royal regalia came apart, revealing him
only clad in a waist undergarment, he ripped a
scarf piece off the falling robe, dabbed it in dust
and tied it over his face. And it left only his
fiercely glowing eyeballs uncovered.
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Àlà picked up his sword hung on the horse
right after and latched it to himself.
And with that the crown prince charged
towards the sacred temple. The temple holding his
lover a captive.
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Chapter 36
_____

A PAIR of brawny hands appeared through the

rooftop. And they noiselessly lifted a small square
of slab off the brick roof over the innermost
sacrifice chamber.
As the small block piece gave way in the roof of
the most hallowed temple court, the intruder
stealthily descended into that holy place through
the small opening.
It was the crown prince Àlà.
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Prince Àlà had chosen to come upon the
captors of his priceless jewel unawares. Like the
arrival of a dreadful ghost of the night.
And Àlà would do anything to get his dearest
out of that death cage tonight.
The prince had therefore mounted the walls
surrounding the huge temple from behind the
temple building, where it is darker and more
private; and from where a breech would be quicker.
Neither the devotees crowding the arena of the
outer courts in the frontage, nor the guarding
sentries standing around the temple walls, could
mark the silent intruder.
Not until a desperate prince of Jaiye got on the
roof and descended into that holy chamber of
sacrifice, where the Sacred Rooster to announce
the eventual time quietly roosted.
And just when the prince quietly lowered
himself into the chamber, the rooster made a loud,
big crow.
It was one long blast of the dreaded sound.
‘Cock-a-doodle-do!!’
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Right then a loud call and chorus drifted from
the middle courts down to the innermost chamber
where the prince was.
‘O Highest, Highest Heavens…!!’ sounded the
chief priest’s voice.
And the entire house screamed the chorus.
‘Accept our feeble sacrifice!!!’
Àlà couldn’t take it now. It was time; the
rooster had just crowed. Death had come for Iyun,
he feared. Death had certainly come for his lady.
With all the strength the young man could
muster, he leapt towards the rooster at once and
caught the large bird with a hand. The sacred fowl
shrieked so loud with a heightened cry of an alarm.
Instantly two standing priests were alarmed.
They were guarding the doors leading into that
holiest chamber on the outside. And they turned
around towards the doors.
As the shouts of the company of priests
gathered in the middle courts subsided, the other
priests in the middle courts heard the alarming
shrieks too.
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Right then, everything went frighteningly silent.
For one small moment.
Suddenly the priests manning the sacred doors
forced them open. And there in the hallowed place
they saw a huge masked man.
The fearsome intruder was holding down a
heavy blade. The sword was dripping with the
blood of the sacred fowl split into two halves
already.
The two priests stood in the doorway, in a
frozen moment of terror and hesitation.
It was the holiest place of all which they’d never
before stepped their foot in…
Yet there it was before them desecrated in the
gravest act of sacrilege.
◊◊◊
Zenas was yet to arrive at the temple. He wasn’t
able to catch up with Àlà’s riding pace. But as a
son of the soil himself, he still somehow
remembered the pathways to the central temple.
Meanwhile Zenas the evangelist had always
desired to take the gospel of Jesus Christ to his
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own people here in Jaiye. And when he met the
crown prince back in the land of the Ashias, he’d
thought his goal was already achieved.
But Zenas never knew he would even go back
to his homeland to bring Jesus Christ to his people
that soon. Zenas never even imagined that the first
place he’d have to go would be the grand temple of
Jaiye’s sacrificial rituals.
Now as the young evangelist rode down the
temple pathway, his mind went back to that that
preordained moment in Beersheba.
It went back to when he won the crown prince
for Jesus.
◊◊◊
The talk between Àlà and Zenas at the Beersheba
inn soon developed into a full-blown conversation
that fateful day.
Àlà was eager to know. He looked at Zenas.
‘Tell me about that Lord of yours,’ he said. ‘Tell
me about your Lord.’
There was a small moment of stillness. Zenas
felt grateful for being Christ’s witness to the crown
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prince of his own nation. He said a quiet prayer
now.
‘Lord Jesus,’ mumbled Zenas, ‘please save this
soul today and my people too. Amen.’
The evangelist sat up a little. ‘I will tell you
now, Your Highness.
‘The world didn’t evolve on its own,’ Zenas
began. ‘There is a mighty God in Heaven who
formed the world and everything in it. And He
still rules in the affairs of His creation.’
Àlà interposed the preacher just then. ‘I agree
with you. In Jaiye we are aware that there’s a
powerful Force which controls the affairs of us
mortals.
‘We have dug deep into earth, waded through
rivers and even mounted the proudest mountains.
‘But one thing we haven’t done and cannot do
is reaching up to the heavens. We serve the
Heavens in Jaiye,’ the prince said.
Zenas was relieved. He could tell from Àlà’s
words that the latter was listening so well. He
decided to use the Jaiye culture as an illustrative
portrait for his message.
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Zenas resumed speaking. ‘As much as God
created us for a divine purpose, the first man
gravely sinned from the beginning and fell from
God’s grace and favour,’ he said.
‘Since then, from generation to generation the
root of Sin was passed down to everyone from the
first man.
‘And we all became sinners. Not because we sin
but because we are born sinners. The nature of sin
is passed down to us and that is why we can’t help
doing wrong.’
The Jaiye prince heaved a quiet sigh.
Zenas continued. ‘Yet the judgement for
sinfulness is Eternal Death. So it means because of
our sinful nature which we can’t help, we bring
damnation to ourselves.
‘Like we do say in Jaiye that we are plagued
with the Death Curse,’ explained the evangelist.
Àlà nodded. Zenas’ words were easy to
understand. The Jaiye prince found the
explanations so relatable and down to earth. And
so he continued to listen.
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Zenas went on in a moment. ‘So, to redeem us
from Eternal Death…’ attempted the preacher.
‘We make sacrifices to the Heavens every
season!’ Àlà interrupted.
Zenas smiled. ‘Yes you are right, Your
Highness. A sacrifice was made. But not one of
slain animals,’ he asserted.
‘Animals cannot give life to man,’ continued the
evangelist. ‘Just as man cannot give life to animals.
Or can a slave pay the ransom for his master? Not
at all!
‘If a slave that is also a human cannot redeem
his own master, how then can animals redeem us
when we are not the same beings?’ explained Zenas.
Àlà was quiet and still. He understood the
point right then. The words made absolute sense.
Animals cannot redeem man indeed, he admitted.
Just then the Jaiye heir remembered the new
verdict passed by the chief priest a few moons ago.
Let horses die for horses and man die for himself,
the chief priest had declared.
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Àlà spoke up now. ‘You are right, Zenas. You
are very right. And that is the same reason why we
ourselves have sought the will of the High
Heavens, and we’ve changed our offering now.
Animals will no longer die for man. A beautiful
and pure maiden…!’
Àlà stopped right then.
The crown prince couldn’t complete his words.
He realised at that instant that the maiden with the
beauty of a goddess demanded as the new
sacrificial offering, was to be a slave girl. (Even
though he hadn’t yet known that the sacrifice back
at home would now be his own beautiful lady,
Iyun.)
Right then the prince realised he’d lost the
argument even before he began.
A random slave girl cannot save us at Jaiye, Àlà
surrendered.

The noble heir spoke up now. ‘All right, I agree
with you,’ he said. ‘Then tell me what should
rather be the sacrificial offering?’ he enquired.
‘Thank you for asking, Your Royal Highness,’
replied the preacher. ‘The Almighty God had
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looked down on us His helpless creation, and He
chose to save us from eternal damnation,’ he began.
‘So God sent a part of Himself to us to bridge
the gap between us and Him and ransom our lost
souls. God sent down His very image many ages
ago.
‘And that Redeemer sent to bring us back was
the one beloved Son of God, the lover of our
souls. He is Jesus Christ the Lord.
‘And although the Lord Jesus was in the
glorious form of God Himself, He came down to
this earth as fully man. He was born like us, grew
among us and lived with us in this same mortal
flesh.
‘And the Son of God became the son of man…
just so He could show us the way back to God the
Father.
‘But the Lord Jesus was hated and scorned
beyond words,’ continued Zenas. ‘In fact, far more
than you saw me being persecuted for His sake a
while ago. Yet Jesus was the first and only one to
live a guiltless and sinless life.’
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Àlà listened quietly.
‘But it wasn’t just about that, Your Highness,’
Zenas added. ‘Jesus Christ was brutally wounded,
beaten and condemned to a sinner’s cross. And
there He was crucified and died.’
Àlà made to speak now. But he just suppressed
the urge to ask a question every other time.
Zenas went on without noticing anything.
‘In that predestined death on a cursed cross,’
resumed the evangelist, ‘the sinless Christ offered
Himself as the ultimate sacrifice for Sin before
God the Father… and for all of humanity.
‘And when Jesus died and was buried, He went
down to Hades and tasted damnation for us all…’
Àlà couldn’t hold in his question now. ‘But if
He died and went down to the grave,’ he
interposed, ‘then why is He better than anyone of
us?
‘Why is the Son of God better than any
warlord who dies in battle? Or than any great man
who die like a mortal? Why, huh?’
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Zenas smiled. ‘Your Highness, it is impossible
for the grave to hold God captive. God the Son
died but didn’t stay dead. It was impossible for
Hades to keep the Lord!’
Àlà’s interest was stirred up right then, as the
evangelist went on speaking.
‘So when Christ was buried, He went down to
the pit and there He seized the keys of Hades and
conquered eternal death,’ explained Zenas.
‘And on the third day after He died, Jesus
Christ rose again to live eternally… never to die
again!
‘Jesus has since ascended to Heaven. So God
has now commanded by a changeless decree that
everyone who comes to Him the Father must come
through His Son Jesus Christ… the sinless
sacrifice for mankind.
‘So whoever believes in God through Jesus our
Redeemer, to Him the Lord will give power to live
a new life on earth. And such a person will escape
damnation in the afterlife.’
Àlà heard everything and it made absolute
sense. He had nothing against the preacher’s
words. Yet one last question troubled the Jaiye
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heir. And he wasn’t going to bury it but spit it out
like others.
Zenas’ words were quite clear and
understandable to the prince. But he still couldn’t
let go of the religious traditions of his people;
what he’d been brought up with his entire life.
Àlà decided to spit it out as it is. ‘But we serve
the High Heavens in Jaiye. How can our sincere
worship be wrong?’ Àlà queried. ‘Huh, how can
our sincere acts of worship be all wrong?!’
Zenas was about to speak, but it seemed Àlà
had a little more to say.
‘The ancestors handed our traditions down to
us in Jaiye?’ continued the noble heir. ‘How can
the forefathers be wrong? How can every other
way be wrong, huh?!’ He queried.
Àlà wasn’t satisfied. ‘There are so many ways
we can take to find God, aren’t there? I believe
every nation and every people should create just
what is suitable for them! Shouldn’t it be like that?
Huh…?! You’re not answering, my friend!!’
Zenas looked at the crown prince and
understood so well. He’d also asked these kind of
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questions the day he first heard the gospel of
Christ.
The preacher had asked why the disciples of
Jesus Christ claimed He is the one and only Way
to God. The young man had wondered how
Christ’s followers could be that so sure.
The young man had asked these questions for
quite a time and thought the scriptures were
simply filled with imaginative stories. Stories of
miraculous things that never really happened…
Not until the day Zenas encountered the
supernatural power of Christ which left him a
completely different man.
That day the young man came to fully
understand the transformation that turned Saul the
persecutor into Paul the apostle of Christ.
But Zenas only replied Àlà in simpler words.
‘Your Royal Highness,’ he said, ‘back there at
home in Jaiye we all say that we worship the
Unknown God and have chosen to call Him the
High Heavens.’
He looked at the prince a moment and
declared.
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‘Nobody can reach the high heavens, Your
Royal Highness. And no one can reach the Most
High God, no matter how many ways we try! No
mortal can reach the Almighty God on his own
terms!’ he said.
Àlà let out a deep, thoughtful sigh.
Zenas went on. ‘That is why the Unknown
God we worship through the natural elements in
Jaiye kingdom is only a poor, wretched shadow of
the Divine Nature.
‘That is why God Himself became man in
order to redeem us through His Son Jesus Christ.
‘And in Jesus Christ, the sacrifice for our Death
Curse is absolutely divine and yet absolutely
human.
‘And this is why the Lord Jesus Christ is the
worthiest redemption for you, for me, and for all!’
the evangelist finished.
Àlà’s jaw dropped. He’d never heard such a
great heavenly mystery. So profound and yet so
simple.
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Àlà trembled at the grand masterplan of
Heaven redeeming earth. Of the Most High God
redeeming mortal man.
‘Ah please…!’ he cried. ‘I want this Jesus to be
my Lord too!!’
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Chapter 37
_____

ZENAS the Niger rode back from the distant land

of memory, as he finally arrived at Jaiye’s grand
Temple of the High Heavens.
The young man marvelled at the chance
meeting with the crown prince of his own nation
back in the Israelite city of Beersheba. And at how
the fateful encounter had eventually got him to
lead Àlà to Jesus Christ.
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As Zenas approached the temple on horseback,
he sighted a man’s figure on the temple’s rooftop.
If a man can dare to mount the rooftop tonight,
the man must be someone on a defiant mission, Zenas
told himself. And it can only be the crown prince
Àlà, he thought.

And the daring young man was indeed Àlà.
Prince Àlà quietly replaced the last slab he had
lifted off the brick roof to climb down into the
innermost chamber of sacrifice, in the grand
temple hall.
Àlà breathed a quiet sigh of relief.
He had just accomplished the first task in his
daring mission. He’d slain the sacred rooster in
that innermost temple court. The rooster whose
crow was to announce the time to offer his
beautiful lady as sacrifice.
And when two priests on guard caught him in
that sacrilegious deed and charged towards the
masked young prince, the latter cleared them off
his path.
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Àlà seized the advancing sentries with his bare
hands, swirled them around spiral spin and hewn
them down with one deft blow on the nape. The
hit was a big smash that made the two collapse in a
brief loss of consciousness.
Àlà raised himself on the rooftop now. He
turned towards the part of the roof that covered
the middle courts, where Iyun would have been
held captive by a horde of Jaiye priests.
Just then the young man sighted Zenas arriving
through the dimly path at the backside of the
temple.
Zenas didn’t take the path of the main entrance
too. Just like the prince, the evangelist had also
followed rear path.
Àlà waved to his friend. He pulled off the
cloth used to mask his face and broadly waved to
Zenas with the piece. Zenas was quick to sight the
prince. And he slowed down his horse.
Àlà knew how dangerous and deadly his
mission was. His mission to save his Iyun. And he
wasn’t going to endanger Zenas’ life, who the
young prince believed had a greater course than
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his. And so he motioned for Zenas to lay low
somewhere at the rear gates.
And with that the defiant prince of Jaiye
crouched down himself. And he crawled towards
the part of the roof that covered the middle courts.
To rescue his woman now.
◊◊◊
Jakan the chief priest rushed down from the
middle courts into the innermost chamber of
sacrifice.
Along with the rest of the house, the elderly
priest had heard some heightened shrieks of alarm
from the sacred fowl just after it crowed. And he’d
wondered what could be happening down there in
that hallowed chamber.
On getting to the chamber doors, Jakan found
them flung wide open and left unguarded. He was
shocked. The old man leapt in straightaway. And
right there lay the two guards lying motionless on
the cold floor.
As the old man turned around towards the
most sacred Altar of Slaughter in that innermost
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courts, he was suddenly overcome with a rude
shock at what he saw.
The sacred rooster had been brutally
slaughtered right on top of the holy altar.
Jakan couldn’t help the loud big yell.
‘Aargh…
Sacrilege!
Abomination!!’ he cried.

Abomination…!!

The chief priest leapt out of the sacred chamber
right then. And he rushed back to the middle
courts.
◊◊◊
Zenas quietly walked his horse to a small bush
near the rear gate. And he made the horse sit while
he hid himself somewhere close, where he could
lay low to watch.
The missionary wished he could simply step
inside the temple and stop the sacrifice tonight. He
wished he could go right inside and preach Christ
to his people.
And so the young man said a quiet prayer.
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‘Lord Jesus, if only You can shine Your light
on my people!’ he groaned. ‘If only You can show
them the Way to God!
‘Let it please You to send me, Lord! Let it
please You to use me!’ he prayed.
◊◊◊
The mystery was becoming too much to contain
now.
Jakan called out to his auxiliary priests as he
stormed into the middle court hall. He passed an
urgent order right away.
‘Search everywhere in this temple hall!’ yelled
the old priest. ‘There is a breach! Catch the
infiltrator right now. Catch him alive and bring
him up here!’
The horde of young priests stormed out of the
priestly courts and spread across the vast ancient
temple hall.
Yet in all the several many seasons Jakan had
spent as the spiritual head of Jaiye kingdom, the
old man had never experienced the littlest
interruption during the sacred rituals.
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Not even when the offering that the High
Heavens demanded was the people’s precious
white horses.
Jakan’s mind raced to and fro as he wondered
about what the infiltrator stood to gain by
interrupting the holy rites.
Just then a sudden idea struck the chief priest’s
puzzled mind. It was like the arrival of a
rainstorm.
‘The infiltrator has come to rescue the slave
girl!’ he exclaimed.
He paused on a second thought.
‘But that seems ridiculous, doesn’t it?’ he
pondered. ‘What man in his right senses will risk
his life to rescue a mere slave? A mere slave…?! No
only an insane man would do that!’ he said.
Jakan pushed the idea aside with a small wave
of the hand. But then he still wouldn’t want to
take chances.
By this time though one of the young priests
was already back to inform the chief priest that
early, that they couldn’t find any infiltrator.
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But before the youngster could give the hasty
report, Jakan could tell what he was about to say
and he couldn’t afford to waste a single moment.
He shouted at the young priest. ‘Keep searching
for him, young man! The intruder is somewhere
around! Get going will you!’
At once the young priest hastened away and
Jakan returned to his thoughts.
‘But wait a moment… someone who could
overpower two sturdy priests even before they
could raise an alarm is not a mere man,’ he
reasoned. ‘That person must be a man of war,’ he
said.
‘The priests I’ve sent out can’t catch this man.
They will be powerless against him,’ he admitted.
And so the chief priest turned around and
called one of the priests closer by.
‘You! Go out there and call me the armed
guards securing the temple!’ he ordered.
The young man was surprised, as arms were not
allowed into the sacred temple. The priest
stammered in response. ‘Armed… armed guards,
sir?!’
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Jakan could tell obviously what made the man
so surprised. And so he took the pain to explain.
‘Yes son,’ replied Jakan. ‘Arms and weapons are
not allowed in the innermost courts where the
sacred altar of slaughter is.
‘But every other place in the temple can allow
the use of arms if a need calls for it. Just as a
desperate need calls now!
The young priest nodded gently.
Jakan couldn’t wait any longer. He spoke up.
‘Now that you understand, go right now and get
me the armed guards,’ he commanded.
And the younger man took off immediately.
Just then it occurred to the old priest that the
outside could be left unguarded and the infiltrator
could easily escape. He called on another priest
close by and gave him an instruction for the
devotees in the outer court arena.
‘Tell the devotees outside to surround the
temple from the outer walls,’ he said. ‘Tell them to
guard the holy temple in supplications to the High
Heavens.’
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The priest hastened out. And Jakan gazed at
their sacrificial offering.
Iyun was right there. Bound, gagged and closely
guarded.
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Chapter 38
_____

ÀLÀ quietly lifted a brick slab from the roof

covering the temple’s middle courts, and he peeped
down to see if Iyun was there.
Down there in the hall he saw his precious
damsel bound up and blindfolded amid two hefty
priests guarding her.
Àlà’s heart was torn apart, and he cried.
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Yet the young prince knew he’d got no time for
tears, if he wanted get his lady out alive.
He noticed right now that Iyun’s guards in that
holy court below were unharmed. As well as other
priests roaming about there and looking for him.
Àlà raised his head and let out a quiet breath.
He was relieved.
The ordeal will be easier now, he told himself.

The young man bowed again and took another
glance into the temple court below. Just then he
saw his woman being led somewhere by the two
priests. His eyes bulged out and his heart pounded
hard.
Àlà instantly made his eyes follow the men’s
path. He observed that they were headed at the
storeroom in that temple building. The prince
heaved a sigh of relief now. He was sure he would
be able to rescue Iyun this time.
If Iyun is kept in the storeroom with these
unharmed priests, rescuing her will be so easy, he
thought.

And with that, Iyun’s man aimed towards that
part of the rooftop.
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◊◊◊
Zenas watched from the hideout as a group of
people began to surround the temple’s outer walls.
He studied the situation and soon he could tell
that the crowd were the devotees.
The young evangelist was now sure Prince Àlà’s
intrusion was discovered. And those devotees must
have been sent to the walls to help prevent the
intruder’s escape, he reasoned.
Yet Zenas feared that the prince might have
been caught already.
He thought of what to do now. He reasoned
that those worshippers were so many that they
wouldn’t even know themselves.
So Zenas thought to come out of his hiding
place right then and mingle with them.
And from there the missionary would smuggle
himself into the temple, bearing the gospel seed.
◊◊◊
Jakan exhaled a relieving puff of breath where he
stood at a vintage point in the temple’s middle
court.
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The elderly priest had just secured their
sacrificial offering, the slave girl Iyun. But he had
even gone a step ahead of the intruder.
Jakan had secretly replaced the two priests
manning the girl with four combatant soldiers, and
just when they got to the storeroom.
The soldiers the chief priest assigned to Iyun
were the armed guards officially securing the
temple; the troupe he’d sent for just a while earlier.
At the same time the temple building’s
perimeter was being securely manned by the
devotees.
‘Now there’s no room for escape for the
desecrater of tonight’s sacrifice!’ growled the old
man.
Hoping that the mysterious intruder would
come for the slave girl where they kept her now
and fall into the snare, Jakan decided to sit himself
on a stool in front of the bolted store room door.
And there the chief priest patiently waited for
the trap to catch the culprit.
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◊◊◊
King Obade was seated in a small underground
closet in the grand temple edifice.
The elderly monarch was rounded by a group
of armed sentinels who were ready to protect their
King from the malicious intruder… even with
their blood and sweat.
When the chief priest had discovered the
breech of security, he’d quickly ensured that the
king was led to a secure place in the temple
building.
And just now Obade got an update about the
ongoing situation at the temple hall. He received a
note from Jakan now, and it was sent through a
messenger.
The king opened the note and read it to
himself.
Your Royal Majesty,
The intruder shall not escape under my
watch, sire. From my judgement, the
cursed mortal must have come to rescue
the slave girl, our sacrificial offering.
But I have laid some traps for the young
man.
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This is the current situation.
Your humble servant,
Jakan the Chief Priest.

As Obade finished with the note, he couldn’t
help but tie two incidences together.
He looked at another letter which he got
through the royal secretary a long while earlier.
The message from the palace simply stated that the
crown prince Àlà was now back from his voyage.
But now that he’d just been hinted that the
intruder might be there for the slave girl, Obade
couldn’t help the fearful thought that tonight’s
perpetrator was his own son Àlà. His heir who had
fallen head over heels with some slave girl from
Koje Outpost.
King Obade feared and he trembled.
He trembled at the dreadful possibility.
◊◊◊
Àlà cautiously removed a brick slab from over the
storeroom. And he slowly let himself into the
small, curvy chamber set to trap him.
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As the crown prince descended down he was
met with four valiant soldiers armed with spears
pointing right at him.
Àlà was shocked and entirely caught off-guard.
The masked young prince had peeped down
into the storeroom before he descended. But he
only saw Iyun. The soldiers hid themselves at the
curvy corners of the room.
Àlà had thought it was only some unarmed
priests that had been sent to guard Iyun. And when
he couldn’t find anyone beside her when he peeped
down, he had assumed the two priests were simply
sitting somewhere around the room.
The prince realised now that he’d just
descended into a trap. But it was too late.
Yet the young man wouldn’t give in to defeat.
Not without putting up with a fight.
Àlà drew out his sword right then and
brandished the blood stained blade.
The desperate soldiers weren’t scared back like
the masked prince had desired. Àlà didn’t want to
spill blood. No, not a human blood.
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The soldiers charged towards the masked
intruder with their spears, as the prince wielded his
sword in defense.
Iyun’s heart pounded heavily where she was tied
up and made to sit in a blindfold. The young
damsel could tell even without seeing a thing—she
could tell that the valiant intruder was the prince.
It was her man Àlà.
Iyun knew her prince had come for her. And if
not for the gag in her mouth she would have
screamed out his valiant name.
But her heaving heart screamed out in a loud
big silence.
‘My prince! Your Highness! My prince!’ she
whimpered.
◊◊◊
Jakan could hear the clash of blades from the
entrance of the storeroom where he sat.
He grinned broadly. ‘I was right,’ he said. ‘My
instinct doesn’t fail me. My trap has caught that
foolish boy who dares to toy with death!’ he
boasted.
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Jakan sent an instant message to the devotees
guarding the temple walls, and he asked them to
retreat inside. The devotees returned into the outer
court and continued with their supplications.
Zenas the missionary, who had already mingled
with the crowd of worshippers, joined the
worshippers now on their way back into the
temple courts.
◊◊◊
The fight was a hard one. It was four against one.
The masked Jaiye prince fought with blood
stained sweat for his most treasured damsel.
And the four fearless soldiers fought hard with
all sense of duty and honour. With all the best of
the skills learnt from the dreaded war chief Ragun.
But neither of the two party was fighting to
death. They were each fighting to incapacitate the
other.
Àlà didn’t want to slay any of the sentries. For
he knew they were performing their duty. All that
the valiant prince wanted was to save his only
damsel. All that Àlà desired was to rescue Iyun
alive.
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The armed guards, too, didn’t want to kill the
impudent intruder. They wanted to bring him alive
to their king.
But when Jakan observed that the fierce fight
was taking too long, he yelled out an order from
outside.
‘Break his limbs! Show him the dreaded gates of
hades!’ he roared.
The old man’s voice dropped to a quiet
mumble right after. ‘If that’s what will break him
down to sanity!’ he mused.
On hearing Jakan’s order one of the soldiers
thrust his spear into the crown prince’s side. The
brass head went right in… rupturing internal flesh.
Àlà groaned with in a long, pained moan. And
as the soldier drew out the spear, a gush of blood
and fluid spluttered out with it.
The prince yelled and held both hands to cap
the wounded side.
Iyun trembled and wriggled so hard. Her eyes
and heart cried a hurting stream. But her tearful
cries were soon stanched by the cruel gag and
blindfold. Ever before they could flow.
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Soon another guard thrust a spear into the
prince’s thigh and Àlà’s limbs gave way beneath his
sturdy frame.
The prince couldn’t hold up any longer. His
sword fell from his trembling hand, and he
dropped to his knees right then. He groaned in
agony.
One of the soldiers shouted. ‘Unmask the fool!’
and someone moved close to remove the prince’s
mask.
Jakan stormed in just then. ‘Don’t unmask him
yet,’ he ordered. ‘I can guess who he is. It’s a silly
slave boy I saw with the girl when we were
capturing her!
‘I should have captured that boy too,’ he went
on. ‘I never thought a mere Koje boy would cause
such a trouble. I’ll make a scape goat of him today!
‘Away with him!’ the old man roared. ‘To the
outer courts!’ he commanded.
And Jakan himself led a trembling Iyun down
there.
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Chapter 39
_____

TWO men bore the masked crown prince to the

temple’s outer court, where the devotees were
gathered. And they laid the bruised and wounded
Àlà on the cold, hard floor.
The congregation went up in a wild outburst of
curses yelled at the intruder. The desecrater of
their hallowed temple.
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The chief priest came out now with Iyun their
sacrifice in his firm grip, accompanied by the large
company of priests in the house.
Jakan removed the blindfold on Iyun’s eyes and
took off the gag in her mouth; but he left her
bounded still. The girl whimpered when she gazed
down and saw her hero already laying weary and
badly wounded.
The old man stood in front of the congregation
and motioned for silence.
He spoke. ‘Here lies the fool who thinks
himself a rescue king!’ announced Jakan. For the
chief priest had thought that the masked young
man was the slave boy Shao.
And he yelled: ‘Here lies the impudent
desecrater of our sacred altar of slaughter!’
And just then, King Obade walked into the
gathering, his subjects’ cheers greeting his return.
‘Long live the king! Long live the king!’ the people
chorused.
Obade walked to the captured infiltrator lying
there in agony.
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‘Remove his mask!’ he shouted. But the voice
that yelled the order only trembled with fright. For
the old monarch desperately prayed that it
wouldn’t be his son in front of him now.
Àlà’s heart sprinted in a heated race at his
father’s burdened voice. He parted open a bloodshot eye and peered his grief-stricken face from
beneath the mask.
Two men matched towards the prince and
Obade looked away.
As the men yanked off the mask from Àlà’s
face, they leapt backwards and with the force of a
shocking sight.
‘Aargh!’ the men cried. They saw the face of the
desecrater of tonight’s sacrifice. The man that had
risked his life for the sake of a mere slave girl.
It was the crown prince of the kingdom. It was
Prince Àlà.
Àlà gazed at his priceless rosebud amid the
thorns here. He muttered her name in a pained
little voice. ‘Iyun… ah Iyun!’ he moaned.
The damsel fell on her knees right then.
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‘Ah… my prince, my prince!!’ she cried.
King Obade turned around in a hasty spin and
stared down at the image of him lying wounded.
He staggered in absolute shock.
The king’s lips mumbled something but the
words couldn’t find their way out. He stuttered
through in a low, trembling voice. ‘Àlà… Àlà...
what have you done?!!’
Jakan rushed down there at that golden name.
And he was too shocked to process anything. The
chief priest trembled and stammered. ‘Wh…
wh… why…?!’
Àlà looked up at the old man’s bewildered face.
And he spoke in a small weak voice.
‘Because I love her!’ he said, aiming a finger at
Iyun.
Jakan turned to look and there she was, their
sacrificial offering tonight. He was shocked to his
inner core as a deafening stillness filled the house
for one grave moment.
Soon the temple hall began to rumble with a
quiet murmur of curiosity rising from the
congregation.
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Now Jakan wished he’d removed the prince’s
mask before deciding to bring him out to the
people. The old man regretted it.
If only I haven’t concluded it was a slave boy! If
only I’ve removed the mask! Ah, maybe… maybe I
would’ve covered him…

But then Jakan had a rethink. The crown prince
erred. He sinned to the High Heavens. But a sin to the
Heavens cannot be covered up by mere mortals!
Yet it wasn’t only Jakan who considered
covering up for the crown prince, if it could have
been possible to. King Obade also wished for such
a possibility that never came to them.
The murmurs among the worshippers were
heightening into a louder burst of temper now.
The quiet moment of shock was too soon done
with, and the ardent devotees were clamoring for
judgement already.
‘Judge him now! Judge him now! Judge him
now!’ The chorus was a wild, unstoppable
clamour. And it was shocking to Obade.
The people that had warmly welcomed the king
just a while earlier were now demanding that the
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father judged his own son with the capital
sentence.
They wanted the royal decree there and then.
They wanted the desecrater of the holy altar of
sacrifice to be slain on the spot.
Obade withdrew to a seat now amid the
deafening outcry. And he pondered a troubling
thought.
How will I judge my own son?! How… just how
will I sentence my only son to death?!

The monarch looked ahead and gazed at the
prince as he whimpered in pain and bleed from his
wound. Àlà was at the verge of losing his life. But
his helpless father was in a great dilemma.
Suddenly, a loud voice roared from among the
crowd.
‘Let the high heavens be the judge!’
The sudden yell instantly stilled the house.
Everyone was thrown off balance at that demand.
The words seemed right, yet they seemed like an
insult.
There was dead silence. And just when the
people looked around for where the call came
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from, Zenas the evangelist matched out from
among the devotees. He took the stage and faced
the sacred gathering.
‘Let the high heavens be the judge of the man
that desecrated their altar!’ Zenas reiterated in a
bold, clear voice. And the house was quiet as
though it was their king speaking.
The young missionary went on.
‘This man has not sinned against any man, has
he? He didn’t kill anyone, did he? He has only
sinned against the high heavens! And you all
believe the heavens are greater and mightier than
any mortal!
‘Then rather than judge him according to our
standards here in Jaiye, let the high heavens do
their own fight, will you! Or don’t we trust that
the heavens can judge him?!’
Everyone murmured quietly. Zenas words
sounded right. They sounded absolutely reasonable
and the people had nothing against them.
The speaker charged on. ‘The worst the
heavens will do is to kill the crown prince for
desecrating their altar – and that will be all!
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‘But my people… even a man that doesn’t
offend the heavens will someday die! Everyone
dies!’
The evangelist’s last words drew a quiet
grumble after it.
A voice spoke up from amid the congregation.
‘Are you mocking the high heavens?! What are you
saying?’ The lone voice stirred up quite a
commotion.
Zenas raised a hand now. ‘Listen to me, my
people!’ he yelled.
The entire house quietened right then and they
were curious to hear the man out. Even the king
and the chief priest weren’t ready to speak up,
especially when the prince’s life was at stake.
‘Listen to me,’ continued the missionary. ‘I’m
only telling you the reality. What man or woman
will not die? Aren’t we all plagued with the Death
Curse in Jaiye? What differs us from one another
in death?’ he asked.
‘Because of the Death Curse we go down to
hades once we die,’ continued Zenas. ‘We perish
body and soul forever. And in spite of our
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sacrifices every season and our worship rites, don’t
we all still die and go down to hades after all?’
Silence filled the atmosphere as everyone agreed
with the young man.
Zenas went on. ‘You see, the heavens Jaiye
serves has stopped demanding precious white
horses. And for the first time they are demanding a
slave girl that is as cheap in Jaiye as the grains of
sand.
‘If animals will not die for man again, why do
Jaiye think the blood of slaves we’ve always
compared to horses will be enough to cleanse our
sins. A mere slave we don’t pay for in Jaiye!
‘What makes us think a mere slave we got so
cheap will be precious enough to wash away sins?!’
At this juncture Jakan couldn’t take it any
longer. He felt the young man had begun to
trespass. The old man reasoned within himself.
If this boy wants to save the crown prince from
death today, I’ve got no problem with it; I want to do
that too! But I won’t take anyone insulting these
sacred rites to my face!
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The chief priest moved to order the young man
to shut up and forcefully get him out of the
temple. He wondered if the strange man was really
one of the devotees, with the things he was
blurting out of his mouth.
But it was too late to ask about the stranger’s
identity. For he saw that the people were
absolutely attentive to the young speaker; they
weren’t even agitated.
Jakan reasoned that, if the young man had the
people’s interest that much, an abrupt stop would
only trigger an outrage from his ever so volatile
people.
The gentle priest decided not to forcefully shut
the young man up. He chose to engage him in a
debate. A debate to gag his mouth with.
Jakan didn’t know where to start. He thought
to start from the base right up. ‘Young man, have
you ever seen the moon turn blood?’ Jakan
interrupted the speaker.
‘The moon turned as red as the blood of
sacrifice,’ he continued. ‘And that sign is what the
heavens gave as the time to change our sacrificial
offering from animals to man?’
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Zenas turned around to face the chief priest.
He replied. ‘Sir, if the heavens have been
demanding animals all these seasons and suddenly
they asked to be given humans, are the heavens
growing up like mortals who gets weaned from
breastmilk to taking solid food?
‘You elders are the ones who say the heavens
are constant. Why will the high heavens suddenly
change their food?’ asked Zenas.
There was a burst of laughter among the
people. But in a brief moment the devotees came
back to their senses and continued listening.
Jakan felt insulted. He decided to wave it for
now, and he resumed with a question.
‘Well if you say slaves are too cheap to be
worthy of our offering, do you want us to sacrifice
our own selves instead? Do you want us to kill
ourselves on the altar of slaughter?!’
Zenas turned around and addressed his
response to the congregation now.
‘Indeed, man will die for man!’ he shouted. ‘But
I ask: can a Koje slave redeem another Koje slave?
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‘If the prince of Jaiye choose to lay down his
life for a slave girl tonight, should his life be
equated in value to that of the slave girl?
‘Should the future of the kingdom, the heir to
the imperial throne of Jaiye, be equated to the life
of a single slave? Answer me you people!’
There was silence. An absolute silence.
Zenas charged on. ‘This dying man is Jaiye
himself!’ he cried, a desperate urgency in his
strained voice.
‘If the noble prince chose to shed his blood to
save this slave girl from dying the death tonight!’
continued the young, bold speaker.
‘If he chose to offer himself in her stead… it is
not for the slave girl alone! The crown prince’s life
is worth more than scores and scores of the Koje
born!
‘The prince has chosen to redeem the entirety
of Koje slaves from the animal curse plaguing them
– and with his own blood!
‘Should the noble prince die tonight, will the
Koje born still be regarded as mere slaves? Answer
me!!
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‘Should he die tonight, will the slave girl he
gave his life for be regarded as an outcast in Jaiye
kingdom any longer?!’
Zenas desperately cried: ‘Can’t you see the
prince has come to lay down his own life for the
sake of Koje?! For the liberation of Koje itself?!
‘How many Koje slaves can we put together
that will worth the value of the crown prince of
our great Jaiye Kingdom?! Tell me! How many
slaves?!’
The entire temple hall rumbled with murmurs
of agreement.
Now Jakan got what the young man was saying.
But he was still stuck on something else. Yet
before the old priest could ask a question, the king
spoke up.
‘I agree with you on that, young man!’ said
Obade. Zenas turned to the king and curtseyed.
The king went on speaking. ‘But tell me friend,
what about the liberation of the entirety of Jaiye
Kingdom? What man will sacrifice himself for us?’
he enquired in desperate low voice.
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‘If the crown prince is redeeming our outpost at
Koje from the Animal Curse,’ concluded Obade,
‘what prince will give his life to redeem the
kingdom from the Death Curse plaguing us? Tell
me please!’
And just then, Àlà mustered the last fibre of
strength left in his aching muscles... as he raised
himself to sit up where he had laid down.
And with all the breath left in his weary lungs,
the prince took over the speaking floor.
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Chapter 40
_____

THE wounded prince had the answer to the king’s

pertinent question: What man will sacrifice himself
to redeem Jaiye from the Death Curse?
Prince Àlà answered, and his voice was a
forceful strain.
‘Fa-ther…!’ he called. ‘The sacrifice has been
made already!’ he said, and a quiet murmur drifted
across the gathered people.
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Àlà decided to use words of Zenas the
evangelist, as the latter had preached when the two
men met in the Israelite city of Beersheba.
‘Yes the ultimate price had been paid,’ resumed
the crown prince. ‘The high heavens we worship in
Jaiye kingdom is only a wretched shadow of the
Divine Nature.
‘There is an Almighty God up there above the
heavens, who made our world and every one of us.
‘But none of us can reach this Most High God
on our own, no matter how many ways we devise!
We are bound to die in our sins and be damned!
‘But the Son of God Jesus Christ has already
sacrificed Himself for us… in order to redeem us
from the curse of eternal damnation plaguing every
mortal man.’
Àlà paused and grimaced in pain where he sat.
And he struggled to pick up again.
Just then a bold voice rose from among the
congregation.
‘If the sacrifice has been made!’ the voice
shouted. ‘If really the price has been paid as you
said, why then do we still have the Death Curse in
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Jaiye? Why are we still plagued by it?!’ he
demanded.
Zenas picked up from there in a clear,
resounding voice.
‘That is because we don’t know the Redeemer
and we haven’t accepted His redeeming sacrifice
for our sins.
‘Anyone who believes in Jesus the Redeemer
and in His sacrifice for us will be saved from that
curse of eternal death!’ declared the young man.
Zenas words were clear and understandable to
everyone in the temple hall. The evangelist’s words
rolled out with such pure fire that it warmed the
cold hearts of the gathered listeners.
But as sincere and true as the gentle words felt
to the gathering, the people thought it quite abrupt
and sudden to abandon their traditions for a
different Path. They felt hesitant and Zenas could
sense it.
The evangelist admitted that simply illustrating
the mystery of redemption through the prince’s
sacrifice for Koje slaves was good enough. But then
he could tell that his mere illustrations weren’t
enough to win those devotees for Jesus.
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The young man remembered the scriptures he
carried on him now. He dipped his hand into his
pouch and brought out a parchment copy of the
Epistle to the Hebrews.
He turned to face the seated king.
‘Your Majesty, there is a people like Jaiye too,’
he said. ‘There is a nation where atonement was
made with the blood of animals every season. Like
what we do here in Jaiye.’
Everyone was curious to know. For even
though many Jaiye elite people had been to that
nation, they didn’t know about her religious
traditions.
‘Really, what people? Tell us about them,’
replied Obade. ‘Are they aware of that Jesus the
Redeemer too? Are they also aware about the
ultimate sacrifice?’
Zenas answered. ‘Yes they are aware, Your
Majesty!’
He opened the parchment. ‘I will read about
their worship rites to you now,’ he said and read
out a small portion:
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‘“The first covenant had rules for worship and an

earthly place for worship as well. A Tent was put up,
the outer one, which was called the Holy Place...
‘“Behind the second curtain was the Tent called

the Most Holy Place. In it were the gold altar for the
burning of incense and the Covenant Box all covered
with gold and containing the gold jar with manna in
it…
‘“This is how those things have been arranged. The

priests go into the outer Tent every day to perform
their duties, but only the High Priest goes into the
inner Tent, and he does so only once a year.

‘“He takes with him blood which he offers to God

on behalf of himself and for the sins which the people
have committed without knowing they were sinning.”’

It was from the Bible Book of Hebrews chapter
9, and verses 1 through 7.
King Obade was amazed at the resemblance
between their nation’s worship rites and those of
that other nation.
He got up and walked down to the young
evangelist, with the chief priest already heading
there. And before Obade could get to him, Jakan
had arrived with a question for the young speaker.
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‘Tell me, what is this book?’ enquired the
priest. ‘What nation are you telling us about?
Their rites and rituals look a lot like ours? How’s
that so?’
Zenas replied him. ‘It is the Holy Scriptures I
just read to you. And the nation is Israel, God’s
chosen people.’
Obade got there now and the chief priest gave
way for him.
The king had a sudden question. ‘Well, if
they’re God’s people and they do worship the same
way as we do, why are these sacrifices wrong then?
Why do we need a new way of worship?’ he asked.
Zenas traced a finger to a place in the passage.
‘It is clearly written here, Your Majesty. Let me
show you why,’ he said and resumed with the
words.
‘“The Holy Spirit clearly teaches from all these

arrangements that the way into the Most Holy Place
has not yet been opened as long as the outer Tent still
stands.
‘“This is an illustration which point to the present

time.
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‘“It means that the offerings and the animal

sacrifices presented to God cannot make the
worshipper’s heart perfect, since they have to do only
with food, drinks and various purification ceremonies.
‘“These are all outward rules, which apply only
until the time when God will establish a new order.”’

Zenas had just read from the same passage. And
the entire house was engulfed in the blaze of the
flaming words of the gospel. (The reading was
from the same 9th chapter of Hebrews, and verses 8
through 10.)
A bold member of the congregation stepped
forward right then and the preacher turned to him.
‘All right, we agree with you,’ the devotee said,
facing the evangelist. ‘Now tell us what is the new
order?’ he demanded.
Zenas smiled. ‘The new order is the sacrificial
death of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
‘Look, it takes the highest sacrifice to redeem
man from the greatest curse. It takes the costly
sacrifice of a pure, righteous soul! And where will
we ever find such an impossible offering? It can
only be the sinless Son of God.
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‘Only the Most High God will decide the way
to Him. And God in His infinite wisdom gave His
Son to bridge the gap between us and Him.’
Zenas went on with a few more words of
scripture.
‘“But Christ has already come as the High Priest of

the good things that are already here. The tent in
which He serves is greater and more perfect; it is not a
tenth made by human hands, that is, it is not a part of
this created world.
‘“When Christ went through the tent and entered

once and for all into the Most Holy Place, He did not
take the blood of goats and bulls to offer as a sacrifice;
rather, He took His own blood and obtained eternal
salvation for us.”’

And right then everything became clearer to the
people like the dawning of day. They understood
and marvelled at the wonder of that ultimate
sacrifice.
The congregation started falling to their knees,
in several numbers. And before anybody could say
a thing the entire worshippers were down on the
floor.
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They cried: ‘We believe in the Redeemer! We
believe! Pray for us! We believe!’
Soon Jakan bowed to his knees too; and his
company of priests followed straightaway, falling
on their faces.
The king couldn’t also help it, no. And he
slowly descended to his knees as well. He called to
the speaker: ‘Pray for us, young man! Pray for our
redemption in Jaiye!’
Zenas stood dazed and glanced over a sea of
bowed heads. He was too shocked. Too stunned at
the miraculous sight in front of him. And the
young preacher couldn’t help but go down on his
knees, too.
He spread his hands to the skies and prayed for
the people as they cried out for redemption.
And before the entire house could rise to their
feet, the noble prince had quietly breathed his last.
The people rose like the sea waves and too
soon fell on their faces to mourn the death of a
most beloved prince.
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They cried, they groaned, they wailed. But Iyun
was the most grieved of the bereaved nation.
The evangelist interrupted the loud cries of
mourning. He moved closer to Àlà’s lifeless body,
knelt down and said a prayer.
In a shocking moment, the dead son of Jaiye
jolted back to life with a deafening sneeze. And
like the heavenly mystery called a miracle his
hurting pains disappeared into thin air, too.
Àlà got back on his feet a living being. For he
stood up to his feet alive and whole.
The people cried in an overwhelming shock.
They hadn’t before seen these marvelous mysteries,
ever. And they believed the gospel even more.
Iyun cried with inexpressible joy. And Jakan
ordered a man to free the young maiden. As the
man untied her, Iyun leapt out of the falling bonds
and rushed down to her man.
In a sudden flight of a bird, the cute, lovely
dove leapt into Àlà’s arms, wrapped her slender
hands tightly around his brawny frame… and she
hugged him so sweet it hurt to tears.
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And as the young prince held his lady’s
beautiful face now, and peered at the glitter in her
charming eyes, he observed that his woman was
smiling so sweet already. And he couldn’t believe
his eyes.
For the people of Koje could never even smile,
as long as animals in the wild cannot.
Àlà picked up his cute, little bundle by the
waist, and he spun her around in a full blown
circle.
‘Ah you can smile my darling! You can really
smile!’ he cried. ‘Ah the curse is broken; the animal
curse is broken, darling!’ he said in tears.
And he could see that the death curse was done
with, too.
So, as the prince swirled his peerless damsel in a
playful spin, the latter burst into giggles and
ripples of laughter. And the rapturous laughter
resounded through the quiet temple hall.
For everyone stood still and marvelled. They
marvelled at what a supernatural wonder had
dawned on Jaiye kingdom from the gracious
Redeemer.
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Now it was dawn already. It was the dawn of a
new day.
King Obade issued a royal decree that cancelled
sacrifices in Jaiye Kingdom forever. The ruler also
declared the people of Koje free sons and
daughters of the kingdom.
For an outcast people on the outpost suddenly
became lawful citizens dwelling within.
And now as the sun rose in the lofty skies that
blissful morning, the event that was to be a ritual
feast at daybreak became the grand royal wedding.
A wedding between the crown prince and his
beautiful crown princess.
And they lived happily ever after.
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